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ABSTRACT'

General George C. Marshall, Emergence of a Politician, 1 September
1939 to 6 December 1941. A historical analysis of General
George C. Marshall's political role during the two years prior
by Major Howard A. Olsen,
to the start of World War 11,
USA, 143 pages.
iThis study is a historical analysis. of tpe p&olitical growth,
development, and influence of * 'former1,Cief of Staff pothe Ai-'y,
General George C. Marsh•,4 during the period 1 September 1939 to
6 December 1941. Thiese1 first two years of G,.neral Marshall's tenure
as Chief of Staff were critical in rebuilding and modernizing the
Army and the Nation's defense establishment prior to the start of
World War 11. During this period General Mvshall's primary efforts
centered on securing appropriations for equipment, personnel, and
training. These efforts were political in nature because they
involved close association with the executive and legislative branches
of government.
This thesis depicts how General Marshall's early career prepared him
for the Capital's political environment. It capitalizes on three distinct
legislative acvs to illustrate the growth of General Marshall's political
skill and influence during the period: The Burke-Wadsworth Act of
1940; the Lend-Lease Act of 1941; and the 1941 legislation which
extended the Burke-W%-dsworth Act. Finally, the study develops the
premise that General Marshall by the start of World War II had
mastered the politician's craft and usi-, that capacity to enact
-a For
iay J transformation from
legislation which accommodated the
A1
poorly prepared peacetime organization to wartime goliath.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a historical analysis of the political growth,
development, and influence of a former Army Chief of Staff, General
George C. Marshall, during the period 1 September 1939 to
6 December 1941. These first two years of General Marsh-ill's tenure
as the Army's Chief of Staff were critical in rebuilding and
modernizing the Army and the Nation's defense establishment prior
to the start of World War II. During this period General Marshall's
prima-y efforts centered oh securing appropriations for equipment,
personnel, and training. These efforts were political in nature
because they involved close association with the executive avd
legislative branches of government. It establishes his evolution from
unwilling political participant to one of the most powerful political
players in the nation's capital.'
The thesis draws upon General Marshall's early life and
military career to establish how he gained an appreciation ior and
insight into the country's political system. The thesis describes
Marshall's assignment as General John 1. Pershing's. Army Chief of
Staff. Aide-de-Camp and delineates how this relationship provided
Marshall the opportunity to learn first hand Washington's political
enterprise, and to observe tht Army's Chief of Staff's working
relationship with the President, Congress, and members of the
Executive Branch. It examines how assignments with the National
Guard, Army Reseve, Civilian Conservation Corps. and as post
conmmander enabled him to form close associations with political
Raymoad Clapper, MThe Tea Most Powerful Pcpte in Washington." g .
January 1941. Also. &cc 3he1_Rcsdeis Dicgt
May 1941. p 45-48. Thosc listed as
the ten most powerful, in order. arc: FDR; John L. Lewis. labor teador. Generai
George C. MarhamU. Cbief of Staff; William S. Knudsen, o•crecr American's
military-industrial complex; feafy Morgcntttau. Jr.. Secretary of Treasury;
advisor. Coidell Hull. Secretary of State. Thurman
Hurry fl1Opins. presidektiai
Asoid. les=. Jcwes. Scxretary of Coramroc.. and EIlanor Roosvett.
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leaders, political organizations, and influential civilians throughout
the country. It reveals how these experiences gave him an
oppurtunity to develop an understanding and appreciation for the
unique and necessary relationship between the military and thc;
American political process.
The thesis uses three distinct legislative acts to illustrate the
growth of General Marshall's political skill and influence during the
period: The Burke-Wadsworth Act of 1940; the Lend-Lease Act of
1941; and the 1941 legislation which extended the BurkeWadsworth Act. Each of these legislative acts had great impact on
Marshall's program for rebuilding the Army prior to the start of
World War II. The Burke-Wadsworth Act 2 instituted the nationi's
first peace-time draft. It is significant because it shows how
Marshall opposed the legisiation and sought to derail its passage
even though the measure guaranteed the Army the manpower it
desperately nreeded to fill its ranks.
The second statute, 1941 Lend-Lease Act was passed nearly
two years after President Roosevelt began clandestine maneuvering
to provide war-aid to the European Allies. It is significant because it
reveals that while Marshall publicly supported the President's
efforts, he privately opposed them since Roosevelt's undertaking
gave priority to the allies at the Army's expense. Lend-Lease also
demonstrated Marshall's growing political influence, and President
Roosevelt using Marshall's influence to ensure the act's passage.
The last noteworthy statute of the period was the extension of
the Burke-Wadsworth Act in the summer of 1941. The extension of
the draft coupled with the continued federalization of the National
Guard, just prior to the atiack on Pearl Harbor, displays Marshall's
metamorphosis from military leader to military-politician.
Each of these laws fueled the highly emoitional debate
surrounding American', involvement in the growing war in Europe.
They provide an excellent medluo through which to observe and
2
The flurke-Wadsworth Act legislation Onafcte tte first peace-lime
s-ecti,'e service law. See J. G~nvy Clifford and Samuel R. Spkmcer. Jt.. Tc. Fir-t

Eab-imr. Daft (LUwrcrce. Kasas:
(t=

rfecnxd

Uniwrity Pres of Kant.. 1986.)
The Firsi Ptaceirte Draft).

to as Clifiord and Spcne..,

2

analyze Marshall's political growth and emergence during his first
two years as Army Chief of Staff and transformation from military
leader to political protagonist.
Many of the Marshall biographies 3 address the two-year period
under study in this thesis and also discuss the three legislative acts
being analyzed. I!..ever,. none do so in great deph~; neither do they
as'ser Marsbhlaf~ personal mnotivation and involvement in each
svatutiws passage. Many havt~ not specifically treated Marshall's
i .."~liivities during the period nor given~
polhi,!tl roots aud!
them historical significance. Many have simply characterized
Marshall, at this time. as a very smart amd honest man who, through
his intelligence and integrity, was able to influence presidential and
congressional decision merely by his forceful examnple rather than by
direct political activity. Evidence suggests there is much more to
Marshall's political success than mere character virtue. 4
3
foremost in any study of Marshall are Forrest Pogue's four volumnes on
the life of Genetal Marshall. Each volume demails a particular period in
General Marshall's life. providing vivid analysis of his activities. Pogue is
unique among Marshall biographei's because be was able to conduct in depth
personal interviews, with Genera~l Marshall 1.n 1956 and 1957.
These
interviews couapled with %wesome research, make th~e Pogue volumes the
definitive work on Ceneral Nfarshalk,. life and career. Recent works on

Matsball by Professor Mark Stoker. Giorge C. MarsA i--Soldier-Statesiaxie f
th-e American Century. and Thomas P-irrish's, Roosevelt. aind Marsh-all. provide
reviews of Ma~rshall's political side. Pat neather focus specifically on thigs
period nor on the- legislation which w~as sc. much a part of the period. Other
wovks on tM1a;iý_z! t-;
as William Frye's M4arshall Citiren Soldier and

Leonard hMestey's- ttarshall: Hero for Our Time'- cover traditional aspec-ts of
Marshalls life and career but only briefly touce.

significance.

upon the period -and its

Mrs, Marshall's work. rogetker-.Axxwis

of

ag Army

Wife, also

provides soame insighu' on the period.
4 Marshall. by his second year in office, wts aware of his polifical Power

ind began to use it to shapc politica~l decistions and tegislarie "ciion. Early in
his tenure as Chief of Staff. Marshall poured over the congressicoal testimony
of his predecessors and painsta~kingly charted t~ie stregths and weakuaeSses of
their statemenm~ identifying am"a where the content and metho of
preenatoncould ?ta'v' b=e Impr wed and wide, mote effectiv.:. See Tjim=
Ksga~ine, 3 January *14U. p 17-. Also. tee speech given to the Army Ordnanc~e
Association on 11 October 1939. in Washington. D.C., Lwity !. Bland. ed.. Mh
Pat=rs of Georgg -calleit Njxrs?,2li. WotuCe
(brifitilRee amd London: The .fohns
Hopkins University Press. 1987). p 83-94. (11er Lier relt',ered -to as Bland.
If referring
miarshall P-Amcm. Val., 2. if referring to Df. Bland's eommentaqr.
m actual document u.ontrined in the book, then the referetce will be Mjarfhill
Pbatm Vl 2.1H su&
Sto~
(0 aid tkceir pitfalls of vague a&d jargon-fiWe

3

"The author researched in -everse order.

That is, he first
reviewed the major secondary works on General Marshall before
going to primary sources. The secondary sources were mainly the
Pogue volumes, Professor Stoler's work, Parrish's recent monograph
on Marshall and Roosevelt, and Mrs. Ma"shall's book. Only
superficial review was given to Frye's and Mosley's works. After
reviewing these secondary sources, the author then reviewed Dr.
Larry Bland's marvelous two volume collection of General Marshall's
personal papers. These two volumes provided a wealth of
information, background, and insight into Marshall's thinking at the
time events were occurring. Without the benefit and insight of
personal diary or autobiography, Sland's efforts provided the best
fountainhead for primary source information. The Marshall Papers.
along with selected portions of the Marshall Interviews,s provided
the author an insight into General Marshall's thoughts atnd
justifications for particular actions during the time under study autd
the legislative measures reviewed. While reviewing the Marshatl
Papers and Marshall Interviews, the author also reviewed Marshall's
testimony before Congressional Committees during the period, paying
particular attention to his testimony relating to the draft and londlease. 6 Congressional Committee testimony, coupl:d with floor
debate contained in the Congressional Record, provided valuable
briefings.
""presid-ati-a

He alto carcfully forged itlatioushirs with key officiftls and
advisors who could ussist him in dealing with 40. President.

ttenrý Morgenthau. Jr..
Lend-Letse.,

Q

MThe
Monthau Diaric.s: Nna

p 17. (lexateteXr

te&

$cc

IV. ThC Story ochiad

d to a Maorpthao. Morgcatheu

Diaries.) Als~o. see Mark A. Stoler. Ggulgt %1>

~~oth

jl~r1:~dir~

-?Melcan _Ctr. (Woson: Twyae PuEbwsbi e 19t9g9 p 65. (ll.tcatr."
relov to as Stoler, Gcorge C. MarshalL)
The Marsitall Interviews wtre riud with the uncr~taidin thCh they
wtre conducted aieea tao sevetme yea,
"Rcrthe peCnod in qvioa.
Gent-al Mershall
fivzting period
,•f American Lad woild istory &adh14
Ws4 been
piyedthaish
* majort,, roleMWin r¢.aty
cverly
During that ga.

"kymilitury and political cvena of the pcrMo.

With that in m•nd UA

h.

age and tiealth. tbe author fee; the iuntrvLws must be carefully considercd
and ft-view in cnjunctom with other availhble evidercc.
6
The- author wss unable to obtai. Ma.shall's tstinK-nmy o•fte

tc Scnvte

and House Foreign Relation Commiti•e other than •efc-.tcts to is tcsicaol.y
fow the daily acapems and Coaressioa, Itcord.
.4

information regarding Marshall's thoughts, powerful oratorical skills,
and influence over Congressional action.
The author reviewed a number of newspapers, magazines, and
periodicals from the period to obtain a historical frame of reference
for the period. 7 He also reviewed a number of secondary sources
related to the period, principal players, or specific events. 8 These
proved invaluable in gaining other viewpoints on Marshall's actions
in light of the events of the day. In sum, the author first sought a
broad perspective of the poriod and Marshall the man; then, he
investigated specific portions of the time, people, and events in
question.
Armed with this research, the author framed the thesis to be a
combination of historical review and analysis. The thesis provides
the reader with a context in which to understand the events under
study. It also attempts to analyze Marshall's political conduct,
always trying to answer the question: Why did Marshall pursue a
particular political course of action?
A discussion concerning crucial terms used in this study is
necessary. The word "politician" is important to the thesis' basic
question. Many consider a "politician" in a negative connotation.
7

Primary among newspapers, magazines, etc. are The New York Times,

Time, Newsweek,

Colliers, Life, Reader's Digest, and Saturday Evening Post.

8
Examples of the main sources used are: Langer and Gleason's The
Undeclared War, an excellent book covering the period and focusing on
preLend-Lease eff(rts as well as lend-lease i.sclf. It also provided commentary
on the efforts to institute selective service and rxiend
one year later.
Clifford and Spencer's The First Peacetime Draft was an excellent source of
information concerning the history behind the effo,, to launch a peacetime
draft in this Country. Of all the books on the subject. it provided a clear and
unbiased picture of General Marshall's role on selective service.
Sherwood's
Roos•.velt and Hopkins, gave not only a view of Hopkins relationship to
Marshall, but also an excellent view of the period and Roosevelt's position and
efforts regarding selec'ive service and lend-lease.
McJimsey's latter work
Harry Hopkins, was useful but provided little that was not covered in
Sherwood's work. Watson's Chief of Staff: Prewar Plans and Preparation was

an excellent source of information on the period and the War Department's
perspective cosicerning selective service and lend-lease.
Blum's Years of
Urgency, from the Morgenthau Diaries and Stimson and Bundy's On Active

Service In Peace and War also provided key perspectives from two of the
crucial players of the period. A recent work by Richard M. Ketchum, The
Borrowed Years, provides an excellent view of major events in the period.

5

Even in this thesis the word suggests manipulation by someone or
some group to bring about a private objective. The term "militarypolitician" is defined by the author to mean one who understands the
United State's political system and uses that knowledge to effect
decisions in the executive and legislative branches of government.
However, "politician" will retain its unsavory reference, if a person
uses political skills to bring about personal goals or ambitions.
Another term which may be confusing is the word "draft." A
"draft" is the process by which a country's population is involuntarily
selected into military sewice for a determined time period. In this
case, it refers to those men drafted into service during the period 1
September 1940 and beyond. The phases "Burke-Wadsworth Act,"
"Selective Service Act," "conscription," or just "selective service" are
interchangeable with "draft." A "draftee" is someone drafted into the
Xrmy. A "guardsman" is a member of the National Guard and part of
the group federalized in 1940. "Federalization" meant calling the
National C r.d and Reserve Officer Corps into federal service and
placing them under the control of the President and Regular Army.
Related to the draft is the term "extension." In the summer of
1941, the question of extending the provisions of the BurkeWadsworth Act and continuing the National Guard's and Reserve
Officer Corps' federalized status was an important political question.
In the thesis, the terms "extend" and "extension" refer to the effort to
continue those groups on active duty for an indefinite period of time.
The words "congressmen," "senator," and "representative" refer
to those men and women who serve in the legislative branch 'f
government. A "representative" is a member of the House of
.k1wresentatives, a "senator" is a member of the United States Senate.
and the term "congressmen" refers to botb groups.
The term "Lend-Lease" is another expression which may bN
confusing or unknown to the reader. L.end-Lease was a phrase
coined after FDR gave his famous "Arsenal of Democracy" Speech on
27 December 1940. It characterizes the "transfer of goods and
servics," generally war-goods, "to an ally tc aid in a common cause
with payment being made by a return of the original items or their
6

use in the common cause..." 9 In this thesis, "Lend-Lease" is used to

describe the legislative act passed in March 1941 which approved
the transfer of war-goods to American allies fighting Germany and'
Japan. The term "allies" refers mainly to Great Britain and also
includes any country aligning itself with the United Sate5 during
World War II.
The goal of the thesis is to clearly depict General Marshall as a
politician in the sense that he willingly and knowingly participated in
political activities to protect and further his efforts to rearra. rebuild,
and modernize the Army. It at:empts to determine if his political
activities were a natural extension of his personality and background
or if they resulted from the requirements of the period. The thesis
does not suggest General Marshall's political activities were
undertaken to enhance his own stature or seek personal political
ambitions. On the contrary, it shows that the typical definition for a
politician1 0 does not apply in Marshall's ease. Howevcr, it proves he
was not above using traditional political activities to secure his goals
and accomplish army objectives.
The relevance for the thesis is its examination of the political
activities of one of the most significant American military leaders of
the period. It shows how those activities increased Marshall's
effectiveness as Army Chief of Staff and enabled him to prepare the
Army for the Seond World War. Analyzing why Marshall became a
political Chief of Staff, despite his personal inclinations to the.
contrary, suggests that using the political system to realize
meaningful and proper strategic objectives is not incongruent with
traditional military leadership values or roles. It also demonstrates
that such activity is necessary if military leaders are to influence
properly and professionally the formulation and execution of
national milita-y policy. Accordingly, it supports the author's belief
that political acumen is a desirable skill for military officers in or
9
Webster's
w Collteiate Dictionan. (Springficld. Mass.: G&C Merriam
Company. 1973) p 658.
10 ) WMb6terl -New Collegiate Di.iioniar. defines a politician a someone who
is "primarily interested in political offices fwrm selfish or owher aarrow shortmn interests," (Springfield. Mass.: G&C Mewiam Company. 1973),

7

progressing to the highest levels of army leadership. Failure to
acquire such skill may well result in professional frustration and an
inability to bring about political action which will positively impact
on miita:ry policy affecting national strategic interests.
"George C. Marshall, Emergence of a Politician,1 September
1930 to 6 December 1941" is an attempt to illuminate one minor
aspect of General Marshall's career. Truly historic individuals never
dim with the passage of time; but rather, they become more
significant as the complexity of their personality is revealed, and the
magnitude of their achievements is manifested. Hopefully, this
thesis will add to the overwhelming evidence that General George C.
Marshall is truly an historic figure.

8

CHAPTER 2

GEORGE C. MARSHALL-ROOTS OF A POLITICIAN

On 1 September 1939 Lieutenant Colonel Orlando Ward, 1 was
shaken from a sound sleep. As he looked at his bed-side clock he
could barely make out the time as 3:50 a.m. Drowsily, Ward listened
as General George C. Marshall, acting Army Chief of Staff and his
boss, told him Germany had invaded Poland. As he hung up the
phone, Ward scrambled out of bed, hurriedly dressed, and made his
way to the Chief of Staffs office to begin wo,:k on what would
certainly be a busy day. The crisis in Polanki, coupled with General
Marshall's official swearing-in as Army Chief of Staff, would keep
Colonel Ward, his military assistant, fully engaged throughout the
day. 2
Two years earlier, German Chancellor Adolf Hitler told a small
group of confidants that he planned to "settle the Czec and Austrian
I
Colonel Ward was later promoted to general and given command of the
Ist Armored Division. The 1st Armored Division fought in America's first
significant battle against Germany at Kasserine Pass. American efforts at
Kasserine were anything but successful. See Stephen E. Ambrose, Eiseahoacx.
-Soldier, General af, the Army. P~Esidgnt-Elect--4890-1952 (New York: Simon
and Schuster. 1983), p 228-229.
Russell A. Gugeler, "George Marshall and Orlando Ward. 1939-1941,"
2
Parameter. Journal df the U-S. Army War Colleue, Volume Xlli, March 1983,
p 28. This article suggests Ward played a larger role in developing and
instituting programs and polices during Marshall's first two years in office
than is the case. Interestingly, in his forward to Mark S. Watson's book. Chief
of Staff, Prewar Plans and Preparations. Orlando Word, then serving as Chief
of the Army's Historical Division. says concerning the purpose of Watson's
book. "More specifically. it tells of the contributions to national security that
were made during the prewar period by the Chief of Staff and his immediate
assistanti." It is doubtful that Watson was terribly interested in the
contributions of Marshall's assistants. Mark S. Watson, Chief of Staff: Prewar
Plans and Preparations, (Washington. D.C.: Historical Division, De1partment of
the Army, 1951) p Xi (Here after referred to as Watson. £Chief.ofSaff.) Also.
see Marshall. ,Vol.2 . p 47. General Marshall in a letter to G. Edward MacGirvin,
said the following concerning his first day in office, 'My day of induction into
office was momentous, with the starting of what appears to be a World War."

9

question..." 3 Those listening warned Hitler that such an invasion
would start a European war. Hitler dismissed their counsel and three
months later invaded Austria. He, not his advisors, was correct;
France and England did nothing. Without opposition, he carefully
proceeded to extend German boundaries, first by threat of force, and
then by actual invasion. In little more than four years, the face of
Europe had changed; the balance of power shifted; and the
emergence of the United States as a global superpower had begun.
France and England no longer were world powers. America,
now the hope of the free world, clung to its innocence. For four
years it desperately tried to find a way to help its former mentors
while at the same time retain its independence and forsake superpower responsibility.
Unfortunately, its military forces were anything but worldclass. While Hitler had used his time to create a war machine, the
likes of v hich the world had never seen, the United States had
carefully sliced and diced its military, turning it into a third-rate
4
force.
G'eneral Marshall had been Acting Chief of Staff for nearly four
months filling in for General Craig since 1 May 1939. Marshall had
served as Deputy Chief of Staff, for nearly a year, prior to assuming
Craig's day to day responsibilities while he was on terminal leave. 5
The Army's Chief of Staffs office was not new to General Marshall.
Eighteen years earlier he had been at General Pershing's side, as his
Aide-de-Camp, when Pershing was sworn-in as Army Chief of Staff.
Perhaps, Marshall, even then, fancied the thought of someday
becoming the Army's Chief of Staff.
Marshall's rise to prominence in the Army was anything but
normal. He dcided not to try and attend the Armys premier officer
training school, West Point because he felt his father's political
3

Richard M. Ketchum. The Boffo¢d, Years--1938-1941 (New York:

Random House. 1990), p 32.
4
Stoler. George C. Marshall, p 69. America's army rankcd 19th in the
world.
5
The Deputy Chief of Staff was the equivalent of today's Vice Chief of
Staff.
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standing as a Democrat in a very Republican district offered him
little chance of selection. Even at this early age, Marshall was not
blind to politics. Rather, he decided to pursue a first-class education
at a school in the foothills of Virginia, Virginia Military Institute
(VMI). 6
Marshall, following his older brother Stuart's example, enrolled
at the VMI.7 VMI, in its picturesque setting of Lexington, was ideally
suited for Marshall. Having never previously excelled academically,
VMI provided him the opportunity to improve basic academic skills
while at the same time master the essentials of military leadership,
which would prove to be his greatest skill. So gifted was he at the
art of military science, he was selected to be Cadet First Captain his
senior year. Though clearly without peer in military skills, he only
graduated in the middle of his class.8 Ironically, later in life, he
would be renowned for his supreme intellect.
Marshall completed his studies at VMI in 1903 and graduated
as the Corps of Cadets' First Captain. A designation given to the
student who exemplified preeminent military leadership. Marshall
characterized his selection saying, "I tried very hard...I was very
exacting and very exact in all my military duties..." 9 Notwithstanding
his status as First Captain, a commission in the Regular Army was not
automatic.
In fact, only those graduating from the Military
Academy at West Point were tenured commissions, all others were
6

Forrest C. Pogue, George C. Marshall--Education of a General (Now York:

The Viking Press, 1963) p 41. (Hereafter referred to as Pogue, sEd1ign
.i
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In 1890 only 10 officers on aclive duty were graduates of VMI. VMI
QenCraL)
was the school which produced the likes of Stonewall Jackson. and the boy
soldiers who fought at the Battle of Hay Market during the Civil War.
7
Lmry 1. Bland. ed.. The PaUers of Gerjge Catlett Marshall, Volume -I
LBaltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press. 1981)," p 7.
(Hereafter referrmd to as Marshall Interviews. Vol 1.) "Stuart Marshall had

graduated with a creditable academic record io chemistry in 1894..." The
Marshall family, since the time Stuart attended VMI. suffered a sever
financial set back. His father had lost most his savings through a speculative
real estate venture. Marshall's mother was forced to sell some inherited
property to pay the cost of tuition.
8
Ibid., p 10. Also, see Pogue, Education of a Generl. p 39- 57.
9
Pogue. Education of a General. p 53-54.
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forced to compete for a handful of commissions opened to all who
qualified. Once again Marshall was exposed to the political world
because one had to be nominated by one's state congressional
delegation in order to take the competitive exam. This time, however,
his desire to become a Regular Army officer overcame his fear of
failing, and he resolved to do whatever was necessary to obtain the
right to compete.
Following the Spanish-American War, Elihu Root, a corporate
lawyer from New York City, was named Secretary of War. Although
he possessed no formal background in n-r'iltary matters, Root set
about to reorganize the War Department and the Army's General
Staff. Late in 1900 Root asked Congress to increase the size of the
Army. The proposed bill also started the reformation of the General
Staff by limiting the term of service for officers who would serve on
the General Staff in the future. In 1903 Congress passed Root's bill
which instituted massive restructuring of the General Staff by
abolishing the position of Commanding General of the Army and
replacing it with the position of Chief of Staff.' 0 Later that year he
also introduced the Militia Act of 1903, legislation which formally
established the Army's officer education system. Marshall benefited
throughout his career from all of Root's sweeping changes, especially
from the 1901 bill which increased the Army's officer ranks by
nearly 837 lieutenants.11 With this increase in the size of the Army's
officer corps, Marshall now could realize the fulfillment of his dream
of becoming an Army officer. First, however, he would have to win
the right to compete for one of the 142 slots open, 12 and to do that
he needed a political nomination.
10

Watson. Chi(LDLjSiL p 56. 0Gneral Nelson A. Miles. the serving Chief

of Staff was so opposed to the reforms that the bill was postponed for one year
during which time he retired. Also. see Philip C. Jessup. ElibIl
(New York:
Dodd. Mead and Compariy, 1939). p 248-258,
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The selection process consisted of being nominated and
successfully nassing the exam. As had been the case four years
earlier, the - ennsylvania delegation was solid Republican. This time,
however, Marshal'l and his father knew exactly what to do to
overcome this political dilemma. Though his parents were initially
opposed to the idea of young George going into the Army,1 3 they
decided to fully sustain his strong desire to embark on an Army
career.
Marshall's father first wrote to General Shipp, VMI's
Superintendent, seeking assurances that George possessed the skills
needed to be a successful candidate. After all, he surely did not want
to risk his political influence on a failed cause. In a letter, 21
January 1901, to Shipp, George Sr. asked, "Now my object in writing
is to ask of you a letter simply giving me your opinion as to George's
fitness. Whether he possesses those qualifications, so essential to the
making of an, officer that would be a credit to the Institute... "14
Shipp said that young Marshall was, "as well qualified for officer of
infantry as any man who haz been turned out here." Continuing he
asserted "with complete confidence that if commissioned in the
Army, (George Jr.) will in all respects, soon take his stand much
above the average West Point graduate."' 5 With such strong
assurances, Marshall's father set about to vigorously campaign for
the support of every influential person ho knew. 16
Marshall's father asked several people to write letters of
recommendation on behalf of his son. Mr. John Wise, a VMI graduate
10.000 men applicd for the 142 slots.

All applicans except West Point graduates

had to take the competitive exam.
Pogue. Education of a Genral, p 63. At this time the army was ,otght
13
to be the place where only thoe~ without other career options served. Haviag

been a very successful businessman, Marsall's father undoubtedly had
higher aspirations for his young&t son.
14
Letter George C. Marshall, Sr. to Brigadier Ge-noral Scott Shipp, 21
Janua-y 1901. •arshal! Pverm. Vo.L L p 10.
15
Pogue. ducaltion of a Q•.ncral. p 63,

Letter Georýc C. Manhall. Sr. to Brig3dier General Scott Shipp. 21
January 1901. MarshW1 PF.arr. Vol. 1, p 10. in the same letter to Shipp s2id. I
have many w irm and influi=ntial friends of the Admin.stration and quite close
16

ones at that. They will do for me :l :hat it is poaible to do. Even so far as
making it a pe.-samW demanld.
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who fought at the famous battle of Hay Market and helped President
McKinley win the nomination in 1886, was one of those who
Marshall's father entreated to pcrsonally write the President. In his
letter, he cited Marshall's ancestry which included the famous John
Marshall.17 General Shipp was also "buttonholed" to send a letter to
President McKinley, which he did on 14 February 1901.18
George Sr. intended to take young Marshall to Washington,
along with the letters of endorsement, and personally present them
to the President. 19 However, fate had young Marshall making the
trip by himself. In April 1901 Marshall made his way to the nation's
capital to engage in his first personal lobbying effort. As he would
learn some 40 years later, this personal touch proved very effective
in gaining his way. He first met with the recently appointed attorney
general, Philander C. Knox, a ftiend of nis fathers. Next he talkcd his
way into a house party being hosted by John A. Hull, Chairman of the
House Military Affairs Committee. Marshall convinced Mrs. Hull that
it was absolutely necessary that he meet with her husband that
night. Convinced, she escorted young Marshall to her husband's
study to meet with the Congressman. 20 The next day he used similar
bravado to gain an audiencc with President William McKinley.
Concerning the incident. Marshall later said,
I had no appointment of any kind. The office was on the
second floor. I think the President's ',droom, as I knew
it in Mr. [Franklin] Roosevelt's day, must have been Mr.
McKinley's office. The old colored man (the head usher)
asked me if I had an appointment and I told him I didn't.
He said I would never get in* that there was't any
possibility. I sat there and watched people, some ten or
fifteen, go in by appointment, stay ten minutes, and be
excused. Finally a man and his daughter went in with
this old colored man escorting them. I attached myself to
the tail of the proccion and gained the Ptesident's
17
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Ccaeral Shipp said.

office. The old colored man frowned at me on his way out,
but I stood pat. After the people had met the President,
they also weat out, leaving me standing there. Mr.
McKinley in a very nice manner asked what I wanted and
I stated my case. I don't recall what he said, but from
that T think flowed my appointment or rather my
authority to appear for examination. 2 1
Little did George Marshall realize that his first meeting at the White
House would be but one of many in years to come. Whether
Marshall's lobbying efforts resulted in his nomination is a topic of
debate among his biographers. Pogue, principal among them, feels it
had little to do with the end result. He believes Marshall's father's
efforts with Senator Quay were far more persuasive. 22 Marshall,
himself, felt his meetings with the President and others in
Washington, resulted in his appointment. 23 Regardless, the totality
of the experience was not lost on Marshall. Ile had had a valuable
insight into the Nation's political system and !earned first hand the
power of political influence and personal lobbying. 24 Marshall drew
upon this experience later as Army Chief of Staff. On 17 June 1901,
his name was among those on the list of nominees to take the
examination. On 23 September 1901, he took the examination and
attWined an average of 76 percent on the five basic subjects. On 8
Octobev 1901, the examining board at Governors Island. New York in
- mu7.":=-•rum to the War Department said, "...the board considers
him as having passed, ýrtd as w-X' qtaificd for the position of a
21
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commissioned officer in the United States Army. 25 Eight months
later, on 3 February 1902, Marshall obtained his goal and was
commissioned a second lieutenant in the United States Army.
Eliha Root's sweeping reforr-ts continued to impact Marshall's
early career when he was selected to attend one of the formal officer
training schools established by the 1903 Dick Act. 26 In 1906
Marshall was selected to attend the Army's School of the Line at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas. While there, his academic prowess was
unleased. Being one of the junior officers in the course, he was
determined to resolve the difference in rank by surpassing more
senior officers academically, which he did by being one of the select
few designated to attend the more advanced course the following
year. 2 7
The second year of instruction greatly benefited Marshall's
career. Beyond the obvious intellectutl opportunities, Marshall
received a number of advantages from his prominent class standing.
General Bell, the Army's Chief of Staff and former commandant of the
college, took notice of Marshall's superb academic performance and
recommended he spend the summer, between school terms,
25
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26
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instructing the Pennsylvania National Guard. At the time Marshall
was less than enthusiastic about the assignment. In a 7 July 1907,
letter to the Army's Adjutant Gene-al he asked that, "the order
directing me to attend the encampment of the 2d Brigade, National
Guard of this state...be revoked..."28 Fortunately for Marshall and the
Army his request was ainied and he began what was to be a long
and extremely profitable relationship with the citizen-army which
imbeded iu him a firm belief in the nation's civilian-soldier system of
de'fense. His initial impressions of the Guard were favorable. In his
report to the senior instructor at the Guard's summer camp, Captain
Charles Rhodes, he wrota, "My criticisms and suggestions were
solicited and followed out to a flattering degree.. .My tour of duty
with the 3d Brigade.. .was made as pleasant and enjoyable as work
can be...I was treated with every possible consideratiov. and kindness
by the Brigade Commander.. .and his officers." 29 The Pennsylvania
National Guard was equally impressed with Marshall's instruction,
word of which reach General Bell, thus vindicating Marshall's
selection. 30
Marshall's success with the Guard, coupled with his academic
standing during his second year at Leavenworth, earned him a
position on the school's faculty. 3 1 During his tenure at Fort
Leavenworth, Marshall continued to instruct the National Guard each
summer. The National Guard's Commanding General specifically
asked for Marshall. Marshall responded to these assignments
positively because Le saw the guardsmen as eager students and the
Letccr. Gcorge C. M•shW to the Army A~jutant (kweutt. 7 July KIM7.
29
coavcted Matshial
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Guard itself as a valuable component of the Nation's defense. In a 27
July 1907, letter to the Secretary of War, Colonel F. W. Stillwell wrote
We wish also to particularly express our appreciation for
the zeal, the energy, the intelligence, and the many
helpful 3uggestions of Lieutenant George C. Marshall...who
was detailed to this regiment, and whose presence and
faithful work with and among us was very beneficial to
every officer and enlisted man of this command; so much
so that if it be possible and in accord with your and his
circumstances at the time, we would respectfully request
that he be detailed to this regiment again at our next
annual encampment. 32
There are also indications that during his association with the
Guard, Marshall dcveloped a web of relationships with Guard
members who would soon be influential in business and government.
One such example was M. W. Clement who later became president of
the Pennsylvaria Railroad. Clement said of MaIshall and his felblw
instructors, "A new world in military affairs opened itself to the
minds of the militia wlen.' 33 Along with these new found friends in
the Guari, Marshall, while at Leavenworth, also became friends or
acquainted with a number of students who would play prominent
roles in the Army over the next twenty yeas. 3 4

Over the next six years, Marshall's outstanding service with the
Guard played in his future assignnxnts. In 1911 Governor Draper of
Mas swhusetts asked Secretary of War Henry Stimson to assign
Marshall to instruct Massachusets' National Guard. Naturally.
Marshall pteferred remaining with the Ragelar Army- however, be

accepted the detail and again exceflcd in this unique training
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environment. 35 In 1916, while serving on General Bell's staff in
California, Marshall again was asked to train civilians in military art.
In 1915, after Germany sunk the Lusitania, a group of wealthy
and prominent young men, all members of the Harvard Club in New
York City, petitioned the White House swearing to "support the
government in any measures, however serious, to secure reparations
and guarantees" 36 for the Lusitania. Anxious to gain some action and
all being old enough to serve in the military, they came upon the
idea of training themselves for military service. 37 Naturally, they
believed, given their education and background, they were ideally
suited for some kind of officer training. With the bacKing and
encouragement of General Leonard Wood, commander of the Army's
Eastern Department, they set up an officer's training site at
Plattsburg, New York, to train hundreds of young businessmen in
officership. Soon, under the auspices of the Military Training Camps
Association, MTCA, the Plattsburg Movement was copied at locations
throughout the country. 38 While serving as Bell's aide, Marshall was
asked to oversee several civilian training camps for wealthy and well
educated volunteers at sites throughout the Western United States.
In describing one such experiences Marshall said, "They were all the
hot bloods of San Francisco. I saw more Rolls Royces and other fine
cars around there than I had ever seen collected...'" 39 Ironically,
Marshall, in his first year as Chief of Staff, was confronted by the
MTCA's founders with a proposal for the country's first peacetime
draft, and a year later an initiative to reestablish the Plattsburg
Camp. 4
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Marshall's last formal association with citizen-soldiers came in
193341 when then Army Chief of Staff Douglas MacArthur selected
him to be the senior instructor of the Illinois National Guard. Colonel
Robert McCormick, publisher of the Chicago Tribune, had been most
critical of the Illinois National Guard's training program. The Illinois
Guard Commander, Major General Keehn, an active Democrat and
attorrey for the Hearst publishing empire, asked General M-,cArthur
to assign an officer who could significantly improve the Guard's
readiness. 42 Marshall was the officer hand-picked by MacArthur to
fix things in Illinois. According to the Army's Adjutant General, the
Chief of Staff personally picked Marshall for the billet. Responding to
General Keehn's request, MacArthur wrote, "Suggest Lieutenant
Colonel George C. Marshall. He has no superior among Infantry
Colonels." 4 3 Although he personally queried the Chief of Staff seeking

to change the assignment, the. request was disapproved.
On 13 November 1933, he wrote General Pershing, concerning
what he thought was a most fateful timne in his career saying,
"General MacArthur wrote me in a very sympathetic manner, but it
was 'back to staff duty' for me. I seem fated." 44 Disappointed
professionally by the assignment, Marshall felt his last chance for
promotion to general and assignment as Army Chief of Staff was now
gone with this, still another, assignment away from troops. For the
first few months Marshall could not shake the depression he felt for
being assigned to a back-water billet. Mrs. Marshall, commenting on
her husband's initial response to the assignment said "Those first
From 1915 until 1933 Marshall served in a number of mssignments
overseas in Europ• an•1 Chiua. He also commanded a number of stateside
41

garrisons.
Letter Major General James F. McKinley to Colonel George C. Marshall. 3
October 1933. See Marshali Puars. Vol. L. p 398. The Heam company owned
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for general officer. With MacArthur being a 'March man*m and Marshall tied
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months in Chicago I shall never forget. George had a grey, drawn
look which I had never seen before, and have seldom seen since. By
Christmas, however, his enthusiasm had returned..."45 As Marshall
warmed to the assignment he gained valuable insight into a section
of the country which became a hotbed of isolationism in the 1930's.
Colonel McCormick's newspaper was an outspoken critic of the
Roosevelt Administration's New Deal; and it would play a very
important role, later in the decade, in the debates concerning
46
America's participation in the war in Europe.
Marshall's extensive time with the Illinois National Guard
proved crucial in his training to be a political Chief of Staff. While
the rest of the Army's Officer Corps was serving the majorfity of their
career with troops or in key staff positions, Marshall was learning
how Guardsmen felt about the Regular Army. This insight proved
prc' ess in two ways. It helped him to appreciate guardsmen's
atiftdes for military service; which was valuable in 1940 when the
National Guard's federalization became one of the major public
debates facing Marshall as Chief of Staff, It also gave him the
opportunity to meet and befriend many key business and political
leaders. For example, in Chicago he reestablished relationship with
Charles G. Dawes, whom he had met while serving as General
Pershing's Aide-de-Camp in Washington. Dawes, a prominent Illinois
banker, introduced Marshall to several of the area's business and
professional leaders. These contacts became friends and associates
who provided key support to Marshall after he became Chief of
Staff. 4
4S
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Marshall's relationship with civilians was not limited to the
National Guard. While assigned as post commander at Fort Benning,
Georgia, Fort Screven, Georgia, and Vancouver Barracks, Washington
he sought out civilian officials from surrounding communities in an
effort to befriend them and gain their support for programs affecting
their cities. One example presents Marshall's sensitivity to and
appreciation for such relationships. On the first Sunday after taking
command at Fort Screven, an old post about seventeen miles
southeast of Savannah, Georgia, Colonel and Mrs. Marshall drove to
town to attend the Episcopal services. The Mayor, who happened to
be a member of the Episcopal Church, was taken back by the
unexpected visit. Marshall was the first in a long line of commanders
who had taken the time to visit the city. Recalling the event, Mrs.
Marshall said
The rector seemed pleased that the new C.O. had come
from such a distance to attend the service..,and insisted
that we have Sunday mid-day dinner with them..We
accepted the invitation...and on that day a friendship was
born which has lasted through the years... Shortly after
our arrival, my husband was asked to speak before the
Chamber of Commerce, the Mayor called to deliver the
invitation...When George was made a full colonel, a year
later, and ordered to Fort Moultrie, near Charleston, he
carried with him a baton with an inscribed plaw 'To the
Marshall of Savannah'. 4 8
Later Marshall hosted the city's officials to view a variety of
demonstrations, have dinner with the troops, and enjoy a prize fight.
A number of the visitors told Marshall it was the first fime they had
been on the post in many years. 49 Throughout his career at posts
both in the United States and abroad, Marshall encouraged and
fostered strong relationships with local community leaders, a pattern
48
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so atypical of most senior Army officers of the period. Perhaps tie
continued funding cuts prompted most Army officers to blame local
civilians for Congressional actions. 5 0
Marshall's exposure with civilians continued through his
association with tie Civilian Conservation Corps (C.C.C.). Shortly after
taking office in 1933, Roosevelt organized the Emergency
Conservation Work, better known as the C.C.C., Civilian Conservation
Corps, to be used in forestry, flood control, and anti-erosion projects.
The program was designed to employ and train young males, a
segment of the population especially hard hit by the Depression.
The Army was given the responsibility to house, feed, clothe, and
entertain over 250,000 C.C.C. volunteers. Marshall, as post
commander at Fort Screven and Fort Moultrie, supervised 21 camps
and nearly 4,000 men enrolled in C.C.C. As one assistant put it,
"Marshall ate, breathed, and digested the many C.C.C. problems." 51
Unlike many officers, Marshall thrived on his association with
the C.C.C. camps. Colonel Lawrence Halstead, acting Chief of Infantry,
reflecting the view of many officers, wrote, "This work is onerous
and probably distasteful to the Army..." 5 2 Marshall, building on his
extensive service with the National Guard and civilians in general,
saw nothing but potential in the C.C.C. camps. He saw the Army
learning how to train and care for a large mobilized force. He saw
money formerly cut, being retained so the Army could accomplish
their new C.C.C. mission. 53 He saw nothing but opportunity and took
full advantage of it. Throughout the summer of 1933, Marshall's
S0

In 1932, President Hoover signed the Omnibus Economy Bill which

stipulated that all military officers were required to take unpaid furloughs

totaling thirty days. all leaves were prohibited, and salary increases associated
with promotions or length of service were prohibited. See. Bland. Markill
p 390 note 2; and Memorndum Colonel Marshall to General
Eapm MlL
Hammon, 13 April 1934. p 425-428.
51
Bland. Marshall PEars Vol 1, p 392-393. Also. see Robert E. Shcrwooa.
Roosevelt and Hookins--Anl ]ntimanate History (New York: Harper Brothers.
1949.). p 52-63. (Hereafter referred to as Sherwood.
.scvclt and Hopkins)
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letters where full of details concerning the C.C.C. camps. 54 As was the
case with the National Guard, the C.C.C. association enabled Marshall
to add to his list of influential contacts. One such association was
with Senator James F. Byrnes of South Carolina. Byrnes would play a
significant role in Marshall's legislative battles during his first wo
years as Army Chief of Staff.55 The C.C.C. association stayed with
Marshall throughout his career and gave him a unique sensitivity to
the thoughts and opinions of the common American. Few of his
peers in the Army ever developed such an appreciation for those
that they protected. On the battlefields of Europe it probably did not
matter; however, in the hallways of Congress, such an insight was
invaluable.
Marshall continued his association with the C.C.C. after he was
promoted and placed in command of the Seventh Infantry Regiment
and Vancouver Barracks. Undoubtedly his support and success with
C.C.C. camps caught the eye of Harry Hopkins, head of the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) in Washington, which had overall
responsibility for the C.C.C. program. Mr. Hopkins later proved
pivotal in Marshall's selection to be Chief of Staff.5 6
Another person, who had a profound influence on Marshall's
career and eventual selection as Chief of Staff, was his mentor
General John J. Pershing. Though the relationship between these two
men eventually neared that of father-son, their first meeting was
anything but cordial. 5 7 They met in World War I; after a rocky
54

See Letter Colonel Marshall to Major General Edward L. King. 26 May

1933; Letter Colonel Marshall to Brigadier General Leigh R. Gignilliat. 3 June
1933; Letter Colone Marshall to General John 1. Pershing, 11 July 1933.
MIhsalt Papers. VoL L p 394-398.
55
Letter Colonel Marshall to Senator James F. Byrnes. 17 November 1933.
See MarshalI Papers Vol. 1, p 407. Senator Byrnes became Chairman of the
powerful Senate Appropriations Committee and served in that position during
Marshall's first two years as Chief of Staff. Also, see John William Panin,
*Assistant President for the Home Front: James F. Byrnes and World War 11I
(Pd.D. diss., University of Florida, 1977).
56
Stoler. Qgorot C. Marshall p 65-66. Also. see Sherwood.
ez elL.and
Marshall p 11.
57
On 3 October 1917. General Pershing visited the 1st Infantry Dwvison
headquarters at Gondrecourt, France. On this occasion, after listening to
General Sibert. Division Commander. and another junior officer critique a
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introduction, Pershing selected Marshall to serve on his A.E.F. staff
where Marshall's planning and administrative brilliance became
apparent. After distinguishing himself in planning the St. Mihiel and
Meuse-Argonne offensives,58 Pershing asked him to become one of
his Aides-de-Camp.
demonstration, Marshall recalled the experience years later, "He Jiust gave
Sibert...
front of
of much
all the
hell, and
he things,
was very
withweGeneral
everybody
officers. Among
other
he severe
said that
didn't show
anyin signs
training; we had not justified the time we had had here;.. .and generally he just
sacrificed us. He didn't give General Sibert a chance to talk at all... So I decided
it was about time for me to make my sacrifice play... I went up and started to talk
to General Pershing, who dismissed the Division's chief of staff rather
contemptuously and was off...he shrugged his shoulders and turned away from
me, and I put my hand on his arm and practically forced him to talk." (The
other office-- in the room where startled at such a display. But as one of
Marshall's assistants later said about Marshall temper, "his eyes flashed and he
talked so rapidly and vehemently no one else could get in a word. He
overwhelmed his opponent by a torrent of facts.")
Holding Pershing's arm
Marshall said, "There's something to be said here, and I think I should say it
because i've been here longest." When Marshall recounted the episode to his
bibliographer, Dr. Pogue, he could not recall exactly what he said to Pershing.
but others said he told Pershing that since he had been there the longest, he
should have been asked the questions. Whatever he said, it obviously had a
modifying effect because Pershing responded by saying, 'You must appreciate
the troubles we have." Marshall, as he later said, *I thought I had gotten in it
up to my neck; I might as well not try to floqtt but to splash a little bit." He
responded by telling Perrthing. "Yes, General, but we have them every day and
many a day, and we have to solve every one of them by night." Pershing,
without further comment. left the headquarters.
Most, including General
Sibert. who witnessed this display of emotions, believed Marshall's career was
finished. But rather than hurt, it caught the eye of the most popular and
powerful general in the Army. Then after, whenever Pershing visited the
division, "he would get me off away from the others and talk to me about the
conditions of affairs." See Bland, MaMrshall aprs. Vol. I. p 121-122. Also, see
Pogue, Educatiow of a General, p 151-153. and Frank E. Vandiver. lacLk
Theo Life and Times-of Jo I- ftPsiog (Colle8c Station and London: Texas
A&M University Prtu. 1977). p 797-798.
58
After the A.EF. Chief of Staff, Hugh Drum, gave Marshall the
assignment to plan the offencive, Marshall realizing the complexity of the
tak, said, '*This appalling proposition rather disturbed my equilibrium, the
next few hours were the most trying mental ordeal." Knowing his reputation
and future depended on the success of his plan. he prepared what he later
called *.. .my best contribution to the war." Marshall planned the movement of
"eleven French and italian divisions with two corps headquarters from the
front and replaced them with fifteen U.S. divisions and three corps
headquarters, a movement of 220.000 troops out of the line and 600.000 into it
(400.000 from Saint Mihiel) with 3,000 guns and 900,000 tons of supplies and
ammunition...Marshall's planning was a logistical feat of unprecedented
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For the next five years (1920-1924), Marshall served as
General Pershing's Aide-de-Camp both during the post war period
and more importantly during the period 1921 to 1924 when he
served as Pershing's senior Aide while Pershing was Army Chief of
Staff. Of all his pre-chief of staff positions, none prepared him better
for the political arena than his service with Pershing.
Marshall's first exposure with Congressional Committees came
when Pershing was called to testify about the appropriate size for
the peace-time Army. Pershing was in the precarious position of
being General of the Armies with a permanent four star rank yet
subordinate to the Chief of Staff, General March, who held only
temporary four star rank. Pershing and his staff supported a small
peacetime Army, yet large enough to deal with any emergency and
large enough to train the civilian militia, the National Guard. General
March, Pershing's arch rival, 59 maintained it was improper to place
such faith in a civilian militia. He proposed a standing Army of
nearly 500,000. Pershing was called to testify before the House
Military Affairs Committee. The combination of Pershing's influence
and the nation's strong desire to decease the Army's size, resulted in
Congress passing the 1920 National Defense Act which established an
Army built around a Regular Army core and augmented by the
National Guard in the event of a national emergency. The measure,
along with setting the Army's strength, established the General Staff
configuration which Marshall would inherit in 1939. This
proportions, and it succeeded brilliantly.* See Stoler, GeorgeC . Marshall. p 40.
Also, see Bland, MarshallagSE2 VoL.I p 160, and Vandiver, Blacklak
p 944-9,4..
59
Ibid.. page 207-208, Prior to departing for Washington. D.C.. and
becoming Chief of Staff, March, the A.E.F. Artillery Training Camp Commander

at Valdahon. visited Pershing. After Match left. one of Pershing's assistants
said, MThat man is going to cause you trouble." "I know that, Pershing
remarked, *But he is a capable officer." "Hostilities between the two generals
broke out almost as soon as March took over ms Army Chief of Staff on May 24.
1918, and began issuing orders to the A.E.F. Commander..." Also, see Donald
Smythe, "The Pershing-March Conflict in World War IL"Parameters. Journal_ of
ihe U.S. Arm" Am Colleme Volume XI, number 4. December 1981. p 53.
Marshall, when asked about the Pershing-March feud said. ! had rather not
go into the Pershing-March feud. They had it out, and I'm not an umpire on
such things. I leave that to the columnists." Marshall Interviews. Ii April
1957. p 225-226.
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experience provided Marshall his first taste of Congressional
Committee. 60
In 1921, Pershing became the Army's Chief of Staff, and for the
next three years Marshall saw first hand how the Army Chief of Staff
of the Army worked with the Secretary of War, the Congress, and the
President. Marshall, perhaps with an eye to one day being Chief of
Staff, scrutinized Pershing's every action eager to learn the nuances
of the position. He watched Pershing interact with the powerful and
influential in Washington. He observed and learned how Pershing
made and use friendships with important people. 61 Marshall began
to develop his own network of powerful partners, men such as
Charles Dawes 62 and Bernard Baruch, who later on, during his early
years as Chief of Staff, provided council and helped the new Chief of
Staff influence legislative action. 63 In 1923, while Pershing was on a
six month visit to Europe, Marshall was responsible for preparing the
Chief of Staff's annual report to the Secretary of War, which asked
for small, but necessary, increases to the regular Army force
structure and funding for large-scale National Guard maneuvers. 64
Though the request was denied, it provided Marshall a unique
opportunity to prepare and testify before Congress and to see the
Army's post-war struggle for resources. 6 5
60

Stoler. Gcoree C. Marshall p 47. Also, see Bland. MarshalljPEacrs. Vol.

,

p 194.
61
Vandiver, la,,lac.,k p 1059. See menmorandum Colonel Marshall to
General John J. Pershing, 23 December 1920. and Letter Colonel Marshall to

Colonel John McA. Palmer, 25 February 1921, Mrhall Eaers. V&L ].t p 205-206.
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Letter Colonel Marsbill to Brigadier General Charles G. Dawes,. 7

Febtuuy 1922a

MarshalaMrs. Vol. 1. p 210.
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Pogup. Urdcal.and Ho=, p 24. Also. sce Bernard M. Baruch. B&U.CiL.Th ii Xcan (New York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston. 1962.), p 277-278.
Baruch said of his association with Marshall. "I had known him since the time
when he was General Pershing's aide...Several tines. Marshall asked my help
in his efforts to win Congressional support for his plans."
64
Vandiver, BIl~Jick p 1064. While Pershing made a six-month tour of
France in 1923, "George Marshall held the chief of staffs office
together... Marshall knew the chiers mind. and everyone in the office accepcd
his decisions."
65
Pogue. Education ofa~ General p 221-222,
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His entire period as Pershing's Aide-de-Camp was a significant
preparatory experience for Marshall. Dr. Pogue said of this period in
Marshall's career,
Marshall's five years with Pershing inevitably involved
him in a miscellany of activities which in retrospect was
difficult to assign any coherent pattern. From the point
of view of his career, these years were most fruitful in
terms of exposure to politics and to personalities of
politics and business, not only in Washington but in the
course of his frequent travels through the country with
his chief. He sat in on a number of informal talks
between Pershing and President Harding...became
acquainted with Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover... developed a close relationship during Dawes'
year in Washington as Director of the Budget...while on a
trip through Louisiana.. .joined with the state's Governor
John Parker and Bernard Baruch for duck hunting..." In
sum Dr. Pogue said, "It was to be training not only in the
political art of the possible but in the temper of
democracy. 66
The years as Aide to the Army Chief of Staff were the best possible
training for the political world he would face as Chief of Staff.
Perhaps it was the combination of Marshall's brilliance in France; the
execution of his aide duties, which were far more involved than
today; 67 and the close personal relationship which emerged at this
time that convinced Pershing that Marshiall should one day become
Chief of Staff.68
66

Ibid.. p 220-226.
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'Marshall.

equally close to 'the chief, found himself increasingly

deluged with draft letters. reports. memoranda.

Knowing the keen

intelligence of Marshall. his thoroughly ptofe.siont. view, Pershing seldom
acted without the younger mans opiaio.." Vandiver, Black jagk, p 1058 and

1064.
68
From a number of sources the author has reached the conclusion that
Pershing had. since Marshall's tenure as his aide, pushed and furthered
Mar.,hail's careei. Throughout his care
he was known as a 'Pershing Man"
which contributed to his being preventcd from genteral officer rank for many
years. Generil MacArthur. a "Match Han* and the Chief of Staff. did little to
ep Masball. Bland. Marshall PaEurs. Vol 1 p 200. In 1935. General Pershing
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Ironically, in 1939 it was two former Pershing subordinates,
Major General Hugh Drum and Brigadier General George C. Marshall,
who were the prime challengers to succeed General Malin Craig as
the Army Chief of Staff. Drum, the leading candidate and highly
talented officer had been Pershing's AE.F. Chief of Staff.69 Marshall,
alihough well known within the Army, was thought to be a darkhorse candidate by the public. 7 0 In 1938, Marsball was assigned to
be Chief, War Plans Division, Aimy General Staff, the equivalent of
today's Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans. Three months
later, he was named Craig's Deputy Chief of Staff. Little did Drum
realize that these rapid assignments were part of Pershing's
maneuvers to place Marshall in strong contention to replace Craig in
1939.71
Another key Marshall supporter was Harry Hopkins, one of
Roosevelt's closest advisors. Hopkins met with Marshall in an effort
to broaden his own background in military affairs. 72 This was all
p!Rrt of the President's effort to have Hopkins run for president in
personally asked President Roosevelt to promote Marshall, but nothing came uf
the request, even though the Preitdent personally petitioned General
MacArthur. 'General Pershing aslks very strongly that Colonel George C.

Marshall (Infantry) be promoted to Brigadier.

Can we put him on the list of

next promotions?" See memorandum President Roosevelt to Secretary of War.
24 May 1935. Marshall
.-Vol,. Ip 468. Baruch said the following about
the day Pershing toid him he had recommended Marshall for the Chiefs Job. 'I
have just done a great thing for our counury. I have recommended to F.D.R
that he appoint M&rshall as Chief of Staff." See Baruch. BA-R=. . p 278.
Pershing knew cach of the top officers in the Army personally. He had scon
them perform in the World War. The one man he favored over all othcrs to be
Chief of Staif was Marshall. Also. see Vandiver,
L. p 1091.
69
1h. New York TiMs Magaz-ine. 28 December 1941, p 7.
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1940.73 Hopkins was immediately taken by Marshall's superb
intellect and command of the subject. He quickly saw Marshall as
someone who was able to support Roosevelt's program and bring
much needed order to the War Department.7 4
While General Drum, on the other hand, had a much broader
support base, both in and outside the Army,7 5 hc lacked the
confide-nce of the President. Often Drum exacerbated his standing
with the President by overtly campaigning or encouraging others to
campaign in his behalf. On one occasion the President remarked,
"Drum, Drum, I wish he would stop beating his own drum..." 76 In fact
Drum was so confident that one rumor hal him visiting General
Craig's quarters at Fort Myer to inspect the house slated for the Chief
of Staff the same Sunday Roosevelt offered the job to Marshall. 77
After months of speculation the President called General
Marshall to his office on 23 April 1939 and asked him to become the
next Army Chief of Staff.78 Exactly how Marshall came from behind
and beat out Drum and others for the job has been a matter much
speculated on. However, the influence of Marshall's mentor and close
73
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friend, General Pershing along with the backing of Harry Hopkins,
seemed to have made the difference in President Roosevelt's mind. 7 9
In 1939, George C. Marshall took charge of the Army General
Staff, which had not changed in make-up or character since the
National Defense Act in 1920. The Army Chief of Staff, according to
the Act was, "...the immediate advisor to the Secretary of War on all
matters relating to the Military Establishment and is charged by the
Secretary of War with the planning, development, and execution of
the military program." In 1936, the Chief of Staff was given the
added responsibility of Commanding General of the Field Forces in
time of peace. That responsibility continued until Congress declared
war and the President named a Commanding General of the Field
Forces.8 0 The Chief of Staff was also, by custom, chief military
advisor to congressional committees responsible for military matters
and principal spokesman in conferences with the various branches of
government. 8 The Chief of Staff reported directly to the Secretary
of War, who in turn represented and reported to the President;
however, under Marshall the line between the Chief and the
Ibid,. p It. 92-93. 97. Also. wce Pogu, Educmion of a GLnralU p 323-330.
79
Pogue, Qxdellnd BlM., p 23-25. Laabce, pmommpder InaCief. p 106-109.
"Why did Roosevelt pick him?" Luabec in his book suggests there were
severa rceons but that the choice was flot as WIobvious as some might
suggest. First. when saniority is reviewed although Marshall was number 35
on the list he was no as- junior as one mayiink
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President was opened and often used. In July 1939, widile Marshall
was acting Chief of Staff, President Roosevelt issued an executive

order which provided for immediate contact between the White
House and the Chief of Staff of the Army and Chief of Naval
operations.
Marshall came to the Chief's chair with two pressing problems.
The first om, was how to deal with the personal feud bk!-tween
Secretary of War Harry H. Woodring and his Deputy Under Secretary
of War Louis Johnson. The second concerned how to rebuild an
Army dismantled by twenty years of congressional cutbacks And
prepare it for war. His only recourse concerning the WoodringJohnson dispute was to walk a narrow path between the two.
However, concerning the second problem he had prepared his entie
career for just such a challenge.
Mrs. Craig, wife of the serving Chief of Staff Malin C:-ig, -.Id
Mrs. Marshall at their first meeting, "I shall never forgive
Washington; they have crucified m-i husband."8 2 Mrs. Marshall
realized that the "they" Mrs. Craig was referring to was the Secretary
of War, Harry Woodfing and his Deputy Assistant Secretary, Louis
Johnson. T"ese two men had been at each other's throats since Mr.
Johnson was named by Roosevelt to be the Deputy Assistant
Secretury of War in 1938.3
The friction between the two men hurt the Army's ability to
present a united front to a Congte.s still wary. de-spito the growing
t1
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tensions in Europe, of providing more resources tn the Army.
Therefore, one of Marshall's first and most pressing responsibilities
was to become the Army's front man to the Congress. Normally, the
Secretary of War was the main link with Congress; iiowever, in the
case of Secretary Woodring, members of both parties thought him to
be incapable if not down-right incompetent. In the case of Mr.
Johnson, because of his interventionist views and other outspoken
political positions, many Republican members of Congress did not
trust him. Marshall quickly realized he would have to carry the
Army's case to the Congress. 84
Fortunately, for Marshall, unlike his predecessor General Craig,
both Woodring and Johnson viewed him as an ally; both had
supported Marshall in becoming Chief of Staff. This standing enabled
Marshall to be an effective agent in presenting the Army's strategy
to the President and Congress. As time passed and Marshall's
influence with the Congress grew, the infighting between ýhe two
civilian leaders of the Army became more of an embarrassment than
a hindrance to the General aad his efforts to reshape the Army. 85 In
fact, this situation enabled Marshall to build a relationship with
legislators which may not have been possible with a strong Secretary
of War.
The Army Marshall inherited in 1939 was meager to s:,y the
least. From the end of the First World War until the wars in Spain
and China, the Army suffered from both neglec! and decreasing
funding. 86 In 1933, the Army stood seventeenth among the armies
of the world. P.-rsonnel stayed at levels below the 1920 Defense
Acts ceiling, 136,000 vs. 280,000, while equipment readiness
84
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One can only postulate why General Craig had been paralyzed by the
Woodring-Johnson conflict. This author believes it points to Craig's lack of
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to the value of the March-Pershing conflict had on Marshall. He saw how
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suffered from continuing congressional neglect. Unfortunately, the
structure of the Army did not change with the reduction in
manpower; therefore, the term 'skeleton force' became fashionable.8 7
By 1939, "The U.S. Army...was a threat to nobody; it stood
nineteenth in the world, with a meager total of 174,000 men, ahead
of Bulgaria but just behind Portugal. Its 'divisions' were half under
strength and dispersed in scattered posts, with virtually no
opportunity to train as units; joint maneuvers were held only every
forth year and lasted two weeks at the outside...,Equipment, 'modern'
by 1919 standards at the least, was hopelessly obsolete and
inadequate." 88 One article written in 1940 characterized the task of
rebuilding the Army to be like the, "reconstruction of a dinosaur
around an ulan and three vertebrae." 89
Marshall was not surprized by the lack of preparedness nor the
counixy's seeming indifference to it. He had seen the effects of
unpreparedness first hand during the First World War, and the
tremendous price America paid for the country's unwillingness to
prepare. 90 In a speech to the Veterans of Foreign Wars on 19 June,
1940, he related what General Pershing experienced in 1924
concerning efforts to scale down the Army, "I find on my return here
that the War Department seems to be up against the real thing. The
budget officer insists on reducing our estimates; so that, we shall not
be able to have over 110,000 men. What this means I cannot
understand. I do not know what is going to be done about it, but to
my mind it is very discouraging." 9 1 Pershing, ever the soldier and
never the politician, was somewhat bewildered by the Nation's quick
reaction to the call for a smaller and less costly Army. Marshall was
87
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never so naive. In a May 14, 1939 article in The New York Times
Magazine, Marshall observed the following concerning America's
mood,
... the problem of the United States is a simple one.
Potentially we are the strongest military power on earth.
Geographically isolated behind a barrier of oceans so far
as first-class military powers are concerned, ours is a
tremendous advantage....We are very apt to misread the
European situation because of failure to appreciate the.
contrast in distances. Call the Hudson the Rhine, then
Rochester becomes Paris, and Buffalo represents London,
so far as the flight of a bomber is concerned. Naturally, a
man in Buffalo would experience a strong reaction to
thousands of hostile planes just across the Hudson. The
American today has no such reaction because the Atlantic
Ocean lies between him and Europe. 9 2
As Colonel Ward made the final preparations for the very
private swearing-in ceremony, little did he appreciate General
Marshall's years of preparation for his tenure as the Army's Chief of
Staff. From Marshall's first attempts to gain a commission, he had
dealt with the country's political forces. He had been one of the first
Regular Army officers detailed to train and evaluate the Nation's
civilian-soldiers, and throughout his career he returned to these
units to update their readiness and his understanding of their unique
problems. While others tried avoiding the touch of civilians, he
sought them out. He understood the special tie between the military
and their civilian hosts had to be strengthened not broken if the
Country's security was to be safeguarded. As aide to the Army's
highest ranking officer, he caine in contact with political forces and
saw first hand their importance in shaping the Army. Colonel Ward
was not aware of the fateful crafting of General Marshall's career; but
in all fairness to him, no one else, including Marshall himself,
appreciated his roots as a politician.
92

The New York Times Magazine, 14 May 1939.
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General Marshall was sworn in at 12:00 noon. He did not
review the troops as is customary at a military change of command.
Rather, he quickly traveled to the White House to meet with the
nation's political leaders.
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CHAPTER 3

BURKE-WADSWORTH--SCHOOLING OF A POLITICIAN

During the next nine months General Marshall reluctantly
worked with politicians to garnrwr resources for the Army. He
approached the congress with Lreat care; asking for far less than was
actually needed, Marshall was fearful congress would veto a.ny large
request. 1 In retrospect he said, "If I had ignored public opinion, if I
had ignored the reaction of congress, we would literally have gotten
nowhere.. .They were unwilling to go ahead. They were unwilling to
give it suppoirt." 2
However personnel and not appropriations
became Marshall's greatest struggle during this period. Ironically, he
would become the unwilling conservative force; the one unwilling to
go ahead. Political powers forced him to accept a peacetime draft,
thus destroying his well conceived plan to rebuild the Army.
Though his extensive service as Pershing's Aide prepared him to
work in Washington, it did not endow him with the political forte
needed to effectively operate in the Capital. Now, he learned from
others the power of political skill and influence. The passage of the
Burke-Wadsworth Act painfully taught him the politician's craft.
In the 1939-41 period did yu have the feeling that you
were seeing 1915-1916 all over again?" General
Marshall, responding some sixteen years later said, "I saw
1

Congress, House, Committee on Appropriations. Sulolemental Natignal

Defense A2oproiation Bill for 1941. 76th Congress. 3rd session. 4 June 1940.
p 64-65.
Despite warnings, congress had continued to act with near hostility
to the military. On the 27-30 November. 1939. Marshall asked for supplemental
funding to the FY 1940 appropriations bill to pay for increasing the strength
of the Regular Army and National Guard, increasing motor transportation. and
improving training programs, especially large scale maneuvers. Of the
$120.000,000 requested, only S109.416.689 was appropriated. Still. later in April.
the House cut the overall armed forces appropriation by 10 percent. Also. see
Bland. Marshall Papers. Vol. 2. p 286.
2
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Interviews-, 22 January 1957, p 276.
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very much reflections of the things of '15-'16 all over
again. In fact, in some ways very little-occurred that
didn't seem to me was a repetition, but what disturbed
me most of all was to find the Army, the War
Department, and the country in the same shape again--in
the same shape again. 3
Germany stormed Poland on 1 Sepwmber 1939. France and
England quickly declared war on Germany. Shortly after Germany's
invasion, congress relaxed several Neutrality Act restrictions, but
little else was done. On 1 September 1939, Roosevelt, responded to
the invasion by pledging to make every effort to keep the nation out
of war. 4 Despite world-wide indignation, no country came to
Poland's aid. Soon, Germany completed its conquest and wisely
consolidated its position. Lack of further military action during the
winter and early spring of 1940 became Inown as the "Sitzkrieg" or
"Phony War."5
In the United States, during this period, the public hoped Htler
was pacified and stability returned to the continent. If not, they
were confident, the Maginot-Line, coupled with the mighty French
and Britain armies would stop German aggression. 6 Regardless,
Americans knew they were shielded by the Atlantic Ocean. 7 Then
suddenly, just after midnight on 9 April 1940, "Sitzkrieg" again
became "Blitzkrieg" as the German war-machine rolled into Norway.
On 10 May the Germans moved into the European Low Countries. By
the end of June, the French Army had been routed; the British Army
3

Marshall Interviews. 5 April 1957. p 183.
The New york Times 2 September 1939, p 1, 8.
5
Clifford and Spencer. The First _Fence Time Draft p 8-9. Also. see Watson.
Chicefof
p 104.
6
Sherwood, oosevelt and- Hopkins. p 136-137. Also, see Ketchum. Th&I
DorLowed Y.eas, p 323.
7
In a December 1939 speech to the American Historical Association,
Marshall characterized this Country's reaction by saying "The possibility
4

of conflicting interests between nations diminishes as the distance between
them increases...and if the Atlantic Ocean has not guaranteed complete

immunity from wars with European Powers. it has made such wars so

difficult...and sudden attack ort us seems unlikely. See General George C.
Marshall, Speech to the American Historical Association, Washington D.C.. 28

December 1939

See Marshal Papers Vol. 2- p 123-126.
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driven across the channel; and the Maginot-Line was little more than
a tourist sight. Germany was now the master of Europe. 8 Concerning
these momentous events, Marshall said, "The German advance
completely upset the equilibrium of the European continent. France
was eliminated as a world power and the British Army lost most of
its heavy equipment. To many the invasion of Great Britain
appeared imminent." 9 Truly, Marshall's testimony before the House
Appropriations Committee on 23 February 140 had been prophetic.
He had warned, "...if Europe blazes in the late spring or summer, we
must put our house in order before the sparks -each the Western
Hemisphere." 10 As the flames of war grew higher and the threat of
military action on this continent became a real possibility, public
awareness and opinion altered. Describing the change in public
opinion Marshall said,
The precariousness of the situation and its threat
to the security of the United States became suddenly
apparent to our people, and the pendulum of public
opinion reversed itself, swinging violently Zo the other
extreme, in an urgent demand for enormous and
immediate increases.' 1
8
Just as Marshall had predicted, Europe was again at war. America was
not anxious to rush to their aid. A national taken in April showed 96 percent
of the nation opposed going to war against Germany. See The allup
Poll--Public Opinion--1935-1971 (New York: Random House [1972] ). p 220.
9
Department of War, Office of the Chief of Staff, Biennial
Chief of Staff of the United States Amy. July 1. 1939 to June 30.
Secretary of War (July 1941k By General George C. Marshall, p
Washington, D.C.: Government Ptinting Office. 1941. (Referred
Marshall. Biennial ReUor.)
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1941 Ta the
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to hereafter as
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Ibid.
II
Ibid., twenty-three years earlier America sent Dough Boys to Europe to
save their fore-fathers' homeland from Germany.
After the war, America
tried to influence the terms at Versailles only to be rebuffed by the Europeans.
They isolated themselves from the continent v arning the British and French
that imposing harsh and repressive measures on the Germans would result in
another war.
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Europe was at war. Now the question became not if America would
become involved, but how, when, and where. 12
As the public's attitude changed, so did the congress's. For the
first time since the end of World War I. Marshall sensed
congressional emphasis changing from saving as much money as
possible to spending as much money as possible. 13 In the spring of
1940 Marshall was deeply involved with increasing appropriations
needed for improving the training, and providing much needed
equipment. On 1 April 1940 he wrote,
I have been under terrific pressure since my return.. .with
presentations before the Appropriations Committee... to
protect our appropriations in the Senate against heavy
economic slashes... I feel that if I can keep the Army
training program going, then my most important business
is to see that the money is forthcoming to provide
adequate preparedness.14
On 16 April 1940 in a letter to his sister, Marshall said
12
This shift in popular support did not surprise Marshall. Earlier in the
year he said, "I think it's apparent that much of this misfortune in the life of

our democracy could have been avoided by the influence of a better-infomied
public on the decisions of the Congress." See General George C. Marshali,
Speech to the American Historical Association. Washington D.C., 28 December

1939; Marshal P•lagrs Vl.1 2, p 123-126. Also, see General George C. Marshall,
Speech to the Committee on Community Chess, WashinSton, D.C., 16 November
1939; Marshal! Palers. Vol. 2. p 103; also, swe Pogue, Or
ldalad Hogpe, p 18.

13

Watson,

Li•l
L~f•f , p 166, Also. see Bland, Maxthall...•-"2.

Ironically, after the invasion. many isolationists in congress attempted
to distance themselves from their former positions. On 17 May 1940 Senator
Hayden cf Arizona. made an elaborate entry into the Subcommittee on
Appropriation's record to show that the Committee "was anxious and willing to
p 210.

uadertake what the War Department wanted, regardless of very recent
events."
See Congress, Senate. Committee or Appropriations.
Iiljs~arj
Establishnont Apbr0riatlions Bill for 1941. 76th Congress, 3rd stssion. 17 May
1940, p 403. Also, see Congress. Senate. Special Committee Invcstigatio.% the
National Defense Program. A Resolution allQ!QoZaigg andiectig
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April 1941, p 164.168, 171, and 177.

Program,

Marshall. 'You conic at a very fortunate time.
predecessors, but Mr. Hitler helped you out."
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77th Congress, ist session: 15

As Senator Brewster pointed out to Gelieral

I don't waut to reflecc on your

LUtter CSA to General C•zales D. Hleron,. 1 April 1940. Marshall

YaL.2,D p 183.
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Pagers-

I am getting ready to appear before the Senate
Appropriations Bill, which was badly cut in the
Incidentally, last night I had a very, successful
Senator Tyding...and he volunteered to take the
defending my point of view in the Senate. 1 5

on the
House.
Ak with
lead in

Meeting for the first time with Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morgenthau, on 15 May 1940, Marshall outlined the Army's
forecaste-d financial needs. Morgenthau and Marshall agreed that it
was essential for congress not be stampeded by a myriad of army
demands, but rather that a detailed program, outlining the Army's
course of action and associated needs, be presented to avoid
confusing them. 16
Unfortunately, little known to Marshall, as he
attempted to gain funding to complete his master force restructuring
plan, a small group of New York businessmen were discussing the
prospects for the Nation's first peacetime draft. This group's
initiative would completely destroy Marshall's blueprint, but at the
same time provide him a political education well worth the
destruction.
The nation's conversion to defense, was limited to building
defense at home, not sending American soldiers to fight against
Germany. The public and the politicians were neither anxious nor
willing to send another World War I style AE.F. to Europe.'7 Though

*

15
Letter CSA to Mrs. John J. Singer, 16 April 1940. Marshall paners- Vol 2,
p 199-200. Note how Marshall here is asking senators to do his bidding. Within
a year he himself would champioai his causes no longer needing others to
'politic' for him.
16
Pogue.
Ldi..'..aJ4Hl;p p 29.
17
AntioFDR groups were perplexed by these changing political tides. They
were unsure which side of the debate to support. With 1940 being a
presidential election year. the President, one third of the Senate, and all !he
House were running for reelection. Before the invasion of Belgium and
Franc, Roosvelt was undecided whether he would seek an unprecedented
"third term. After the invasion, however, he felt that if there was to be a war.
ino one was better suited to lead America through it than he. An election year

placed added pressures on the elected politicians to cautiously approach
support fbr American rearmament and the call to arms of its youth. FDR. now
concerned about the upcoming election. pushed for increased military warsupplies to Britain, and iacreawd funding for the military.
Anti-Roosevelt
forces were in a contrary. How could they oppose FDR and a middle of the rjad
position. If they opposed aid to Britain. givc the immediate threat of German
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the idea of another A.E.F. was hardly acceptable, one prominent
group believed the nation should prepare for war by instituting a
peacetime draft; something never before accomplished in American
history. In October 1939, an officer at the Army War College asked
General Hugh S. Johnson, the man who had helped run the selective
service in World War I, about the possibility for peacetime
conscription. Johnson said
If you are asking for my opinion as a mechanical
question, I would say 'yes'...If you are asking my opinion
as a political question as to whether you
could get it through without being chewed up, I
would say 'by all means, no.' Get it ready but keep
it in the dark.' 8
Marshall knew a draft would one day be needed if the Army was to
increase to a full-scale war-time structure. However, as General
Johnson said, the political prospects for a draft were, in Marshall's
opinion, remote. 1 9
Tht draft movement grew out of an innocent dinner sponsored
by an obscure organization called the Military Training Camps
invasion, they would be lambasted as appeasers.

If, on the other hand, they

supported direct American involvement they would be called wnrmongers.
With the deepest regret, most anti-FDR groups agreed with the President.
Interventionist and Internationalists saw the German invasion of the Low
Cointries as nothing more than vindication for what they had been warning
the public about all along. The Germans would not be content until they had
conquered the entire world. and it was only a matter of time before they set
their sights on America. They felt the best thing for the United States to do was
hasten its preparation and directly intervene against the Gennans.
Since this
group hbd no qualms about foreign intervention they saw no reason the War
Department should not reek. now. to increase the size of the Army to war-time
proportions: the only way to do that would be by instituting a draft. See Henry
Mosgenthau. Jr. "Mow F.D.R. Fought the Axis.. C1li2C (11 Octobe 1947)
p 73-75.
i8
Clifford and SV4ncer. The Fim Feauetime Draft. p 43.
19
Department of the Army, Hiatoy
aof
MilitaryMilitary Mobilization in the
United States Armm--1775-1945. By Matyin A. Kreidberg aild Merton G. Henry.
p 592-593. Dcpartment of the Army Pamphlet Number 20-212. 30 November
1955, Washington. D.C. : Government Printing Office, 1955. Also. see Watson.
Chief of Staff. p 577. (HereAfter refexrcd to as Krdberg and Henty. Historl
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Association (MTCA). The executive committee of the MTCA gathered
on 8 May 1940 to plan the 25th anniversary of the Plattsburg
training camps 20 . During the meeting one man, Glenville Clark, a
prominent Wall Street lawyer, expresaed concern for the growing
crisis in Europe and the need for a peacetime draft to prepare the
nation for war. He felt the MTCA's efforts should be focused on
urging a draft initiative. 21 Through Clark's prodding a larger forum,
including Henry L. Stimson, Robert P. Patterson, and retired army
General John M. Palmer, met again on 22 May 1940 to further
discuss Clark's idea. 22 At this second meeting, the group agreed to
mount an intensive campaign to have m'dgress enact a peacetime
draft. 2 3
On 25 May 1940, the MTCA sent General Palmer, author of the
1920 National Defense Act and personal friend of Marshall, to meet
with the Chief of Staff with the hope of securing Marshall's support
for their plan. Marshall listened to his old associate, and then
explained how a draft, at this time would be disastrous to his
program to rebuild the Aimy and have it ready to fulfill its
hemispheric mission. A key aspect of this preparation, Marshall
explained was a gradual expansion of the Army. 24 Recalling the visit
years later, Marshall said "I was opposed to the inception of the draft
20

In 1915 Major General Leonard Wood, Army Chief of Staff, organized a

summer camp at Plausburg. New York. The private contributions paid for
military training for business and professional men. "The National Defense
Act ,f 1916 authorized camps on the Plattsburg model, and upon that
authorization the War Department conducted sixteen Officers' Training Camps
from May 15 to August 11. 1917...About 30,000 civilians and 7.957 Reserve Corps
officem were admitted, of whom 27,341 were commissioncd for active duty at
the close of the course.". See Russell F. Weigley. Historyaof the United Stat s
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(Bloomington: Indiana University Prtss. 1984). p 342-444 and 373.

Clifford and Spencer. nhe FirstPeacetime Draft p 23-24, 26-27.
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A month later, Roosevelt nominated Stimson to replace Woodring as
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War Johnson.
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as early as it -went into effect--violently in favor of it--but I wanted
the thing to be approached in a little better ordered way." 25
Marshall suggested General Palmer discuss his proposal with
Major Lewis B. Hershey, a member of the Joint Army and Navy
Selective Service Committee. Hershey advised General Palmer that
the Services were working on their own draft proposal. However, he
pointed out that they saw the draft being implemented after the
start of hostilities, not before. 26
Following his session with Hershey, Palmer asked Marshall if
Hershey could come to New York and meet with the MTCA leaders.
"Marshall agreed. However, despite his willingness to let Hershey talk
to the MTCA, his instructions to Hershey indicate how much he
opposed the idea of a draft, now and worried about any political
backlash such a proposal might cause. Marshall said
Talk to these people.. .answer their questions.. .explain the
draft system we would hope to operate if war should
come. But, do nothing that would constitute endorsement
of their plans by the Army. If any adverse publicity
comes out of these meetings, I will disavow you. 27
After meeting with Hershey, Palmer told Grenville Clark and
the other MTCA leaders that Marshall was unwilling to support any
draft legislation at this time. Determined to gain Marshall's support,
Clark and Julius Adler, one of the owners of the New York Times,
traveled to Washington on 31 May to meet face to face with the
Army Chief of Staff. This first meeting between Marshall and the
"Plattsburg Men" was short, to the point, and heated. 28

During ihe meeting, Ma-shall repeated
voiced to General Palmer that he would not
to provide instructors for thousands cof raw
that politically he thought the passage of a
25
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impossible. He told them that the Country's military strategy
centered on a hemispheric defense, not on sending troops to Europe.
Clark called Marshall's positien foolhardy. He said events in Europe
were far more important than those in South America and that
Marshall should be planning for war in Europe and not the defense of
the Western Hemisphere, Marshall explained, as politely as possible,
that the President would not support such an initiative, and Marshall

would not circumvent the President. 29 Marshall, never one to be
lectured, ended the meeting. 3 0
Marshall did not need Clark proclaiming the Army's manpower
needs. As his program of modernization progressed Marshall
grasped the demand for personnel would increase. On 1 May 1940,
in testimony before the Senate Appropriations Committee Marshall
asked for 15,000 more soldiers to bring another Corps into service.
The Army had the structure but needed 15,000 more men to fill it.31

On 17 May before the Senate Committee, Marshall told Senator
Lodge,
I had in mind: First, voluntary recruiting of the Regular
Army...we can secure the men. until the authorized limit
of 280,000 is reached. If then the situation is as serious
as it is now, and surely if it is more serious, recruitment
of the Regular Army on a volunteer basis should
continue, possibly to 400,000 men as a temporary
measure, not as a perrmaent in:rea,se?2

29
Unknown to Marshall, Clark. who bad known FDR since their days as
law clerks, sent the Premidfmt a telegram inforaing him of the ,CA's idWa. In
his reply. PQ1R voiced support t the group's patriotism but expmmsed his
opposition to the cowcepi, FOR muilwaiaed that public and political support for
compulsoty training ia a period of relative pecc wouild be difficult to mustitr.
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Marshall expected the increase to 400,000 to meet the Army's
training needs and capabilities without mobilizing the National
Guard. The Army believed that the National Guard was not
proficient enough to train new soldiers. 33 He told the House
Appropriations Committee on 29 May 1940,
Personnel at the present moment is our most serious
deficiency...I have struggled in the past to hold the
personnel requirements down because the materiel is a
permanent asset, good for 20 to 25 years.. .But now the
situation has changed and personnel is tho only thing, in
a L.rge measure that can produce immediate results... 34
With such an apparent and urgent need for personnel, one may
well ask why did Marshall not indorse Clark and the Plattsburg
group's efforts for a draft. Primarily, Marshall believed a rapid

influx of soldiers would put the Army in a situation where it had
neither the equipment nor manpower to train large numbers of new
soldiers. He believed a draft would significantly disrupt the Asmy's
restructuring program. 3 5
Marshall's strategy for rebuilding the Ariy was centered on a

concept of giving "thorough training to a small one (army) which
could thereafter serve as leaven to a larger mass. From that mass,
later, wotild be extracted newly trained elements which could thcn
be mingled with a still larger mass, and thus provide the next stage
of a step-by-step development. 136

The snall force, however, would

be strained by requirements to: respond to attacks in the
hemisphere, staff army outposts. and train and upgrade the National
Guard. Marshall's options were limited because the Army lacked
sufficient traiwers.

As he later said, 'I was opposed to the inception

of the draft as early as it wcut into offec.,l wan•d the thing to be
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approached in a little better ordered way.. .The trouble with that was
we didn't have instructors." 37 Marshall did not want to risk the
advances that he had already made. 38
Political considerations were also a factor in Marshall's not
suppoftdng Clark. He was convinced in the spring of 1940 that
congress would not pass and the nation would not support a
peacetime draft.

Since historically the Nation had never resorted to

peacetime conscription, he did not want the Army to be portrayed as
warmongers by calling for a draft. He even predicted the death of
such legislation if the War Department proposed it.39 Marshall was
not yet the "towering" figure on Capitol Hill, and was not yet
37
Marshall .Interoxie, 5 April 1957, p 179-180. As an example, Marshall
gave the following illustration, 'I remember finding the now head of the
Federal Reserve Board and then president of the Stock Exchange. who had
been drafted in one of these earliest drafts, and I found him being instructed
by a corporal who had only been a corporal a month.. .That was our trouble all
around." Also, see Marshall, Biennial RZeprt. p 5.
Clifford and Spencer, The First Peacetime Draft, p 51. Throughout the
38
winter Marshall had worked with various people to improve the Army's
congressional support for appropriation. One such example was Marshall's use
of Bernard Baruch. Marshall first met Baruch while serving as Pershing's
aide. On 3 April 1940 Marshall wrote to Baruch requesting his support in
getting more money for an air base in Alaska, money which the Senate had
eliminated from the original request. He asked Baruch if an "opportunity"
presented itself, to address the matter with the President. On 5 April Baruch
sent such a recommendation to the President. On 9 April Marshali
acknowledged Baruch's efforts in setting up a meeting between Marshall and
key Senators. At that meeting, which was one of the watershed events in
changing his relationship with the Senate, Marshall, after Baruch h',d opened
the discussion, said, "My job as Chief of Staff is to convince you of our needs
and I have utterly failed... I don't know what to do. To which Senator Alva
Adams, a long time critic of preparedness and Chairman of the Appropriations
Committee, said, "Yes, you do. "You come before the committee without even a
piece of paper and you'll get every goddamed thing you want." Parrish said of
Mlarshall's use of VIP's in pursuit of Army needs. "if a man like Banach had
influence, Marshall would make full political use of it." Also, see Bland,
Marshall Papers. Vol. 2, p 188-9. 194, 204, 253; Pogue. Ordeal and los. p 27-28;
p 278.
Parrish, Roosevelt and Marshall. p 140; and Bansch, D8J&JQLi.
39
Clifford and Spencer, The First-Peacetim- ..- fj, p 52. Only after the
outbreak of hostilities -n Europe did congress debate and finally pass draft
legislation. During the draft debate, one Senator assercd that the Selectivc
Service Legislation was "one of the most stupid and outrageous things that 'the
generals' had ever perpetrated on the Congress." even though the Army
actuilly had nothing to do with its introduction. Also, see Marshall Interview,
22 January, 179-180; Dlarshal_ lntcricw, 5 April 1957 1957. p 279; and
Kreidberg and Henry. History of MobilizationM. 5
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"confident in his ability to influence congress. As Marshall became

more assured in his ability to gauge congressional action,

people said

he "had the sense of statesmanship that enabled (him) to consider
the political as well as purely military aspects of the...situation." He
often caution the Army staff to delay proposing legislation until, as
he said, "world events forced congress to act differently tomorrow
than they would today." 4 0 Finally, Marshall considered the
41
President's opposition to a draft a major political roadblock.

Roosevelt's opposition to a draft was not ideological in nature.
He supported the concept of universal service; 4 2 however, he was
convinced his policy of supplying war materials to the allies was
more acceptable politically, than the idea of a peacetime draft. With
1940 being an election year, Roosevelt saw the issue of selective
service creating a perception that he was moving towards an
offensive strategy. Fearful of the strong isolationist lobbies, he was
sure such a perception would have a very negative impact on any
hope for an unprecedented third term. 4 3 Selling war goods to
40
Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p 164. Sherwood said of Marshall,
"Marshall gained confidence by his quiet assurance, mastery of facts and
exceptional courtesy. although he was suspect when he talked in terms of
armored divisions and long-range bombers for this seemed to suggest that he
might have in mind taking the offensive, instead of concentrating on the
work of building and manning coastal defense fortifications..."
Another
consideration was the perception that a peacetime draft would be a dramatic
s',*.t in the Country's foreign policy; from strict neutrality to possible
intervention. Such a change, Marshall was sure, congress would never
support. Certainly, it was not his or the Army's placz to suggest such a changc
to national policy. See Watson. Cief ofLSta
p 194-6. Also. see Kreidberg and
Henry, History of Mobilivation. p 577.
41
Senator lam" F. Byrnes of South Carolina said, "...To get a peacetime
draft bill through, congress would be difficult enough but without the
President's backing, it would not stand "a Chinaman's chance.'Clifford and
Spencer.1Th Fiast Peacetime Draft. p 84.
42
Clifford aad Spencer, The Fit kPeacetime Dlaft. page 53.
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See James MacGregor Burns, lMoosehe: The Soldier of Freedom (New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Inc.), p 3-6; William L. Langer and S. Evercett
Gleason. The UndGclarEd War--1940-1941 (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1954). p 202-209. Sherwood. Roosevelt and HoVkins. p 174-175. Many of the
President's decisions that spring and summer were based on his desire for a
third term. Selecting Sfimson and Knox in June. the decision to circumcnt
the compr=,s on the B-17 sell. and his tardy support for the draft are three
examplts of Rooscvelt's election conccrns being manifested.)
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England and France seemed the safest course of action to take
politically. 44
Marshall, at this time, did not feel he had Roosevelt's complete
confidence. He said, "I didn't have the confidence of the President. I
don't mean I lacked his entire confidence, but he didn't know me.'" 4 5
"Accordingly, he resolved to support Roosevelt's policies. 46
Marshall's strong sense of loyalty, respect for Roosevelt's political
instincts, and knowledge of Roosevelt's strong support outside
Washington convinced him that it was better to side with the
President than go against him. 4 7
The final possible consideration was Marshall's pride. As
Marshall saw it, here was a group of World War I veterans, from
New York, trying to tell him, the Army's Chief of Staff, how he should
do his job. Most in the administration and congress saw him, after
his first months in office, as an einerging competent voice of
Surprisingly, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three, Marshall
disagreed with Roosevelt's allied aid strategy.
45
Marshail Interviews. 5 April 1957, p 181.
46
Early in his tenure as Chief of Staff, Marshall, having witnessed the
paralyzing effects of the rift between Craig, Woodring, Johnson and the
Roosevelt Administration. refused to take any action which he knew the
President opposed. lie said, "I thought it was far more important in the long
run that I be well established as a member of the team, and try to do my
convincing with that team, rather than to take action publicly contrary to the
desires of the President..." See Parrish, Roosevelt and Marshall p 125. Also, see
Bland, Marshall Papers Vol. 2, p 206 (See note 3, page 207.) Marshall resolved to
quit rather than publicly take issue with Roosevelt's military strategy. Also.
see Larrabee, Commander in Chief p 141-145. Also, see Pogue, Ordaal and Hope.
p 22-23. It is important to understand the relationship between General
Marshall and the President. During Marshall's first year as Chief of Staff
neither he or the President were particularly close. The two men had different
personalities. Marshall was very proper and reserved. FDR was very outgoing
and good-humored. The key point to remember is that they had frequent
disagreements on issues in private but never showed public disunity.
Nonetheless, overtime they developed a great appreciation and respect for
each other.
47
Bland, Marshall Papers Vol 1, p 561; Ea 1937 Roosevelt visited
Marshall's command at Vancouver Barracks and the surrounding area.
During
that visit Marshall talked to Governor Martin, an old friend, about the
"President's visit in Portland early in the trip. Writing to Pershing later about
Martin's imprcsions. Marshall said, "Quite apparently the Governor suffered a
change of mind regarding the diminution of the President's hold on the
people.* Also, see and Parrish, Roosevelt and Marshall. p 75.
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reason. 48 Clark's indictment, in all likelihood, did not set well with
the Chief of Staff. As he later said, "No one had to tell me how much
it was needed--I knew that years before--but the great question was
how to get it."'49

Perhaps Marshall felt threatened by Clark's group. More
probably, he was offended by Clark's assertion that he was not
moving quickly enough. He had been Chief of Staff for seven months
and believed he had pushed the President and congress just as far
and as fast as possible. He also knew that the changing winds of
public opinion and political support required a prudent, long term
approach to rearmament.
Having observed Pershing many years earlier in like situations,
he knew that timing was everything, and that even the wisest course
of action taken at the wrong time could prove destructive. Knowing
that only 50 percent of the public favored conscription, though 65
percent of them believed that Germany would attack America if
Britain and France relinquished, Marshall acted cautiously. 50 He was
concerned that Clark and his group, though full of good intentions,
might disappear once the fight in congress started. 5 ' He did not
want the Army as the sole voice supporting a draft. Over the long
Morgenthau, after his first few meetings with Marshall recommended to
the President that General Marshall alone make all the War Denartment's
presentations to the congress. See Bland, Marshall Papers. Vol. 2. p 214. In his
48

15 May 1940 memorandum, Morgenthau said 'In view of my experience with
the Army during the last couple of days, I am taking the liberty of making a
suggestion. Let General Marshall, and only General Marshall, do all the
testifying in connection with the bill which you are about to send up for
additional appropriations for the Army.'
Later Morgenthau told Marshall he
bad written to the President. He told Marshall that if he had any trouble from
either Woodnng or Johnson in this regard, to let him know and he would

advise the President.

Also, see Blum, years ofUrgency. p 138-144.

Marshall's

relationship to Morgenthau grew through the years as Morgenthau became a
trusted confidant and useful conduit for Marshall to pass i-tfmation to the
President. Keep in mind that as impressive as all this sounds. Morgenthau and
other key Roosevelt advisors, had little respect for the War Department's
current civilian leadership.
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p 56-59.
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TiMe Magazine, 17 June 1940. p 17.
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Clifford and Spencer. The First Peacetime Draft, p 84. Regarding both
the MTCA's staying power and public and political receptivcnes to a peacetime
draft, Marshall was wrong.
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run such a situation could jeopardize Marshall's program for the
Army by alienating congress support. 52 Undaunted by Marshall's
rejection and lacking War Department support, 53 Clark's group took
another approach to winning the War Department's backing.
While drafting the actual legislation, Clark decided the best
way to get War Department support was by convincing the President
to replace Secretary Woodring with someone sympathetic to their
cause. Clark was very aware of the on-going controversy between
Secretary Woodring and Assistant Secretary Johnson. He also knew
the President was disenchanted with both men. The word in
Washington was that "Chaos ruled the War Department." 54
Therefore, Clark, with the aid of Supreme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter, convinced Roosevelt to replace Secretary Woodring with
Henry Stimson, a member of the Plattsburg group. 5 5
Mr. Stimson, a seventy-two year old former Secretary of War
in the Taft Administration, was a strong supporter of a draft.
Although a prominent Republican, his interventionist views were
closely alined with those of the President. Justice Frankfurter knew
that Stimson's appointment would offset Secretary Woodring's
Midwest political influence by depriving the Republicans of ',ne of its
52
George C. Marshall speech to the National Aviation Forum, 27 May 1940,
Washington, D.C.; See Marshall's Papers. Vo.l 2, p 227.
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Parrish in his work, Roosevelt and Marshall. maintains that Marshall
had wanted a draft all along but did not want the Army to take the onus for
leading the movement and was merely using Clark's group, a notion Marshall.
himself, gave credence to during the Pogue interviews in 1957. Parrish tries
to draw some comparison between this and Roosevelt's technique of playing
one group agatinst another.
However, given Marshall's personai dislike for
Roosevelt's management style and Marshall's own limited power at the time, it
is doubtful that he was intentionally playing both ends against the middle.
This author feels thet Marshall knew that a draft was needed, but if instituted
at this time would be a fatal setback to his well conceived plan for
preparedness. See Parrish, Roosevelt and Marshall p 149-150.
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Clifford and Spencer, The First Peacetime Draft. p 58.
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Ibid.. p 60, 'Clark's convection with the Supreme Court Justice fomied
one thread of the intertwined relationship that shaped the events to follow.
There were others: Frankfurter's link to Stimson and the President's
connections with Stimson. Each of these strands, winding back to the early
year oý the century. contributed to the final product.' See pages 56-69 for a
detailed description of the relationships and events leading to the Stimson
nomination.
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most senior and respected statesmen; Roosevelt, ever the politician,
Another Stimson strong point was the fact he was a
surely agreed.
very astute, experienced, and highly respected administrator.
On 20 june 1940 the same day the conscription bill was
introduced in congress, Roosevelt announced Henry Stimson's
nomination to be Secretary of War. Marshall and Stimson had known
each other for over twenty years, having met in 1918. Nearly ten
years later, Stimson asked Marshall to go with him to the Philippines
to be his aide, but Marshall gracefully declined. 56 Though not
personally close, both men held the highest regard for each others'
professional competence.
While Clark was securing Stimson's nomination, the MTCA was
vigorously campaigning for conscription in the press and on Capitol
Hill. Usirn6 the newspapers at their disposal and every political
contact they could buttonhole, Clark's group sought to convince the
public and congress that a draft was absolutely necessary and a
prudent means to prepare for a possible war. This campaign was not
without expense. The MTCA, now called the National Emergency
Committee (NEC), established a budget and received donations of
nearly $285,000 to help produce support for conscription; while the
combined anti-draft forces raised and spent only $5,000 in their
fight against the selective service. 57
On I1 June 1940 Clark gave a copy of the proposed
conscription legislation to General Marshall. The MTCA found
legislative sponsors on 18 June 1940. Congressman James W. Burke,
56
Letter Lieutenant Colonel Marshall to Henry L. Stimson. 22 December
1927. See Marshall Papers. Val . p 322. Marshall responded to Stimson's offer
by saying '1 am deeply grateful to you for honoring me with this opportunity
and I am concerned that you should know just what governed my
decision ...Now if I became an aide for the fourth time I fear, in fact I feel sure,
that to the Army at large I would be convicted of keing only an aide and never
a commander. With your familiarity with the service, I feel sure you will
understand this point of view...' Also, see Henry L. Stimson & McGeorgc Bundy.
On Active Service--In Peace andWar (New York: Harper and Brothers. 1950).
p 330-331; H;a3hall Pa.~rs. Vol. 2- p 251. and Marshall Interiews 5 April
1957. p 180.
57
Clifford and Spencer. The First Pcacctima DrAft. p 72. Also, see Ii=
agA::ng,, 17 June 1940, p 17. Because the efforts to pass draft legislation only
lasted three vs. the expected six months, only half of the amount was used.
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a Republican and vocal defender of preparedness, agreed to sponsor
the legislation in the House. Senator Edward R. Burke of Nebraska, a
Democrat and long time oppone-nt of Roosevelt's New Deal, was asked
to guide it through the Senate. With the legislation drafted and the
sponsors picked on 20 June 1940, the Burke-Wadsworth Bill, as it
became known, was formally introduced.
From the 31 May meeting with Grenville Clark until the bill
was submitted on 20 June, General Marshall maintained his
-opposition to conscription. On 1 June, in a press release regarding
calling-up the National Guard, Marshall said
The War Department is opposed to ordering the National
Guard out for active duty, and is hopeful that by quickly
building up, on the foundation of scattered organizations
of the Regular Army still available... we can avoid the
necessity of utilizing the National Guard at this time. 58
In a 3 June letter to Major Genera). William N. Hakell, Commanding
General of the New York National Guard, he wrote, "All our plans are
to get such quick increases of volunteers enlisted for duration, as we
can manage in order to avoid the necessity of calling for elements of
the National Guard." 5 9 On the eve of the bill's introduction, in a
speech to the annual encampment of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Marshall said
Let me strongly emphasize the fact that we must not
become involved by impatience or ignorance in an illconsidered, over-night expansion, which would smother
well-considered methods and leave us in a dilemma of
confused results, half-baked and fatally unbalanced. If I
may leave a message with you, let it be this: The War
Department knows what is needed... .50
58
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Staff on use of National Guard. I June 1940, see MarMhall Pamrs, Vol
p 233.
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1940.

Without mentioning names, one can recognize Clark arid the MTCA's
efforts in Marshall's warning. One must ask why then, only a week
later, did Marshall change his position and support the BurkeWadsworth Bill, and what does this shift in position say about his
political growth.
The first, and the most significant factor, in Marshall's decision
was Henry Stimson's nomination to be Secretary Of War. Stimson's
nomination put the fox in the hen house. Being an MTCA member he
helped devise the strategy to enact the draft. Clark asked him to
accept a presidential call to serve as Secretary of War for the specific
purpose of supporting conscription. 6 1 Now, having been selected and
nominated by the President, Stimson was in a position to dictate that
the War Department's position on the proposed draft legislation. 62
For Marshall, Stimson's nomination meant, for the first time
since his becoming as Chief of Staff, that a capable, experienced, and
respected man would be his immediate superior. To successfully
fulfill his duties as Chief of Staff, and more importantly complete his
plans for the Army, Marshall understood he would have to work
with Stimson. He could have merely continued working directly with
the President, effectively by-passing Stimson much as he had done
with Secretary Woodring; however, Roosevelt could not allow such a
relationship. Having assured Stimson of autonomy in running the
Department, Roosevelt realized Stimson may well resign if he
believed Marshall, and not he, was in charge of the War Department.
Since Roosevelt could not afford to lose Stimson until after the fall
election, he could not permit Marshall to ignore the new Secretary of
War. 63
Stimson, not waiting for conformation, summoned Marshall to
his New York home to discuss War Departnmnt matters, specifically
61
Stimsou and Bundy. On Active Service. p 323.
62
Ibid.. p 324. It his interview with Roosevelt. Saimson had told the
President he *was in favor of geertal compulsory military service." Roosevelt

said he knew that md "he was in sympathy with rne." Rooscvelt told Stirson
be was to be *undisputed head of his own dcpartment."

63
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If Marshall even coaccmplated such actioa. no evidence suggests he did
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the Burke-Wadsworth Act. On 27 June 1940 Marshall flew to New
York to meet with Stimson. 64 At the meeting Stimson made it clear
to Marshall that he supported the Burke-Wadsworth Bill.
Undoubtedly, Marshall tried to convince Mr. Stimson of his and the
General Staff's skepticism concerning a draft, but Stimson would not
be swayed from his position. However, even after this frank
exchange, Marshall and the General Staff still did not totally "form
ranks behind Stimson and the Burke-Wadsworth Bill." 6 5
On 7 July one of the Plattsburg group received word that the
War Department was going to submit a new draft recommendation to
congress offering "a far-better measure prepared by the Joint Army
and Navy Selective Service Committee" to replace the BurkeWadsworth Bill. Quickly, Clark notified Stimson of the Army's last
minute ploy to significantly alter the bill. 66 Stimson assured him
that he would, "iron things out." 67 On 8 July 1940 Stimson asked
General Marshall to meet with him in Washington. There Stimson
had all the interested parties meet together to resolve their
differences. On the 9 July Clark and his associates met ith Marshall
and the members of the General Staff. Stimson did most of the
talking and quickly established the War Department's pziorities.
Marshall, "realizing they were in Dutch with the Secretary of War,"
tried to stress the Army's balanced needs, but without success. As

one member of the General Staff recalled later, "We were given our
marching orders." 68
Marshall was left with the choice of supporting Stimson or
taking action to highlight their differences either publicly or directly
to the President. Either way, Marshall could not win. I:` he openly
64
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Draft.

opposed Stimson, he would lose his across-the-board support in the
congress. If he went to the President for a decisioft, the President
may well have sided with Stimson, thus stunting Marshall's growing
influence. 6 9 Remembering General Craig's ineffectiveness due to his
split with Secretary Woodring and Johnson, Marshall decided to
maintain his philosophy of public support and private dissent. Had
Marshall not changed his position and chosen to fight against Stimson
and the draft, he would have destroyed his standing and relationship
with Stimson, jeopardized his partnership with the President, and
fractured the bi-partisan support he was building in the congress.
Clearly, siding with Stimson was the precisely the correct political
decision.
Another factor which impacted on Marshall's decision to
support the draft was the war in Europe. Though he had warned of
Europe's blazing in the spring, it is doubtful that even he expected
the French and British could be beaten so quickly and decisively.
The allies' collapse tempered Marshall's thinking, and suggested
events there, were moving much quicker than he had anticipated.
Marshall now realized his time-line for reblilding the Array had
been significantly compressed. Not only did he see the wisdom in a
draft proposal, he recognized the need to implement it as quickly as
possible.
Marshall justified his earlier concern over inadequate training
by having the President ask congress to federalize the National
Guard? 0 Given the emergency in Europe, congress would surely
support such a request. With the National Guard on active duty,
Marshall now could fulfill hemispheric responsibilities while at the
same time increasing training base support for new draftees. On
"12 July 1940, the President activated the first four National Guard
Divisions. 7 1
Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins. p 163 "Stimson...indicated his
69
acceptance under certain stringent conditions, the chief of which was that all
traces of tbe warring factioas in the War Department be cI.minaaed...RooscvcIt
agreed,
t,
p 192-194.
Watson. Chjgf
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The events in Europe not only surprized Marshall, they also
jolted the public and congress. Suddenly, a measure which had little
or no chance of being passed by congress, was rapidly gaining
support. 72 In October 1939 the public had been against a draft by
61 percent. By 1 June 1940, they were split 50-50 on the idea of
conscription. On 11 June over 68 percent of the public supported a
draft. 73 Marshall's concern that congress and the public would not
support a draft had fallen with France.
Finally, Marshall's last concern-the President, was also grasping
"the change in the political winds. Draft was no longer a five letter
word to someone running for election in the fall. With the
nomination of Stimson, Roosevelt had given his tacit approved to the
Burke-Wadsworth Bill. 74 Once Roosevelt was sure the bill would pass
in congress, he put aside his election year fears and publicly
5
supported the bill on 2 August. 7
Having justified his earlier concerns, Marshall now put his full
support behind the draft initiative. In only a few short weeks,
Marshall had fought hard to protect his program to rebuild the Army
by opposing draft legislation sponsored by a group he vigorously
disagreed with. Then, after coming to grip with the political realities
of the situation, he completely reversed his position and
wholeheartedly embraced the MTCA's draft legislation--the BurkeWadsworth Act. Though he may have justified this change based on
events in Europe, the changing political situation was the real force
Mili'ary Affairs Committee that he deemed it 'essenial' to call up the entire
National Guard for a minimum training of a year 'right now.'
72
Langer and Gleason, The Undeclarod Wa. p 197.
73
Time Magazhie. 17 June 1940. 17. Also. see Clifford and Spencer, The
First Peacetimt Draft, p 13, 139.
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Sherwood, Rlosewelt and HIopkins p 157. "...&he intimation that Roosevelt
would support the bill when he felt that the time was right for him to do so.
Indeed. Roosevelt by then bad &emady decided on the appointments of Stimson
and Patterson. two of the foremo,. champions of Selective Service."
75
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which compelled him to alter his course. 76 Marshall was becoming a
politician in the classic sense. He was beginning his transition from
military leader to military-politician.
On 24 June 1940 two days after the French signed the
Armistice with Germany, Marshall and Stark met with the President
and supplied him a "Basis for Immediate Decisions Concerning the
National Defense" containing nine basic decisions which they felt the
President needed to make immediately. The ninth proposal was an
"immediate enactment of a Selective Service Act along the lines of

existing plans..." Although the details of this proposal were quite
different from those of the Burke-Wadsworth Bill, the fact was,
Marshall now supported a draft. 7 7

bill.

In July Marshall testified twice before congress in favor of the
Each time he enthusiastically supported it, never displaying or

calling attention to his former concerns or misgivings. With each
presentation, Marshall skillfully added to his growing relationship
with the congress. His testimony was always brief and to the point.
His opening statements, usually not more than five or six paragraphs,
supplied a brief outline of his major thoughts, he then asked for
questions. His answers were detailed and yet brief. He displayed a
unique skill to cover complex questions in a very brief and
7 8
informative way.
76

Marshall later say of this change, "I was much criticized because I didn't

take the lead in the Selectve Service legisletion. I very pointedly did not take
the lead. I wanted it to come from others...Then I could take the floor and do all
the urging that was required. But, if I had led off with this urging, I would
have defeated myself before I arted." See Marshall Interviews. 22 January

1957. p 276.
"77 Watson. Chie
Stff p 113. According to Watson. Marshall never
voiced support for the legislation for any political reasons, but solely based
his plans to revitalize the Army. Given his original opposition to the
legislaitri, this flexibility was to serve him well in the coming months when
his behind the scenes opposition to the President's efforts to provide more and
more military maicriel to the British would be offset by his public support of
the President's actions.
78
Congrmss, Senate, Committee on Military Affairs, Corripulsor. Military
Training and Seatice. 76th Congress, 3Ird session, July 10. 1940. p 1, 100-111.
Also, see Congress. Senate, Committee on Military Affais. Conmpulsot Military
Trainin& and Service.. 76th Congress. 3Rd session, July 12. 1940, v 327-349;
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He was not opposed to charming congress by heaping praise
upon them. On one occasion he said, "I w3uld like to say, gentleman
that the War Department has met the most generous response from
the congress in the matter of funds for materiel and for personnel,
for the regular establishment over and above the approved budget
program," Then in stark candor he would say, "but, however
generous you are in the way of funds for materiel that will be
ineffective unless we have the trained personnel to handle that
materiel." 79 Stimson in a rare complaint about General Marshall said
he was often too diplomatic. Another staff officer who observed him
daily said, "He stuck to his job and did the best he could playing
politics with the rest of them, and ultimately proved himself as good
as the best..."80
The Burke-Wadsworth Act passed the Senate on 30 August
1940. The House acted on the bill during the first two weeks of
September and passed it on 14 September 1940. President Roosevelt
signed the legislation on 16 September. In the end, what was
originally thought to be a very controversial piece of legislation was
rapidly ratified signally a shift in public and congressional opinion.
"Stimson saw this act as one of the two or three most important
accomplishments of the American people in the whole period before
the outbreak of active war... And as an unprecedented departure
froma American peacetime traditions, it demonstrated clearly the
UErf~k p 186.

An example of Marshalls honesty is shown in how he treated a

very embarrassing event which surfaced during the heat of the Senate debate.
In -,hat he categorized as a "colossal bone." a subordinate staff office-r is. the
Adjutant General's Office suppressed a portion of an Army publication.
Recruiting News, in the which Marshall had prepared a message commending
the recent recruiting effons. The suaff officer felt that the message would
send the wrong signal to congress so he removed the pages from the
publication. When Senator Whe-eler, a leading opponent of the1 Bill.
"uncarthed' the event he thought he had discovered a 'real piece of
skulduggery." Many in congress. appalled by the Army's actions were
outraged.
Only through personal involvement and his reputation for candot
was the Senate convinced that the event was nothing more than one officer's
overt 2c0 of zeal and that the rccraiting. though progressing well, was not
sufficient to meet the Artay's demands.
79
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readiness of the American peopl,: to pay the cost of defense in terms
more significant than dollars." 8 1
The battle over Burke-Wadsworth was Marshall's first real
foray into the political arena. Under Pershing he had observed
politics but never practiced its craft. In his early months as Chief of
Staff he had played the traditional role as the Army's primary
spokesman on appropriation issues. However, he had never been
placed in a situation where he had to compromise his goals in order
to retain and enhance his political influence; Burke-Wadsworth
changed all that. It forced him to choose between the traditional role
as the Army's ranking spokesman, or the unexplored role as the
Army's politician leader. He choose to break new ground as the
Army's political leader.
Burke-W-adsworth provided Marshall an invaluable political
schooling. From it, he learned that carefr'hy .:oordinated action
brought about desired results. He learned that public and
congressional opinion is fluid and dependent on external forces;
forces which can be manipulated to bring about political goals.
Though he resented the MTCA's tactics, he learned how successful
such tactics could be. He also learned the r "- of his own
philosophy-support in public and dissent in
tte. As he practiced
it, his influence with the President and key advisors, like Hopkins
and Morgenthau, grew. Finally, he leafed the power of a
nonpolitical appearance. As Chief of Staff he could use his newly
fornind political skills within the context of his office without
threatening those that held political office. Burke-Wadsworth had
been a tremendous teacher. The debate over Lend-lease would
provide Marshall the opportunity to exercise his know-how.
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CHAPTER 4

LEND-LEASE--EMERGENCE OF A POLITICIAN

"Do you believe that 3ritain and Russia could have held out
without Lend-Lease?" General Marshall was asked after his
retirement from public life. He responded by saying,
I don't know what the result would had been if we had
not had Lend-Lease as to the British and Russias
surviving. I think it would have been exceedingly
difficult for Great Britain; maybe not quite so difficult for
Russia, though they were seriously lacking many, many
things. I took the position that any measure then to
prevent the complete collapse of Great Britain was of
importance to the United States, because it would put the
war on a different front, very threatening to us...I
Though he supported Lend-Lease much later in his life, he
privately voiced strong rpposition to th, initial concept. Marshall's
struggle with Lend-Lease, as he continued his effort to rearm and
modernize the Army, provide an exceller.t stidy of his political
activities during the period between the. passage of the BurkeWadsworth Act and the debate to extend it in the summer of 1941.
"This period marks his transition from military general to militarypolitican, and depicts his growing political influence in Washington.
The debate concerning aid to the allies at first involved only a
hand-full of presidential advisors and civilian and military leaders. 2
Roosevelt strongly believed that America's first line of defense was
Marshall intervicg', 22 Januer 1957, p 290.
2
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., "The Morgenthau Diaries. Part IV The Story
Behind Lend-Lease." C£,.1J.s (18 October 1947): p 16. Advisors involved with
aid to the allies included Harry Hopkins. Secretary of Treasury Morgcnthau.
Secretaky of State Hull, Secretary of War Woodring and other assistants. The
Treasury Department was the agency with primary respon.sibility.
One of the
primary Army officers involvcd in early discussions was Major General flap
Arnold.
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Britain and France; helping them, he believed, was the only way to
prevent direct American involvement in the growing crisis in Europe.
Without resources, the allies would be seriously hampered in their
efforts against the Germans. Often the President stood alone in his
conviction to strengthen the allies.
The need for a program capable of supplying the allies with
large amounts of aircraft and other war equipment became evident
during the German advances into Western Europe. I -nd-Lease was a
system whereby the United States loaned war equipment to the
allies with the understanding that after the war they would either
return the items to the United States or pay for them. The concept
for Lend-Lease did not develop in 1938 but nearly two years passed
before the actual program took shape and became the program
which contributed significantly to the allies' success during the war.
At first, although war goods were indeed scarce, availability
was not the most difficult part of the President's efforts to assist the
allies. Laws forbidding transactions with the waring parties were the
President's major obstacle. Strict neutrality laws passed by congress
during the 1930's were designed specifically to prevent American
participation in European affairs. The two most significant laws were
the 1934 Debt Defauit Act or Johnson Act which prevented the U.S.
from either extending loans to or buying bonds from nations who
defaulted on World War I loans, and the 1935 Neutrality Law which
forbad arms sales to belligerents and forbad use of U.S. shipping in
tradc of war materials. 3 With the fall of Poland in 1939 and England
and France's declaration of war on Germany, congress agreed to
amend many restrictive measures of the 1934 and 1935 laws. These
amendments allowed the administration to sell the British war goods
on a 'cash and carry' basis as long as the transportation restrictions
of the 1935 Act were adhered to. With this opening, Roosevelt
moved to sell as much materiel to the allies as possible, often using
3

Alan P. Dobson. US Wartime Aid to Bzl~ai2,194Q-1946 (New York: St.

Martin's Press, 1987). p IS& 14-15. Also, see Sherrwood. Rooseyvlt and Hopkinm
p 127; FI. Soward, TwIenty-Ftive TrouIb!ed_ Years-918-1943, (London: Oxford
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third party companies to overcome the shipping problems imposed
by the 1935 Neutrality Law. With the passage of the 'cash and carry'
amendment, the allies, especially the British, began to purchase all
the war supplies that the U.S. would sell. From November 1939 until
the spring of 1940 over $50 million dollars worth of arms alone were
sold. Items included: 75-mm field guns, 3-inch Stokes trench
mortars, 40mm and 37 mm anti-tank guns, 303 Enfield rifles,
Browning automatic rifles, and cartridges and shells for the weapons.
Aircraft such as the P-36's and B-17's were certainly the most urgent
and controversial iems sold. 4
While Roosevelt encouraged the sale of war goods to the allies,
Marshall formulated his plan to rebuild the Army into a credible
military force. Since the efforts of both men involved the use of
scarce resources, a natural and extended struggle began over who
would have priority for those resources. Ironically, both men saw
their efforts as America's best way to avoid direct involvement in
the European war.
Marshall was not alone in his opposition to the sale of valued
materiel to the allies; Secretary of War Woodring was also opposed to
such assistance but for entirely different reasons. Woodring's
opposition came not so much from his concern for Marshall's
rebuilding efforts but rather his belief that supporting the allies
would end in U.S. intervention. General Marshalrs foot-dragging was
far more pragmatic and void cf any political misgivings. He simply
wanted to have the resources needed to properly train and rearm
the Army. In February 1940, while meeting with State Department
officials, he said %.that much of the materiel needed to equip
completely.. .even the first force (the Initial Protective Force) was still
4

Ibid..

The 1935 transportation restrictions forbade use of American
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lacking...and that most of the equipment, even the most antiquated,
on the surplus list was of value for training purposes if not for actual
replacement...'' 5 On another occasion Marshall told Morgenthau,
when opposing the sale of Enfields and B-17's, "It is a military
consideration to us that the allies succeed in stopping this flood, on
the other hand," Marshall continued, "we have to weigh the
hazards...in this hemisphere..."' 6 In an 18 June 1940 memorandum to
the Secretary of War, Marshall recommendation against selling
B-17's to the British, "It is the unanimous opinion of the War
Department officers concerned, that it would be seriously prejudicial
to our own defensive situation to release any of these ships." 7 Four
days later in a joint memorandum presented to the President, he and
Admiral Stark voiced concern over the flow of war-supplies to the
allies by saying "to release to Great Britain additional war material
now in the hands of the armed forces ... will seriously weaken our

present state of defense..."s Marshall's sense of historic
accountability perhaps justified his position for not giving the allies
everything possible. To officials in the State Department he said, "His
position would be untenable if... we should later be drawn into a
conflict and would not have a sufficient number on hand." 9
To analyze Marshall's resistance to allied aid, one must
appreciate the fact that the national strategy he had been given to

implement had little to do with safeguarding Europe; rather it was
centered on the defense of the western hemisphere and U.S.
protectorates, such as the Philippines and the Hawaii Islands. As far
5
Watson, Chic[f SfJL p 303. The Initial Protective Force (IPF) was "to
be the emergency defensive force only." The concept was developed during
General Pershing's tenure as C"hif of Staff. It provided for the IPF to grow
from the initial 280,900 Regular Army personnel to 730,00 [,ruiai Army;and
Natioawt Guard soldiers, see Watson. ChirL2L sl
p 30.
6
Parrish. Rooscvelt and Marshall p 144-145.
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246-247.
8
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Strifi. p 111. Also. sce pages 299-300. 303. 305. and 306.
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back as Roosevelt's first inaugural address in 1933, the U.S.
committed to improving relations with South and Central American
nations. After the passage, in 1934, of the Platt Amendment and up
through 1940, a number of actions were taken to improve relations
with the nation's hemispheric neighbors. For example, Cuba was
released from restrictions which made it a near protectorate of the
U.S. Panama obtained treaty rights which improved its standing with
America, while providing the U.S. additional basing sites needed to
protect the canal; which was key to the overall defense of the
hemisphere. Latin America was advised that armed intervention by
the U.S. would be restricted and the whole region would be part of
and benefit from a "Good Neighbor" policy. In 1938 the United States
assured Canada they would respond to any threats against its safety.
The Philippines had been guaranteed the right to become fully
independent by 1945. All of these actions were pursued by the
Roosevelt Administration with an eye towards reversing the
historically bad image of the United States in the area and
developing a strong alliance within the hemisphere. 10
Naturally, Marshall was quite concerned about the prospects of
defending the Western Hemisphere against a possible German
invasion or organized subversive activities orchestrated by the
Germans against the colonies of countries they had invaded, In
October 1940 Roosevelt met with a number of visiting defense
ministers from the region and assured them that the inter-American
defense program was *one for all and all for one."11 On 22 May
1940, Marshall provided the Secretary of War and the President a
Memorandum, Subject: National Strategic Decisions, which reviewed
the Army's perception of national strategic objectives. Marshall's
10
Basing rights in Panama and other countries in the region continued to
be a problem through 1941. See Soward, TwgnatyýEie Troubled Years, p 137-140.
Also, see, Langer and Gleam. .The Undeclared War. p 147-174, for a complete

discussion of Americans foreign policy considerations with otWer Wetcsr
Hemispheric noations at the time.
II
Langer and Gleason. The Undeclared War, p 148. This trip was in
reciprocation for a visit MarshaIl made to the region in May of 1939. The
purpose of the mission was to ascertain the defensc status in the region. see

Pogue, Education of a General p 337-342.
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purpose in writing this memo was to gain assurances from the
President that the strategic concepts the Army was operating under
accurately reflected those of the Administration. The memorandum
listed the objectives in order of their priority:
Nazi-inspired revolution in Brazil, widespread disorders
with attacks on U.S. citizens in Mexico and raids along our
southern border, Japanese hostilities against the United
States in the Far East, and Decisive Allied defeat, followed
by German aggression in the Western Hemisphere as the
imminently probable complications of to-day's situation.
In paragraph six of the Memorandum Marshall said,
It would appear that conditions now developing limit us
for at least a year, more or less, to the conduct of
offensive-defensive operations in South America in
defense of the Western Hemisphere... 12
Both the Secretary of War and the President approved the
Memorandum. 13
Obviously, with such strategic objectives, it was critical for
Marshall, as Army Chief of Staff, in fulfilling his responsibilities to
develop operational programs which aligned themselves with the
stated National security objectives, lie could not ignore them without
ignoring his primary responsibility as Chief of Staff; hence. Marmhall's
12
Memorandum. from CSA to not addressed. Subject: National Strategic
Dccisions. 22 May 1940; see
eQrjE
C. Marshall Paprs VoL 2, p 218-219; also.
see note I on page 219: Marshall gave copies of memo to President and Under

Secrtary of Sizte Sumner Wells.
p 144-45.
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"lPalr&2Vl2, p 220: In the memo Marshall says. 'I found the President in
general agreement, also Admiral Stark. and specifically. Mr. Welle3...Thcy all
felt that we must not become involved with Japan, that we must concern
ourselves beyond tht 180 meridian, and that we must concentrate on the South
American Situation." However. FDR. although he approveci the memo, still
believed the European situation wis far more important. long term, to the
safety of the Nation than the immediate dcfense of the Weustem Hemisphere.
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reluctance to give so much of the Nation's war production capacity
and materiels to the European allies.
presented to the
On 22 June 1940 a "Joint Estimate"
President outlining decisive national defense decisions which the
President's key military advisors believed he should make, in his
role as Commander-in-Chief, for the army and navy to proceed with
strategic planning. The paper made nine recommendations to the
President. Six of the nine recommendations concerned hemispheric
defense issues; all of which, with minor variations, Roosevelt
approved. The other three recommendations involved continuing
arm sales to Britain, increased arms production at home, and
manpower procurement. Regarding further arms to the British, the
military chiefs recommended, "...the United States make no further
commitments of this sort. They also recommended against
commercial producers' acceptance of any munitions orders which
would retard the American forces procurement."'14 Roosevelt,
according to Marshall's notes, said
In general, yes, but in extending his remarks he made
material qualifications.
The Army and Navy "would
continue to search over its material to see if there was
something" to release; the "decision...would have to
depend on the situation;"if "a little help" seemed likely to
carry Britain through the year..." "we might find it
desirable from the point of view of our defense to turn
over other materiel..." Commercial orders would be
accepted as long as materiel could be employed to block
Germany and "without seriously retarding" Army and
Navy procurement.' 5
14

Watson, .(;fiof Staff. p I11.
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The "Phony-War" reduced some allied demand for resources as
well as provide American industry time to catch-up. However,
during this period congressional concern for foreign military sales
increased, resulting in the Senate calling for special hearings
concerning the effectiveness of the rearmament program and the
effect arms sales were having on the military build-up.
Senate Resolution 244, asked, "Whether the purchase of arms,
ammunition, and implements of war...by foreign governments ... has
delayed or threatens in the future to delay the delivery of arms,
ammunitions.., including aircraft, to the United States Army..."' 6
While testifying, Marshall clearly advised senators that questions
concerning foreign policy and sales of materiel were clearly not
within his responsibility. Senators tried to lure him into taking sides
on the issue, he- responded by saying, "I do not know about that. You
will have to answer that. I presume so. But that is a matter of
Foreign Relations quite outside of my bailiwick...i am not
championing the allies." 17 One Senator asked if the sale of planes to
the allies would offend certain governments causing the U.S. to
"increase our own national defense as a result... because they feel
resentment..." To which Marshall replied, "I must give my own
personal view on that. I do not think so. I think the stronger we
are.. .then the better off we are, regardless of other nations."18
Throughout his testimony Marshall strongly supported the
President's program to sell war goods to the British. When asked by
Senator Chandler of Kentucky, "General, is it your opinion that what
we are doing under this policy is in no wise impairing our ability to
defend the United States of America in case of cunergency?" to which
Marshall replied, 'Yes sir; I would say and very emphatically, that it
greatly bolsters up our strength..."19 One could assume Marshall was
attempting to misled the Senate, however, he was merely supporting
16
Congress. Scnate. Commiute on Military Affairs, Scnalc Risglution 244..
76th Congress. 3rd session. March 28 1940. p 1.
17
Ibid., p 14.
is

Ibid., p 15.
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Ibid.. p 16.
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the President's policy. He was not sharing with the senate how the
President's policy affected the army's efforts for improving
hemisphere defense or the Army's urgent training needs.
Another prime concern to the special Senate Committee was
the production and sale of aircraft to the allies. On 14 November
1938 General Marshall, then Deputy Chief of Staff to General Malin
Craig, and other key advisors, met with the President concerning
airplane production and sales to the allies. 20 At the meeting the
President outlined his plan to build ten thousand additional planes.
Roosevelt saw air and sea power as the dominate factors in any
future war and key to British and French defense efforts. Everyone
at the meeting, but Marshall, agreed with the President's analysis.
When asked by the President what he thought, Marshall countered
that conventional forces and equipment, not air and sea power alone,
would be the deciding factor in any future war. He told the
President to ignore land components would prove foolhardy. 2 1
As Roosevelt had pointed out at that meeting, air power was
playing a major role in the European war. Now the British and
French were desperately seeking greater numbers of aircraft to fight
the Germans. At the same time Marshall's Army Air Corps was
requesting larger numbers of planes to train an increasing numbers
of pilots. Even though production had increased, thanks to the
President's farsightedness, production capacity still lagged behind
other major world powers. Priority for aircraft production became a
key issue between the President and his Chief of Staff. Roosevelt
wanted the aircraft to be used by the allies in combat; Marshall
wanted them for the Army's pilot training program. Despite this
difference, Marshall in his testimony to the Special Committee voiced
strong support for the Presidents efforts. He agreed with Senator
Reynolds that by selling aircraft to the allies they were 'paying for
20

It wu Marshall's first formal meeting with President Roosevelt.
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the development of our national defense," by increasing overall
capacity. 22
Lacking War Department support for his unofficial program to
aid the allies, Roosevelt turned overseer responsibility for reviewing
and prioritizing dheir needs to an old and trusted advisor, Treasury
Secretary Morgenthau. Secretary Morgenthau processed and
coordinated the allies requests for war goods and war-good
production priority. The allies told Morgenthau's people what they
needed, and the Treasury in turn coordinate the requests with the
War Department, generally urging them to give up the items or
production priority.
The President's decision to circumvent the War Department, in
an area clearly within their purview, proved both a hindrance and
blessing to Marshall. Marshall clearly saw that Morgenthau and his
advisors' priorities reflected the wishes of the President and not
necessarily the Army's defense priorities. It seemed the Treasury
Department was oblivious to the Army's rebuilding efforts. 23
However, having the Treasury Department oversee military aid
required Marshall to deal with Morgenthau directly. From these
meetings, Marshall was able to build a strong and lasting relationship
with Morgenthau. Quickly, Morgenthau saw in Marshall a man of
talent and integrity. Soon Marshall used the relationship as a means
to gain presidential support for larger Army appropriations requests.
22
Ibid. Also. see Dobson. US •atrtime Aid to Britain. p 20. Six wc &s after
his testimony before the committee, the Phony-War" lured real with Hittcrs'
invasion of Western Europe. During this period Britain, who was the major
source for American war-goods turned down France's urgent requests for
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General Staff in recommending against providing more aid to Britain. Why
give aid to a lost casc. The American Ambaador to England. Joseph Kennedy
was "reporting pessimistically to Washington (as the British knew full well
because they had broken 'the State Depament codes) about Britain's chances
of survival and about her will to rcsist." He iater resigned and became oae of
the Presidcat's most vocal critics. Pogue. Q&dal and Hon. p 49-51.
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On 10 May 1940 the President met with Secretary Morgenthau,
General Marshall, and several others to discuss the events in Europe.
During the meeting the President asked General Marshall to "get all
of this (needed appropriations) together" and meet with him the
following Monday. On Monday, General Marshall stressed, quite
forcefully, the Army's immediate and critical requirements in such a
way that Roosevelt directed him to return on the 14th, the next day,
with a detailed list of all Army's requirements. Ultimately, the
President asked congress for over one billion dollars. This meeting
marked a turning point in Marshall's relationship with the President
by building both Marshall's confidence in his ability to deal with
Roosevelt and the President's confidence in his Chief of Staffs
24
caador.

Marshall's association with Secretary Morgenthau
demonstrated his willingness to deal with potential adversaries in a
way that resulted in beneficial relationships; not animosity. Marshall
was honest and professional in his relations with other members of
the Executive branch. He rarely involved himself in battles over
lines of responsibility, i.e., turf issues. He furnished those close to the
President with carefully crafted information, assured it would be
passed on to Roosevelt. As an example, unlike others in the War
Department, he allowed Secretary Morgenthau and the Treasury
Department to oversee the allied aid program; a program which
rightfully belonged within the War Department's purview. He did so
without interference or the usual inter-agency strife. Rather he
demonstrated his willingness to cooperate by providing honest,
prompt, and detailed information.2 5 Marshall used this powerful
24
Bland. Marshall Paoeirs. Vl. 2.1 p 209-211. als see. PoEue. Ordgal and
*Ltggs p 29-32. Secrettry Morgentbau was so imprmsed by Marshall's stand
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Marshall. and only General Marshall. do all tht testifying ian conectioi with
the Bi_..." se Bland. Migahall Papm,•. Vol. 2. p 214.
25
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political skill again and again to turn potentially dangerous situations
into ones which enhanced his stature and ability to accomplish his
long-term goals.
A significant amount of Marshall's requested budget increase
was for B-17 bombers and other aircraft. On 17 May, Marshall met
with Morgenthau and told him that it was important to keep enough
planes to continue training approximately 200 pilots a month.
Marshall said, "We are right at that moment of all these things being
synchronized--we keep on receiving the pilots, but we have lost the
training ships." 26
On May 23 1940, in a memorandum to the War Plans Division,
which ultimately found its way to the President, Marshall expressed
his concerns over Britain's requests for more aircraft. He told Under
Secretary of State, Sumner Wells, that releasing aircraft to the British
would "jeopardize the completion of our augmentation of operating
units, because it would give up planes being manufactured for the
Army, and its training programs, to the British." 27 Though Marshall
had been instrumental in convincing the President of the Army's
need for more aircraft, the events of the summer persuaded
Roosevelt to ultimately sell most of those planes to the British.
Marshall should not have been surprized by this decision for on 16
May 1940, Roosevelt told the congress not to inhibit his supply
efforts to those nations which he felt needed them the most, he said
I ask the Congress not to take any action which would in
any way hamper or delay the delivery of American-made
planes to foreign nations which have ordered them or
support.

*But Woodting and General Hap Arnold dragged their feet.

To

Woodring's isolationism Arnold added a resentment at Treasury
'interferencc'..." On another occasion he noted, "But there were other
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seek to purchase more planes. That, from the point of
view of our own national defense, would be extremely
short-sighted... 28
In the weeks prior to the fall of France and the British retreat
at Dunkirk, British and French needs for war materials increased
considerably. During this period, the British replaced Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlaid with Winston Churchill, a man accustomed to
raising his voice in behalf of the British Empire. Immediately
Churchill's pleas for munitions, arms, tanks, destroyers, and all
matter of war goods came to Roosevelt. However, congress, armed
with the restraints of the neutrality regulations, was keeping an ever
present eye on the sale of war materials to the allies in Europe; thus
making it very difficult for Roosevelt to respond to Britain's needs. 2 9
On 3 June 1940 Roosevelt, Morgenthau, Marshall, and Under
Secretary of State Sumner Welles, in an effort to circumvent the
intent of the neutrality acts, devised a scheme, whereby, items in the
Army's inventory could be sold to Britain if they were thought to be
surplus to the needs of the Army. Though he opposed excessive
sales to the British, Marshall nonetheless loyally participated in
exploring ways to accomplish the President's wishes and at the same
time remain within the letter of the law(s). 30 On this occasion, the
group decided the goods could be sold if they were acknowledged to
be surplus by either the Army Chief of Staff, in the case of Army
goods, or the Chief of Naval Operations in the case of Navy surplus,
then sold to a domestic company which would turn around and sell
the items to the allies. 3 ' Admiral Stark had a particularly difficult
time with this procedure in August when the Brifish asked for
destroyers. This procedure was subsequently legalized through an
28
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Act of Congress but only after specific wording was added requiring
the Chief of Staff or Chief of Naval Operations to certify the surplus
status. 3 2
On 7 June, Roosevelt announced that an agreement had been
reached "whereby the TUnited States would sell obsolete or surplus
military equipment to private firms which would immediately resell
them to the allies." 33 Soon, however, Marshall once again urged
caution 11 June when he told his G-4 "No further 75mm guns should
be declared surplus, obsolete.. .that would render them available for
sale." Marshall was against the sale because the 75mm was the
primary direct support gun of the infantry division, and the Army
was already short 3,220 of them. Research showed Marshall that "it
would take two years for production to catch up with requirements,"
thus approving the sale would mean placing the Army in a
dangerous position of running short.3 4 A few days later Roosevelt,

despite Marshall's urgings, approved the sale. 35 On 17 June
Roosevelt agreed to sell the British twenty oid model B-17's. Just as
promptly, Marshall in a memorandum to Secretary of War Woodring

dated 18 June advised Woodring against the sale because the Army
needed the planes in Hawaii, the Caribbean and the Canal 7=oe. 3 6
32
Pogue, Qrdiand Hop., p 51. Also, see Parrish. Rooscalt --and Marshall.
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Yielding to Marshall's prcssure, Roosevelt, on 20 June rejected the
sale.
Despite Marshall's resistancc, Roosevelt continued his strong
support for the British. The President believed any items the U.S.
could sell would help the British "withstand the German
assault... thiough... the first of the year... "37 The jostling between the
two continued throughout the summer, with Roosevelt, natu.ally,
prevailing. Marshall's opposition to the President came only in
privatu, never in public or while testifying before congressional
committees. He ýonretimes stretched the truth regarding the surplus
certification process if the Piesident felt r particular item should be

sold to the allies.

Regarding this hoodwinking, Marshall recalled

later, "It was the only time that I recall that I did something that
there was a certain amount of duplicity in it.'"38
In September the President again urged Marshall to allocate a

larger share of pdane ,''*duction to the British, especially

B-17

bombers. Roosevelt
--ested Marshall find a creative way to
circumvent the Walsn Amendment. Roosevelt recommended that the
Army provide a small number of plaices to the Bitisa under the

guise of combat testing.

Roosevelt reasoned that combat testing

would be rmore valuable than simulad-tig war4ike conditions in a
sterile environment. As Marshall later told General George H. Brett,
new Chief of the Army's Air Corps, in an attempt to sell him on the
War Department... it would be seriously prejudicial to our defensive situation to
release any of these ships, see Marshall Pae.rs Vol. 2. p 246-247: On 20 August
i940, FDR approved the sale of five B-17's to the British, see LTC Orlando Ward's

Conference Notes, 20 August 1940.
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hoped to be able to send five to ten B-17's to the Hawaiian garrison as a means
of reinforcing it against possible Japanese invasion. Writing to the President
on 18 June 1940, Marshall explained, "We have rerognized the urgent nece sity

for locating a few of these plants in Hawaii but have not d',ne so because of
the small number available. They must also be held available for the defense
of the Canal Zone and the Caribbean areas.
37
Watson,__Chief of W, p 111. Also, see Clifford and Spencer, The First
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38
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Compliance.
It should be understood that Marshall's interpretatiou of "only

time" extended throughout the period prior to the formal passage of the LendLease Act in March 1941.
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President's idea, "Battle tests are better than peace tests.' 39 Although
"conscience stricken" at again having to skirt congressional guidance
and faced with the perspectives of adding another six months to the
Air Corps training time, Marshall agreed to the President's idea ind
released the planes. 4 0
With September came the passage of the Burke-Wadsworth
Aet, the first peacetime draft in the history of the country.
Unfortunately, as Marshall pointed out to the bill's sponsors in the
spring, mt e men in the Army meant more equipment was needed to
train them, now even World War I surplus equipment became
critical. Unfortunately, the plight of the allies worsened at the same
time. Germany's endless bombing convinced the U.S. Arr'.y's General
Staff that Britain would be unable to last the winter, despite
Churchill's assurances. 4 1 Marshall's advisors, convinced more than
ever that the war 0--,plies given to the British would soon be
destroyed or fall into Nazi hands pressured Marshall to intensify his
fight for resources.
Unfortunately, for Marshall he was quickly becoming the lone
advocate for decreasing sales to the allies. With the departure of
Secretary Woodring and the arrival of Harry Stimson in June 1940,
the scales now clearly f,.vored. the President's commitment to the
iOritish. Stirnson, unlike his predecessor, was a stanch supporter of
the British and, as did Roosevelt, believed the country's best defense
rested with supporting the British. 4 2 But Stimson was not blind nor
insensitive to Marshall's position either. He knew that the
equipment being sold to the British was also needed by the Army to
train new soldiers and units, as well as being sought by other South
39
Watson, ChifL.fStiaff, p 307-308.
40
Pogue, Ordeal nd- Hope, p 62-69.
41
Winston Churchill, "Great Britain Will Not Fall," Vital Speeches of the
Day, (September 1940): p 692-696. Speech given by Winston Churchill inr 20
August 1940. In the Speech, Churchill said, "Few would have believed we could
survive; none would have believed that we should today not only feel stronger,
but should actually be strunger, than wt have ever been before." Also, see
Charles Eade, The War Speehes of The RT Hon Winston S. Churchill, Volume 1
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953).
42
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and Central Ame-rican nations to improve their defenses. Stimson
saw the validity of both sides and tried to support Marshall in his
efforts to meet everyone's needs.
Britain and France were not the only allies seeking American
war-goods. Many South and Central American countries, along with
the Philippines, pressed the State Department directly and Marshall
indirectly, to strengthen their country's defenses by suppling more
military aid. These countries, not restricted by the Neutrality Laws,
expected the United States to give them the items they needed.
Marshall, tied to the strategy of hemispheric defense, was one of the
few advocates these countries had. For example, the Philippines
throughout the summer of 1940 requested small arms ammunition,
anti-aircraft materiel, mustard gas, aircraft and aircraft equipment,
and assortment of other items. On 7 August, in a memorandum to
Secretary Stimson, Marshall was able to persuade the Philippines'
critical ammunition needs and have him approve diverting
50,000,000 rounds of .30 caliber ammunition from the British
Purchasing Commission to the Philippines. Stimson agreed to only
send 5,000,000 rounds to the British and the 45,000,000 to the
Philippines. Later in December, however, Stimson was not so
accommodating. He too held President Roosevelt's conviction that
Britain and not South and Central America was America's best line of
defense. On 23 December 1940 Stimson told the Chief of the
American Republics Division in the State Department that "South
America was not a theater of war. Therefore no planes could be sent
there," 43 Stimson went on to say he regretted this, "but if c-ir Latin
American friends were unable to grasp the most rudimentary
requirements of strategy, they mu•, lack intelligence." 44 Stimson
was allowing Britain's situation to cloud his vision of hemispheric
requirements. Marshall, until the strategy was clearly changed,
could not do that.
During the late fall to early winter, 1940, Marshall found
himself absorbed by events in Washington. The requirements to
43
44
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testify before congressional committees increased with his growing
reputation for honesty and forthrightness. 4 5 To General Dawes he
wrote, "With Congress in session, I have necessarily had to remain
close to home to be available for committee meetings." 4 6 Those who
had marked his first year's performance as Chief of Staff noted his
growth in the position. General Craig said in a 31 August letter,
"...you have handled yourself and your problems very wonderfully.
You have the confidence of Congress and altogether, you can not have

many regrets." 47 New Yorker magazine said of the Chief of Staffs
Congressional skill at the end of his first year,
In the preliminary stages of preparing, for war, a Chiefs
most valuable asset is a knack of getting along with
legislators in order to secure appropriations. General
Marshall has it to a d&gree which veteran Washington
correspondents call unprecedented.. .he is fluid and genial
in the best congressional manner... When a congressman

asks him a question, he is likely to reply with an
extemporaneous monograph that draws an awed
response.. .Records of hearings at which he has appeared
are studded with citations form admiring senators or

representatives, who say, like Representative Snyder,
45

Hopkins' biographer said of Marshall's first year "Marshall gained

(Congress's) confidence by his quiet assurance, mastery of facts and
exceptional courtesy..." One must keep in mind that Marshall and Admiral
Harold Stark, Chief of Naval Operations, had been selected at the same time.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor Roosevelt replaced Stark with Admiral King.
Marshal', was not replaced. See Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p 164. Also,
see Larrabee, Roosevelt and his Lieutenants p 116-117 and Pogue, Otagj nd
Hp.pj., p 98. Senator James Bymes regarding Marshall's efforts to secure
passage of the Age-in-Grade bill said, "In Congress nothing just happens,
somebody must make it happen."The Age-in-Grade Bill was designed to promote
younger officers at a faster rate. It was this act which enabled Marshall to
accelerate the likes of Eisenhower, Bradley and over 350 other younger
officers. In the interest of the bill, Marshall even offered to resign so that
Roosevelt could appoinz a younger Chief of Staff. Later Hopkins told Marshall
the President had laughed at the suggestion and said "No politician ever
resigns a job; that's just talk."
46
Bland, Marshall Papers. Vol. 2. p 323.
47
Ibid., p 298; see note 1. Also, see 3 September 1940 letter CSA to General
Craig in which Marshall replied, "This first year has been hectic.. However, I
will continue to follow your scheme of doing my damndest and to hell with the
result." Mau ball Papers Vol. 2 p 298.
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"General Marshall, I think I voice the sentiment of every
member of the committee which I say you have made a
most comprehensive, detailed, and elucidating
statement. 4 8
Now, more confident with congress and the President, he pushed his
program of rearmament and training for yard at a vigorous pace.
Marshall showed remarkable flexilility during his first year in
office. He demonstrated the capacity to turn his defeat into victory.
For example, though he did not prevail in his efforts to postpone
selective service legislation, Burke-Wadsworth passed despite
Marshall's initial efforts to stay it, he took advantage of its passage
by securing National Guard federalization and increased
appropriations for the Army. 4 9 Most powerful men are more
concerned with getting their way; Marshall was more interested in
preparing the nation for war. Indeed, Marshall may have lost every
major battle during his first year in office, but he was an
overwhelming winner amongst the legislators in congress and the
President and his key advisors. Lend-Lease was the last major
political battle Marshall would lose, but once again he would emerge
victorious out of defeat.
In the late fall of 1940, the British found they had another
problem besides German bombiitg; they were running out of money
to pay for war materials. On 23 November 1940, the British
Ambassador, Lord Lothian, upon returning from London, declared to
reporters in Washington, "Well boys, Britain's broke; it's your money
we want." 5 0 This situation proved difficult for the President because
"Profiles--Chief of Staff--General Marshall." New Yorker, (26 October
1940): p 26. Harry Hopkins believed one of his biggest contributions to the
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War was bringing Marshall and Roosevelt together during 1940-41.
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McJimsey, HarryI .opkji
p 171-173.
Ibid., p 323. Now he had the means to build the large scale Army which
be knew the country would eventually need. During the last three months of
1940 over 182,000 new soldiers joined the Army. This was nearly equal to the
total force Marshall headed on 1 September 1939.
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(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press. 1969), p 96.
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now schemes to sell goods to the British were not enough. He needed
to find the where-with-all to help them pay for the war goods also.
Fortunately, for Roosevelt, in early November he won the
election despite having supported the Burke-Wadsworth Act,
increasing aid to the British, and sought an unprecedented third
term. With over 55% of the vote and a perceived mandate, Roosevelt
no longer had to hide his belief that it was in the Nation's best
interests to fully support Britain. Aid to Britain was absolutely
necessary and the public needed to know that.
Like Roosevelt, General Marshall had had similar feelings
concerning the need for forthrightness with the public concerning
Lend Lease. He was concerned that congress was becoming
increasingly hoszile due to the perceived duplicity going on. Marshall
was very concerned about damaging or even losing the creditability
he had built over the past year. In a 20 November 1940
memorandum to the President's military aide, General Watson, he
wrote

Every day we are being probed by the press and radio
commentators regarding this matter. The question is, in
my opinion, do we worry along until there is a leak with
additional embarrassments, or can something be said at
the present time in the way of a "lead-up" to a deeply
interested public--and a rritica! Congress. 5 1
Now, Marshall was cautioning Roosevelt, to be sensitive to the
political ramifications of leaked secrets and hidden deals. Roosevelt
told Marshall to inform the press that, twenty Lompletely equiped
B-17-C's, Flying Fortresses, were being sent to England in an effort to
test them in wartime conditions. Not the complete truth, but as
51
Memorandum CSA to General Watson, 20 November 1940, see Marshal
Papers.
p 352-353. FDR authorized General Marshall to brief the press
on 20 November 1940, a New York Timr' editorial said on 22 November, "The
American people know by now that Great Britain is fighting for theii security
as well as for her own..." The New York Times was a very pro-FDR. British, and
interventionist paper at this period in history. See Marshall Papers. Vol. 2.
p 353 note 2, and New York Times (New York), p 22, 22 November 0940.
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much as Marshall thought the public and congress could bear. 5 2
Marshall was not being noble, just politically realistic. He too could
be critical of the public and press, and of the costly delay resulting
from having to build consensus, as he was in a 9 November 1940
letter to Major General Keehn, MarshL said
We are trying to organize an Army, and we are still
struggling with political aspects... we are wasting our
money and gravely risking the security of the United
States... If every thing pertaining to the Army has to be
put on a town meeting basis, we might as well quit before
we start.5 3
Despite these feelings, he was mindful that the press could
destroy the efforts of a year, if they felt mistreated or even worse,
misled. So Marshall continued to persuade the President to provide
the public more details on the measures being taken by the
Administration in behalf of Great Britain. Perhaps more than
Roosevelt, Marshall realized that the public would support a sound
and logical approach to assisting the allies. He recailed from earlier in
his career how reaching out to civilian sponsors resulted in greater
understanding and acceptance. Conversely, he also knew that
deception and isolationism, regardless on what level, bred mistrust
and confusion. Marshall believed the American public and congress
had to be told what the President's intention were and how he was
going to accomplish those objectives. The passage of the BurkeWadsworth Act had shown him that the voices against greater
American preparedness, though loud, were not representative of the
52

Ibid., p 353, see note 2.
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Letter CSA to Major General Roy D. Kcehn, 19 Now,tber 1940, see Bland.

Marshall Paperg. Vol. 2. p 351.

Responding. General Keehn wrote and told

Marshall "Frankly, George Marshall, I am a little worned about your
nervousness and high tension. If you will permit a very fine frtcn.!
older head to talk with you quietly, I would like to say--Get some rst
relaxation. You know I know you are the smartest man in the Army,
believe some of these boys... have gotten under your hide, which you
afford to let happen."
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majority of the population. When given the facts, the people and the
congress acted responsively.
In December under the guise of a post-election vacation,
Roosevelt set sail for a cruise aboard the USS Tuscaloosa. On the
voyage the President and long-time friend and confidant Harry
Hopkins considered the best method to assist the British.5 4 On
8 December Prime Minister Churchill sent a dispatch to the President
in which he confirmed the situation outlined by his ambassador and
suggested that perhaps the needed items coulc be sent to the British
as a "gift, loan or supply." 55
Harry Hopkins had been with Roosevelt since FDR's days as Governor of
New York. During that period he became FDR's most trusted advisor, see
Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hookins. p 1-122. Stimson often criticized Roosevelt
for listing (too much) to his nonconstitutional advisors; however, in Hopkins'
case Stimson said, "The more I think of it, the more I think it is a god send that
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he should he at the White House (Because of his chronic ill health, Hopkins

lived with FDR at the White House), see Stimson and Bundy, On Active Saerice
in Peace & War. p 333-334. Hopkins was also an important advisor to Marshall.
They had met in 1938 while Hopkins was being touted by FDR to run for
President in 1940. Hopkins had sought Marshall's advice on military matters,
see Pogue, Qrd
and Jio
p 23-25. Marshall later said of Hopkins. "he was
having great influence on him (FDR)--he was in a very, very high position in
this country, and I think I did a very wise thing, but ih was a very difficult
thing t_, do. I made his acquaintance, and I won him over.,.! won his respect.
He thought I knew what I was doing and after that he was advising the
President to follow my advi.ce and he remained my supporter for many years."
See Marshall -Interviews. 5 April 1957, p 181-182. One of Hopkins biographers
said, "Perhaps Marshall felt indebted to Hopkins. Many years later he said that
he had always believed that Hopkins had been responsible for his appointment
as chief of staff." But Hopkins also had a profound respect for Marshall and
admired his "steadiness, self-control and devotion to duty." sec McJimsey,
HaIE.E).JHpki& p 156-157.
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Letter/telegram Churchill to Roosevelt, C-43x. 7 December 1940. see
Chubchill &Roosivelt The ComoleteCorreso0adence. I. Alliance Emergin•
Oc'obcer 1933-Novcrmbe. 1942. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princcton University
Press, 1985), p 106.
The phase actually dealt with the disposition of fleet
protection, but in points/paragraphs 14.16 of the letter Churchill also brings
up. aircraft and other munitions. Robert Sherwood, one of Harry Hopkins'
biographers, maintained that the idea for Lend-Lease came from a little known
law pass! by Congress in 1892. during the Harrison Administration which had
authorized the Secretary of War to lease Army property "when in his
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Encouraged by Marshall, endorsed by Hopkins, and moved by
Churchill, Roosevelt decided to go public with his thoughts on a
formal comprehensive military aid program for the allies.
On
17 December 1940, at a press conference in South Carolina, he told
the press that he believed the best possible defense of the United
States was the successfuil defense of Great Britain. He unveiled his
idea to share war materiel production between the United States and
its allies, based on military priority and not the ability to pay.
Military priorities would determine the proper allocation of
America's industrial production; payment would be settled after the
emergency.
On 29 December 1940, Roosevelt, finally, outlined his vision for
aiding the allies. The "Arsenal of Democracy" speech detailed to the
world, for the first time, America's direction and commitment in its
struggle against Germany. The speech did three things for the
heretofore helter-skelter effort of supplying the British. It provided
Britain the financing needed to continue to receive war goods. It
gave the American government complete and badly needed
authority over the whole field of military supplies, to include
centralized distribution and procurement of weapons. And, finally, it
clearly placed the allegiance of the nation on the side of the allies
wvith what amounted to an economic declaration of war on
Germany.56
Not surprizing, especially to Marshall, the public strongly
supported Roosevelt's. A Gallup poll, shortly after the speech,
showed 61% of those asked supported President's idea, while only
21% opposed it.57 Here, it seems, the ability to gage the public mood
was becoming another weapon in General Marshall's political arsenal.
In his first Biennial Report, published 1 July 1941. Marshall
characterized the Lend-Lease Bill as "a complete reversal of the
56
Franklin D. Roosevelt, 'Fireside Chat on National Sccurity,(29 Decembcr
1940) " he EPublic Pammrs anu Addresses.of Franklin D. Roosevelt. 1940 Volume.

War-And Aid to Democracies, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1941), p 633644. Also, see Stimson and Bundy. On Service and Peace and War. p 355-363.
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situation in 1917-1918 when our allies provided us with practically
all of our munitions."5 8 Indeed the concept of Lend-Lease was not
novel but the scale was staggering. "At 12:21 p.m., on Friday,
10 January, Rep John W. McCormack of Massachusetts, House
Majority Leader, dropped a sheaf of paper into the legislative
hopper. A moment later H.R. 1776 was on its way to the
Congressional Record." 5 9 Much like the Buke-Wadsworth Act, the
War Department had little to do with formulating or writing the
Lend-Lease legislation. The Treasury Department General Counsel
drafted the bill and only 13 others reviewed the President's plan for
future war aid. Never before had such sweeping presidential powers
been suggested. In the legislation the President was given power,
when in his judgment it was in the interest of national defense, to
have the Secretary of War or Secretary of the Navy, without consent
of the Chief of Staff or Chief of Naval Operations, "To manufacture...or
procure, any defense article for the government of any country...To
sell, transfer, exchange, lease, lend, or otherwise dispose of, to any
such government any defense article..." All without congressional
knowledge or approval. The congress, the public, the General Staff.
and the allies were stunned. Truly, the President's concept of an
"Arsenal of Democracy' was far greater than anyone had conceived. 6 0
The vast Presidential powers included in the actual bill sparked fears
of a American dictatorship, specially given Roosevelt's
unprecedented third term. 6 1
58
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The bill was a double-edged sword. Stimson said that it
"enabled the United States to exercise effective coordination and
control over all production of defense articles in the United States..."
and gave the allies, especially Britain, more time to prepare for the
long anticipated German invasion. But, even as it gave the British
more time, it robbed Marshall and the General Staff of the materiel
they needed to build and train the Army. 6 2
Much to the surprise of the Army General Staff, Marshall
endorsed the concept of Lead-Lease. Although not a convert to
Roosevelt, Morgenthau, or Stimson's affinity for the British, he did
see in the President's proposal, at last, American gearing-up its
industrial complex for mass production of war materials. No longer
would there be a need to unevenly divide production between the
British and America's requirements, which had been one of
Marshall's main points of contention to the President's previous
efforts. Now, he saw a program he could rely on and support; one
which was orderly, long-term, and tied to strategic considerations. 6 3
The battle lines for the debate over the Act were quickly
drawn and unlike the battle over Burke-Wadsworth, those opposing
the President's plan were well organized and financed. Led by the
America First Committee, based in Chicago, the isolationists joined
forces with those, mainly Republicans, who simply hated or
distrusted Roosevelt and feared presenting him such enormous
70 and 10 February 1941. p 178. Pass the Lease-Lend Bill," Senator Tom
Connally. of Texas, delivered over the National Broadcasting Company, 17
February 1941; and "Let Us Keep our of Foreign Wars." Senator Arthur Cappcr,

of Kansas. delivered over the Radio, 7 February 1941. See Vital-Speegch" of th&
DAX, I March 1941. p 292 and p 295. The Congress and public were concerned
with the vst Presidential powers included in the bill. The Army was
concerned that the President had complete say over the type and amount of
war materiels to be given to the allie.s Though Marshall felt the Walsh

Amendment was unconstitutional, it did at least give him an opportunity to
review all aid propesals anJ recommend to the President what should and
should not be given to the allies. Now. with Lead-Lease. no requirement for
Service Chief approva! was needed.
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powers. Familiar names from the battle over the draft once again
came forth to oppose Lend-Lease; Charles Lindbergh, Senator Burton
Wheeler of Montana, who said passage of the Act would, "...plough

under every fourth American boy," Representative Hamilton Fish of
New York, and Alfred Landon of Kansas. 64
Fortunately, for the Roosevelt Administration, it now presented
a united front. With Woodring and other malcontents gone, and
strong public figures like Stimson and Navy Secretary Knox solidly
behind the President, Lend-Lease supporters were confident of a
quick victory. 65 However, the key to the Roosevelt victory came not
from any of these practicing politicians, but from the one man who
prided himself on never having voted, George C. Marshall.
In a memorandum to General Leonard T. Gerow, Chief War
Plans Division, Marshall told him he would be called to testify before
the Foreign Relations Committee on the issues of Lease-loan. He
asked Gerow to prepare possible replies to questions concerning the
size of the Army. Marshall was called to testify before the House
Committee on 27 and 28 January 1941.66 The day following his
appearance, he held a news conference where he stated that since
the first phase of the Army's expansion program was not complete,
he was, *not planning to spare any of our existing equipment to the
British because we have not yet filled out our own progiam." 6 7
Obviously, even though Marshall supported the le.gislation, he did not
support immediate wholesale supplies to the British at the expense
of his rearming program. This slip caused Marshall some
embarrassment but he quickly took action to cover lost ground and
64
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reiterate his support for the legislation. After only six days of House
Committee hearings and floor debate, en 8 February 1941, the House
of Representatives passed the bill, with amendments, by a vote of
260 to 165.68 Now it was the Senate's turn to act upon the
legislation. Ironically, their decision would not be made on the
Senate floor but behind closed doors.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings opened on
27 January 1941. Again the administration sent Morgenthau, Hull,
Stimson, and Marshall to the Hill to testify in behalf of Lend-Lease.
All restated their fears that Britain would not hold-out without
Lend-Lease. Morgenthau even predicted that "Britain, China, and
Greece would have to "stop fighting" unless H.R. 1776 was passed."
Marshall reported before a secret session that 70,004) planes 6 9 were
poised for an "all-out attack on the British Isles this spring.' On
17 February, after nearly a month of testimony, the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee sent the bill to the Senate floor by a vote of
15-8. Unfortunately, the Senate was not as convinced about the
merits of the legislation as the public. In a poll taken on 17 February
1941, 54% of America supported the bill and only 22% opposed it.70
Once the bill was sent to the floor the opposition made a last ditch
effort to amend and talk it to death. Thk- two major stumbling bloclas
were an amendment .ýuiring congressional approval prior to

materiel being shipped to Britain.

The admiaiciritiori believed the

amendment would, as Stimson said, "take rie guts 6ight out of the
bill."7 1 The other obstacle was the hllender anmendment which
restricted the use of U.S. forces outside the western hemisphere. 7
As the President's forces marshal.ld to combat these destruc-tivo
66
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changes to the legislation, the President was sick in bed with
influenza. Undaunted, Roosevelt directed them to gather those key
senators who 3were uncommitted and convitice them to vote for the
original bill.7
On 4 March 1941 Secretary Stimson held a meeting in his
office with Senators Alhen W. Barkley of Kentucky, Walter F. George
of Georgia. and Foreign Relations Committee Chairman, Jimmy Byrnes
of South Carolina. Other Cabinet members such as Morgenthau, Hull,
and Knox were also in attendance. Stimson had prearranged for
Marshall to *drop-in" after the meeting was in session. As planned,
Marshall casually came by Stimson's officc. Stimson invited him to
share with the assembled group his thoughts on Lend-Lease. Then in
his precise, logical, common sense manner, Marshall detailed the
benefits of enacting i1: original bill. Stimson's subterfuge worked
and on 11 March 1941, Lend-Lease became law. After the meeting.
Secretary Stimson said of Marshall's presentation he "gave a ripping
good speech on it... He made a great impression on the senators, who
evidently don't know much about the whole situation." The only
restrictions added to tht bill were the right of appropriation and the
74
requirement to submit reguiar reports.
Though Marshall naever supported Ote concept of aid to the
allies and fought privately to lessen its impact on the Army even
after Lend-Leas's passage in M.,,ch, he did come to appreciate the
benefits of the President's policy- increascd industrial capacity.
imprgved product development resulting from war-utinc testing, and
improved coopeatioa
and coordination with the allies. These
bentfits enabled him to publicly support the Prsideat's initial
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its

program for foreign sales and later the concept of Lend-Lease, over
the objections of the Army's General Staff.
Marshall's response to Roosevelt's policy clearly separated him
from other recent Chiefs of Staff and War Department leaders. His
demonstrated willingnesa and ability to support, improve, and foster
policies he disagreed with, impressed Roosevelt, Hopkins, and
Morgenthau. In Marshall, they saw a Chief of Staff who could be
trusted. One who could opposed the President in private, but would
never publicly call attention to such opposition. His actions
throughout the Lend-Lease debate advanced him into the President's
inner circle of trusted advisors.
His stature not only increased at the White House, but also on
Capitol Hill. Legislators were begianing to see Marshall as someone
they could trust-someone willing and able to discuss candidly and in
detail the pressing defense issues. The polarization between civilian
and military seemed to diminish when Marshadl testified. Here was a
man of authority, honor, and conviction. And although he worked for
the President, they felt he also answered to them.
In a 10 MarcP 1941 letter to General Petshiitg, Marshall
describcd the hectic days piior to the bill's passage and hi5

involvement with the legislation.
The fact of the matter is, the past two weeks have
been telaTific here, due to a number of matters,
particularly the preparatiorns for the passage of the
Lease-Loa, Hill, as well as busines.s in connection
with its passage. My days have bcen spent in
conferences with the State Department, at the
White House., before Committees of Congress, and
with the Advisory committee for National Defense.
until I havc had but an hour or two to devote to the

Army, as s",h.75
Marshall clearly understooxd that the duties of the Chief of
Staff had expanded into political areas which were unknown to
75

Letter CSA to C(kmrai

= m8

iohn 1. Pemihng. 10 Machb 1941. sem Mraniua

440-441.
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Pershing and his successors. Marshall spent most of his time
contributing to the political process by coordinating political tactics,
advising the President, testifying before congress, and lobbying
individual senators or congressmen. 76 Despite his stated distaste for
such political activity, he knew it was his most important and
demanding function.
Perhaps Marshall could have avoided politics, focusing solely
on tradition Chief of Staff duties. To some degree he had done that
the previous summer when Grenville Clark and the MTCA pushed the
Burke-Wadsworth Amendment through congress. Then, Marshall
waited for others to come forth, fearing that Army's involvement. He
had been embarrassed by Clark's initiative, courage, and success.
Marshall now realized that inaction resulted in others pressing
legislation which did nut fit into h.s overall plm. He now realized he
could shalp and inifluence legislation which would serve his and the
Anrny's goals: Never again wouid he stand on the sidelincs and
merely reacting to others political activity. In just a few months
Marshall demonstrated his political prowess by being the political
foixe responsible for the extension of the Burke-Wadsworth Act.

76
Letter CSA to Senator Wadsworth. 21 Ftbruary 1941. see MthIalL.Jan s
Also. sce LUttcr CSA to Senutor Lodge. 4 March 1941, Marshall
Vol. 2_g 426.,4Z.

p 435-436. See rotes 2 & 3, Lcge had initiafiy opposed the LendE
Lemse bill because he believed it would grant excefic e powers to the President.
Lodge later broke ranks with h:s Republicans colleagues on Match 8. as the

Senate voted sixty to thirty-one in favor of Un.e'd-LUa•e..Lodge, quoting the
chief of staffs letter, explained in a prepared statements that Marshalrs
beliefs accotww1 for his shift of positiamC See New York- Times 9 March 1941.

p 21.
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CHAPTER 5

EXTENDING THE DRAFT--WORKMANSHIP OF A POLITICIAN

No sooner was Lend-Lease signed into law than Marshall was
embroiled in another political debate--the fight to extend BurkeWadsworth and National Guard federalization.I This time, however,
he ,'oull not wait for others to define the issues. Stepping from
behinr the Prtjident's shadow, Marshall moved to set the agenda,
iaitiat,k; the •ctxon, and carefully direct extension legislation through
the con.'rence rooms of the Capitol onto the floor of the congress.
Marshhi1's efforts were not taken in reaction to events thrust upon
him as was the case with the original Burke-Wadsworth Act; this
tinie he knew what steps were needed to bring about the extension.
Through these efforts, Marshall's transition from military leader to
military-politican is realized.
The President signed the Lend-Lease Bill on 11 March 1941.
With its enactment, however, the earlier problems of allocating wargoods were not readily resolved. 2 Unfortunately for Marshall his
support atnd participation in the bill's passage did not earn the army
a greater share of materiels. Roosevelt, with his "popularity at an
all-time peak of 72%, as compared with 55% on election day...' 3 was
confident the American public supported his efforts to strengthen
the British even to the detriment of American's own preparation war
effort. 4
flTh New Yo'k Times. 30 July 1941, editorial page. section C. 1'he most

important debate in congress since the adoption of the Lease-Lend Act is

scheduled to begin today, when the Semite takes up the proposal to extend the
rm-ut period of training for se-evtv mrvice men and National Guardsmen."
Britain's immediate requirementts coupled with the Army's training
requirements continued to overwhelm Amcri'an indusuial. Se Watson. Ch•qji
SS
p 318-3223
Newsweek. ! 17, 24 March 19A 1
4
See Bland, Marshall Eagets. Vol, 2. p 439. FDR made Hany Hopkins his
unofficial Lend-Lease coordinator. With this new responsibility, Ropkins flew
to Britain to get a firntl bud oo at what the British were facing and make an
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As Marshall battled for more resources, he became very
concerned over the looming end to the one-year service selectee
training period. Selectee length of service had been one of the major
issues of the Burke-Wadsworth Act. 5 Originally, the bill's sponsors,
the MTCA, had asked for eight months. General Marshall and the
Army General Staff had suggested 18 months. When asked how long
the draftees term of service should be, he said

Well, if we were allowed to set the figure, we would say
18 months. I am willing to compromise on 15 months,
but it certainly must be at least a year. There is so much
lost time in getting the men in and getting the men out
that when you say a year, you only have them for about
6
11 months.

Marshall remarked a year later, in his testimony before the House
Committee on Military Affairs, that "I went from cold military reason
to plain political expediency. I wanted the Selective Training and
Service Act to pass and for that reason alone I was willing to
compromise." 7
Marshal' was not the only one beginning to think about the upcoming deadline imposed by the Burke-Wadsworth Act. Selectees,
guardsmen, parents, loved ones, and congress, especially the House of
Representatives were all starting to ask if the promise to release the
troops at the end of the year was going to be kept. Congress first
assessment of Winston Churchill. Based on that extended visit, Hopkins became
a strong supporter of the British and Churchill. Accordingly. tie
recommended to the President that the British be given priority. At the, same
time. however. he told Marsh3ll that he felt the British were asking for too
much and recommended that Marshall find out what their true needs w-v..

Also, see. Watson. Cbicl iLStaff p 318-22. Sherwood, Roosevelt
p 278-288; and McJimsey, lHyaWJknki, p 132-161.

nd Hopkrit

5
The National Guard federalization debate had also focused on the period
cm 27 August 1940,
of call-upl The National Guard's F-ederalization A" pa.,
stipulated a one-year pariod.
6
Congress. Senate, Committee on Military Affairs. CoMpulsogu NMililau
Training .and ScK-irc. 76th Congress. 3rd session. 12 July 1940. a 341.

7

Congress. House. Committee on Military Affairs. E)roviding_ for_the

Ngtionall Defense by Removing R&striction on_NSmbers and Lengat
77th Congress. Ist session. 22 July 1941. p 10.
ofD
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of Service

asked General Marshall that question on 5 March 1941 during his
testimony before the House Committee on Appropriations.
Representative
oirnes of Alabama asked "General Marshall, what is
contemplated with reference to the National Guard troops? Do you
contemplate keeping them in service longer than the year for which
they are ordered?" Responding, General Marshall said "I would not
use the word contemplate; we do not know yet. It depends entirely
on the situation. If the Lord is good to us, they will be returned to
their home."8 On 7 March 1941, the Washington Post reported the
War Department was preparing to awk for a six to twelve month
extension of both the National Guard and draftees. The War
Department vigorously denied the report. 9 Desvite these politically
motivated denials, Marshall and the Army General Staff had known
from the time the Buke-Wadsworth Act was passed, that the service
of both the draftees and the guardsmen would have to be extended.
In fact, the General Staff's planning for deploying these groups was
based on an infinite enlistment period.' 0 The problem faced by the
General Staff was unique in American history. Never before had the
War Department had to plan for the army's mobilization,
demobilization, and mobilizat2on all within a twelve month period.
Marshall, wanting to organize the army in the manner which
made it most combat ready, integrated the Regular Army, National
Guard, and draftees in a fashion which would draw upon each
group's strengths. Accordingly, the National Guard Units had from
8
Congress. House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations.
Fifth supolcmertil Nauipoa-l Drfen~sc, Aggrov
iatiogn Bill for 1941 " 77th
Coogacs. Ist session. 5 March 1941, p 16.

9

On 13 March 1941, in a memorandumn CSA to Ceneral Richardson,

Director, War Department Bureau of Public Relations. MWrshall directed that
efforts be taken to ýet the public know thai the matter of extending the
solectees and guardsmen had not yct bee. decided. T51s was In response to a
Washington Post report that the dtcision had beet, made to ask for the
extension. See Bland. Maishal Pperm, VoL 2, p 444. note 2. Also, s Watson.

Chief f.LS-ff p 215.
10

Kreidberg and Henry, Hisory of Militar' -Mobilizagion
iLtd
.attSL
Ann p 592-593. Department of the Army Pamphlet Number 20-212. 30

November 1955, Washington. D.C.: Govearmewt Printing Office, 19';

Watson, CliefL L.Saff, p 214-215.
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Also. see

30 to 50 percent of selectees in their ranks; all the National Guard
Units had a certain number of res.rve officers; and the Regular Army
units had a portion of each group but National Guard, in their ranks.
As Marshall later told the House Committee on Military Affairs, "...we
have a veritable melange, a complete interweaving of all components
in the Army..." 11 Since each of the various components had different
rules or law restricting their respective usage, Marshall remarked
before the House Committee on Military Affairs that to keep track of
all the laws governing how to utilize the soldiers in the army "I need
a lawyer constantly at my side..." 1 2 The army would have to be
literally torn apart and put back together if the federalization of the
National Guard and Selective Service Acts were not extended.
Since Marshall was responsible for the composition of the force,
some argued that he intentionally created such a complex mixture,
knowing full well how difficult it would be to dismantle a year later.
Senator Reynolds of North Carolina, Chairman of the the Military
Affairs Committee, said, "General Marshall's excuse for these
resolutions is that the selectees are all mixed up with men of the
Regular Army...I can't accept that argument; he knew what the law
was when he mixed the men up that way. It's his problem, not
ours." 13 Senator Austin, of Vermont, asked General Marshall, "I have
heard criticisms which conveyed the charge that selectees have been
infiltrated into ordinary units and sent away to outlying possessions
of the United States in order to force the hand of Congress.. .what
would you say about that?" 14 Whether Marshall's and the Army
11
Nationap

Congress. House, Committee on Military Affairs. Prýviding for fhe
Dccanse by Removing Restrictions ont Numbfeis ana. LUn2tb gf Service

olLjbftZe-..., 77th Cogtmress 1st session. July 22 1941, p 27.
12
IThL. 22 July 1941. Also, see Marhall.. D. linialAH=. 1-13 21.
Another criticism of Marshall's Integrwtion plan wai tht depto} cai of

selectees to overseas locations such as Hawaii and Alaska as a means of forcing
congrss to extend the Selective Service legislation.
13
1hre New Yor Times, 12 July 1941. p 1.
14
Congress. Senate. Cammittec on Military Affairs.

RelUfion 92: A

Joint REsolutio Recmoving the Restriction on the Length of ServiV. of
SeleLtr&..,nd S,. Resolution 93: A Joint Resolution AuthOrzing !he Retention
of members and LInits of the Rcserve- Components in Active Militar Service.
77th Congress. 1st session. 17 July 1941. p 4.
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General Staff's actions were politically motivated one cannot prove.
Marshall •. his testimony before the Senate maintained the
configuration and assignment of selectees and National Guard units
was based solely on training, availability, and deployment
considerations. Nevertheless, the composition of the army and the
effects nonextension would have on it, proved to be the most
convincing argument congress had for passing the extension. If this
was a calculated gamble on the part of Marshall, it was a stroke of
sheer political brillilnce. 15
If political considerations did not play a part in Marshall's
method of building the ermy, they certainly were a reason why the
Administration hesitated, asking congress to extend the term of
service for draftees and guardsmen. A leading voice for the
isolationist movement, the Chicago Tribune, said shortly after the bill
was passed Roosevelt would "renege on his promise to release the
troops at the end of the year. 1 6 Stimson discussed the prospects of
such legislation with a number of Senators and Congressmen in
March 1941, and they were nearly "unanimous in their assertion that
it could never pass."1 7 The President, despite his unprecedented
approval rating at the end of March, felt the pub!ic, although willing
to lend military aid to the British, would not support keeping
15

Ibid., Marshall responded to Senator's Austin question by saying.

"Senator Austin. exactly the opposite has been the case. I have b;cn
jersonally responsible for the assignments to foreign service.
With the
greatest reluctance. I was forced to the conclusion that in cettain specific
cases we must send units upon foreign service which were Nional Guard
units or which had in their ranks sdelttive men. to ordcr to hold these
categories to the absolute tuinimum, we almost destroyed the divisions of the

Regular Ana

in order to provide td-

troops required."

T1e author tends to

believe it was both a matter of necessity and realization that the ,.&islation
would have to be extended. The Army had grown from 174,000 men on 1 July
1939 to 1,400,000 men oa 1 July 1941. Such an expansion could have be=n
accomplished either by compontent or melting the puts into a whole
organiztion. Marshall knew an Army of component pirts would be the casicst
to dismantle in a year but would uno, be thc oam mout combat ready. He built the
Army for combat. Also, see p 6.

16

Pogue, Ordealrin di Ho.

17

Stitason and Bundy. On Servicc in Peace 1_d War p 376-377

p 146.
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American boys in uniform. 18

Marshall, in his testimony to the House

discussed his frustration over this dichotomy saying, "I can get
billions of dollars with comparative ease; but, when I get down to the

practical proposition about personnel, then my real difficulties
begin."' 9
In a 16 May 1941 letter Marshall told General White, the
Commanding General of the Forty-first National Guard Division, that
the issue of returning guardsmen t- their home states was a "matter
of urgent importance," and asked him what the reaction would be if
the President announced that he was contemplating asking for an.
extension. Marshall pointed out that the President's decision would

probably be based on "political or public reactions" and not *on the
details which concern us in the Army." 2 0
Marshall, sensitive to the public relations realities of the
situation, attempted to mold its opinion.
In a I1 March 1941
memorandum to one of his speech writers, Lieutenant Colonel A.
Robert Ginsburgh, Marshall requested a speech be prepared which
captured "the remarkable morale which has dominated these
Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkinls, p 281. For example, the isolationist
raised "considerable ruckus" when the War Department had on one of their
18

lists of textile requirements. an item called the "overseas cap". To the
isolationist, the term "overseas" spelled A.E.F., and they would have no part of
atiother AE.F.
19
Congress, House, Committee on Military Affairs-. Etav
foth
1jaligal Defense by &Rtmovin2 Restrictions on Nuolbers aud. Lenth of Servic"
911a"tee . 77th Congress, Ist se.sion, 22 July 1941, p 27. Marshall told the
fboms mq•mtr-, thst "all of that effort. all of those billions a=e futile unless you
pioviaf the hicbly traled personnel."
!0
Letter CSA to Major General Georgc A. White. 16 May 1941, see M hall
E
p 507-50]. In his reply to General Marshall White said "1
believe that a Presidential request on congress to exte-nd the period of Service
of the civilian conmponents will be accepted ?s the inevitable and only possible
course." Also. see Letter CSA to Lieutenant General Drum, 26 April 1941; see
Mars1hall Prs.
Vol. 2Wp 486. Marshall felt the opinions of the first draftees
and guardsman who were enduring many trying conditions which the
millions that followed would not have to endure, might play an important part
in the public debate over extension. In a 26 April 1941, letter to General Hugh
Drum, Marshall said, "I think one of our most serious reactions in connection
with the Selective Service Act, which may adversely affect its continuance.
will be generated by the alenrt, well ordered minds of many selectees who have
be=n assigned to National Guard divisions." Also. see 19 May 1941 memorandum
CSA to General Ficuadsoa, b,,arshall Paners. Vol. 2. p 516.
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(National Guard) units...contrasted to quibblings and bickerings... the
long debates in Congress...which has produced so much confusion in
the public mind..." 2 1 Marshall knew the guardsmen and draftees
simply wanted !o get back home to their families and jobs and enjoy
the nation's new-found prosperity. However, Marshall, on the other
hand, also needed public support for his efforts to build a combatready army. As he told the twenty-ninth annual meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce,
..J feel sometimes that we are diverted from the main
issue by so much of statistics about this or that, so much
of argument about this delay or that delay, this opinion
or that opinion. We have a great Army in the making...
but it needs 2ore than anything else the.. .support from
22
every side and on every hand in this counitry.

Given the worsening world situation, it was, hi Marshall's
opinion, vital to the nation's security to extend the draftees and
guardsmen's term of service. He knew what needed to be done, but
getting the President to submit the request to the congress would be
another matter. On 7 March 1941, Roosevelt. when asked at a press
conference if the National Guard was going to be given an additional
six or twelve months trainiag, said, "1don't know; what do you
mean? Probing further the reporter said, "There's a story out
that...General Marshall thinks that is necessary and will ask for
Memorandum CSA to Lieutenant Colonel Ginsburgh. II March 1941. seVol. 2. p 441442. The qpcech wa3 delivered over the N.B.C.
MaMh•lt P r.
21

rad'o n3two.k o4 5 April 1941L

At this time Marshall. under crticism from the

media and was trying to develop a carmpaign to counteract growing senatimacnt
the Amy. to a 22 Mamb letter CSA to Mr. Westbrook Pegter.
#gaiamt
-yndicatd coiW•nint, Marshall answers craicism that *high ranking amiy
officerS were muse likely to go around posing s suburban taxpayer3 and
leadirs of the P.T.A. than to ,-ar their aifotbms. See Marmahll E acrs.Vol. 2.

p 451-452.
Biand. Maj; h4. - U g V. ol. 2. p 490.
2

arnd

praise from. numerous quarters in the press.

Marshall was receiving support
The 5 May 1941. issue of

Timc. said of Marshall and the Army he was building. "..thc Army is over the
hump. It is far better off than was the U.S. Army of 1917. It will son be the
first Army-ia-being ready to fiagh... The job bas womn Gcotg Marshail, but it
ha not bwken him.* p 24.
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legislation on the subject." To which the President replied, "That's a
new one on me; I'll ask about it."23 If he did ask, he did not do it
very quickly or with much enthusiasm. Roosevelt did not want to
raise the extension question. As Hopkins' biographer said, "He was
again afraid of fear itself." 24 Perhaps the President believed that he
had made a pledge with the draftees and guardsmen and feared the
political fall-out from breaking such a promise. Possibly he was
convinced monetary aid to the iallies alone would be sufficient to
slow the Germans. Whatever the reason, he refused to introduce a
request for extension to congr,ess.2 5
On 17 June, after a great deal of prodding from Marshall, the
President announced that the Administration was studying a plan to
keep the National Guard on active duty for another year, but made
no mention of extending the Burke-Wadsworth Act. 26 On 20 June
1941 Marshall sen: the Secretary of War a memorandum outlining
reasons why the guardsmen should be retained, and wLy thii
decision to retain must be made as quickly as possible. Marshall said
there were seven factors affecting the decision to extend: morale,
employment of guardsmen, state interest, staff planning, selective
servici, constnrction, and base task forces. After receiving Marshall's
detailed memorandum, Stimson, the same day, sent Roosevelt a
memorandum urging him to issue a joint resolution to congress
asking for an extension of the guardsmen and draftees, On 26 June
1941 the President instructed Stimson to "go ahead and get
something staited as soon as you can.17 Th*, Presidents change of
PrQadeni21 PFr-s
LmyeltCo.Xere,
Numtci 724. 7 MUO 1941.
Vo|lue 17:180.
24
Sherwood, RoosVet
._pkin p 367.
-5
Paraisb,
t
w.aectt anna UMatshlL p 175. Also. sw KatLbein T. M.S'atl.
- -j- A4rMY Wife (Neni Yoik: Tuppcr and Lovew, 947). p 91.

23

Pogur, Qftl-UdU&Ur p 146.
26
W&tio, C1. -. tj.ff, p 217-218.
27
Sp

Mcmohrmdum CSA to S=crctary of War. 20 June 1941. MaIl
'
541-542. See tocs
o
wnd 2 on page 542-543. Also. .ze Krzidtrg
dud
Henry, Hiorm of milii=atv ýi.
p 593. Thre is ao iwdicatiou from

cither Sttmsoa's work on this period or Dr. Poguc's %vrok on Maisbial trat the
Pridcnt's siatement resulte4 itt Marsoall submitting a bienial report to
congres.
Waisoo's werk suggesus thate Ptsid•nt m•ain4 rdiaiivcly
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heart was not precipitated by changes in the political climate but by
world events. On 22 Junic 1941 Germany surprised the world by
8
attacking her former ally the Soviet Union. 2
Marshall could Pot understand the President's reluctance. Wi'h
world events un4olding at an "..i,•redible pace, Marshall knew twe
Burke-Wadswogth Act pre'vi.td for an automatic extension of
draftees' term of serv.ihe it the Pes;r.ent c'lared a national
emergency. Sur&:', Germany's iattst u,. constituted an emergency.
Marshall knew it was only a matter of tiie before the Nazi's, having
completed their conquest the Soviet Union, would seek to invade
England.
Marshall could no longer w,it for the President to study
the matter, he would take the decisive actioGn to protect the army
from the disastrous break-up which would occur by allowing the
guardsmen and draftees to go home.
Action was needed and needed quickly. Having seen the
success of Grenville Clark a year earlier, Marshadl decided to go
directly to the congress with his case. While horseback riding
General Marshall came upon the idea of using the Chief of Staffs
annual report as the vehicle to recommend to congress to extend the
dormant evcui after the German invuion into Riussi.

Watson suggest that

bccause of the President's lack of recion. Marshall decidcf to publish an
ainuai re-ort; something he. had felt unaecessary a year earlier. sevX
Watson.

Ch
WE sixaf

p 219.

In trying to jUStify Rooesveirs setmingly noachatunt

alut.hdc about a crucial issue a a critikal time. Pairvsh in his work on MNarshall
aniM Reosuvelt maintains that the President was using Marsta as 'his
Stedgc-bammer* to take the tough, controversial militaiytwar preparation
ijs55gbefore congres.
According to Paris-h. the Pre-sidcns Sbcevcd congros
wa worn
r wihiag to do what a rc.,csed Chief of Staff wanted than a political
president. see¢ Nnish. &uuta
p !W
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it his thesis.. tpm th& qucstion leit tuaaswercd is did M"a4shl know he was
beiag u•ed? The author doct not bedieve Marsall kew ,he was another
R0orauevt paw*. Rathe?. Marshal bad a diffR,,la tiimc uderstanldiag bow
Roosvtlt could be so caviler in sict prsing tire$.
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Selective Service Act. 2 9 A year earlier, hc, declined to submit the
annual report.3 0 Now, however, he saw the report as a way to
apprise the congress of the army's progress, underscore the growing
threat to the country, and detail the peril the arnmy faced if the
draftees and guardsmen were not extended.
Such action by Marshall was totally out of character. Only a
year earlier he was lectured by Clark on the responsibilities of the
professional officer to give honest and forthright advice. Marshall
sternly rejected the counsel saying, he did not consider it his

obligation to volunteer recommendations when they were not
r quested. 31 However, now buoyed by his growing 4fluence %ith
the congress, and convinced it would heed his counsel, Marshall
ventured forth to solicit congressional action.
Marshall and his staff worked on 'the report for five days,
submitting it to Secretary Stimson on I July 1941. The report,
41 pages in length, detailed the army's growth from 1 July 1939
untii 30 June 1941, outlined the progress the amy had made,
pointed to the *grave dangers" the country faced, and sought the
immediate exteasior, of the National Guard and Se-lectivo Service
texm of service. 3Z
The Biennial Report is significant for several reasons, foremost,
however, is the insight it provides into Marshall's political growth.
The introduction undersores Marshall's dosire to link the arrmy's
progress, or lack thereof, to world events, public opinion and
asociated political action. As an example. tic said. Io a democ.racy
such as, ours the War DMpartt=t is linited in its actious by the
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appropriations approved by the President and provided by the
congress. These agencies are in turn motivated by the will of the
people." 33 Marshall was not going to leave any element of the
democracy untouched; all had to bear responsibility for the current
situation with which the army found itself. None could plead apathy
nor lack of involvement. He called attention to 1940 when the war
had stabilized after the fall of Poland and how congress, instead of
taking advantage of the lull in fighting by improving the army's
readiness, rejected the army's requests for increased appropriations
as "mere warmongering." Even after his warning that Europe would
once again "blaze", the House continued to cut the army's
appropriations. Not until the situation became precarious with the
collapse of France and the "appeared imminent" invasion of Great
Britain, did the "pendulum of public opinion reverse itself, swinging
violently to the other extreme, in an urgent demand for enormous
and immediate increases... "34 Then congress passed a Selective
Service Act which nearly overwhelmed the army's capacity to house,
equip, and train. "What has happened is history." Marshall said,
offering the branch of reconciliation, "Of grave concern today are the
contingencies of the present and the future." 35 Having set the stage,
Marshall began to articulate clearly the action's needed by each
political faction to lift the restuictions which tied his hands and
hindered his efforts to rebuild the army.
First, th. President needed to submit the legislation, gain the
public's suppol, and finally, congress must enact it. Marshall then
warned, "Events of the past few days are even more forcible
indications of the suddenness with which armed conflict can spread
to areas hitherto consi(`kred free from attack., 36 Marshall's Biennial
Report leaves little doubt that the Chief of Staff fully understood the
political realities and the steps needed to achieve his stated goals. As
he said in the Report's conclusion, "These proposals which the War
Departmuet recommends for actions by congress have but one
33
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purpose: the security of the American people ... Such a purpose does
not admtit delay." 37
With the publication of the report, Marshall took another step
onto the political stage and learned another lesson in rF*litics.
Within an hour of its release the Biennial Report "provoked a storm
of discussion and precipitated a White House conference with
congressional leaders." 38 In his rush to iubniit the report, he and the
General Staff, failed to inform the leaders in the House and Senate
that he was going to ask for extension legislation. 39 Speaker of the
House Sam Rayburn was particularly upset at having been caught
"flat-footed". He characterized Marshall's efforts as "a crude attempt
to force his hand on a draft-extension measure." 40 Marshall, besides
37
Ibid., p 13. Marshall's remarks in the "Genaml. Comments" setion of the
report, p 13, further point to his political growth. After carefully calling into
accoutitability the public, congress, and press in the preceding twelve pages.
on the last page he pours lavish praise on each of these groups for their
support. For example he saya *The dealings of the War Department with
the ... Committees of constesr Juring the past year have been without prtvctcent
in the evident desire of tho -. )n'Aals to lead every possible aid to the
Department meeting tesiato.
38
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called suggests that even the President and Stlmson weric caught off guard.
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failing to notify administration leaders in congress, also failed to
provide the press throughout the country with advance copies of the
report. Unfortunately, after finally producing a document which
graphically showed the congress and nation what the army had done
over the past two years and the urgent need for extending the
guardsmen and draftees' terms of service, he had failed to piovide
advance warning to key legislators, as well as coordinated mass
distribution to the public.4 1
Fortunately, Marshall's recommendation did reach the leading
newspaper of the day, the New York Times. Its headline read,
"Senate Isolationists Assail Plan." The paper said "General Marshall's
report stirred the isolationist and political opponents of the
administration..." Senatur Shsidan Downey of California said "...he
saw nothing in the present situation to warrant retention..." 4 2
Fortunately for Marshall the opposition focused most of their
attention on their old antagonist, FDR. Frederick J. Libby of the

National Councii for the Prevention of War said, "President Roosevelt
through General Marshall has just asked congress for permission to
send an American Expeditionary Force (A.E,F.) anywhere in the
world."4 3 As Marshall later said, "There was a deep animosity on the
part of the Republicans toward Mr. Roosevelt, and some few
Democrats went along with the movement." 4 4
service." See The New york Times, 6 August 1941, p 9. Also. s= Stoler, Oclg0gC.Na,1134,. p 71. Parrish. Rgoolevythand MarshalL p 176.
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With the opposition focused on the President, Marshall
displayed political skill ina assuming responsibility for the extension
legislation. By convincing legislators that it was he and not the
President asking for the extension, anti-FDR forces in congress would
be willing to vote in favor of the resolutior,.45 Marshall explained his
strategy this wa;,
-if Republicans could assure their constituency that they
were doing it on my suggestion and not on Mr.
Roosevelt's suggestion, they could go ahead and back the
thing. He (FDR) had such enemies that otherwise the
members of congress didn't dare seem to line up with
him. And that was the same of certain Democrats who

were getting pretty bitter.4 6

A 14 July 1941 Time Magazine article verified Marshall's strategy

when it said, "General .ieorge Catlett Marshall, Chief of Staff and field

cormmandcr of the army, last week made the plea that no politician
had dared to make... It was high time somebody began to talk on the
subject...Gencra! Marshall talked bluv.uiy as a soldier should." 47 On
28 July Time said "Tlnw~lling to buck the line himself, he (FDR) sent
in General Marshall.. to =arty the ball and get the lumps."4 8
On the day the report was released, President Roosevelt,
resting at Hyde Park, N.Y., refused to comment on General Marshall's
recommendations, 49 President Roosevelt did talk to the press about
the Piennial Report four days later. At his presidential press
confereuce on 8 July 1941, he explai•ned why General Marshall had
asked for the cxtcnsion. He discussed the restrictive legslatioil, in
the original Act, which forbade usiug selectces ouiside the wes~trn
hemisphere. Finally, when asked if be w- gotag to reco•niend
See Watson. QJ0LgjL~Aff, p 214. A:o. ste Langer and Glcaowa
L;nIdcc..Wag& c. p 572. Pogue. QtdWtJLadIg.M p 149.
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General Marshall's proposals to the congress, he said, "Oh, I think
they understand pretty well what the problem is before them." 5 0
Even though extremist groups quickly rallied against it, overall
public reaction to Marshall's report was slow in forming.
Most
Americans saw Marshall's request as reasonable given Germany's
invasion into Russia. 5 1
On 7 July 1941, the War Department formally asked congress
to act on Marshall's proposals. On 10 July 1941 Senator Reynolds
introduced a resolution which would give the President authority to
keep selectees and guardsmen under arms until six months after the
end of the emergency and permit their employment either "within or
beyond the limits of the western hemisphere, as he (the President)
shall deem necessary in the interests of defense." 52 Marnbhall not
only wanted to extend the length of service of the selecte,;s and
guardsmen, but he also wanted the ability to use them, as the
President saw fit, anywhere in the world. Current restrictions, as he
later explained to both houses of congress, forced him to strip units
of Regular Army soldiers in order to fill units in locations outside the
United States. 53 This request was significant because not only did it
address a military consideration, but it also suggested a change in the
country's foreign policy. In the public's mind, Marshall's action was
tantamount to calling for another A.E.F.5 4
The President's adversaries in the congress were neither naive
or blind to the changing world situation. Many realized th- draft
would have to be extended. However, few wanted to take the blame
for passing such an extension. congress hoped that Roosevelt would
"50
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simply use the loop hole they had provided which said the President
could transfer selectees from the active service to the reserves and
then recall them back to active duty. As one congressman told Mr.
Stimson, "This is one of those finespun technical interpretations
which possibly is legally correct... yet contrary to the intentions of the
Congress...Yet that is just what these cowards in Congress are trying
to do. They want to avoid the responsibility themselves...and throw
it on :he President..."55 Mr. Harness of Indiana asked General
Marshall during his testimony before the House Committee on
Military Affahs on 22 July 1941 if the President had considered
doing this. Marshall replied by saying even though the law provided
for such action, if used, "soldiers wouJd feel that (they) had been
victimized by a maneuver, by sharp practice, under the cover of the
law." He went on to say "I want to go right straight down the road...
and do it frankly and without evasion." 56
On 11 July 1941, Marshall began to campaign personally for
the resolution's passage. He met with Representative May of
Kentucky and several other House members to brief them on the
importance of lifting the time-in-service ban and geographical
restrictions. Mr. May, after the meeting, said General Marshall had
"persuaded him that the legislation was urgently needed to
safeguard the security of the United States. He also said,
"Information furnished by General Marshall would be enough to
knock the hats of Congress if it could be released." 5 7
On 13 July 1941, Marshall met with the President and other
congressional leaders. Those in attendance said that General
Marshall gave "convincing reasons why all troops... should be held in
service." 58 Marshall, at the meeting, began to sense that opposition to
the western hemisphere restriction was so intense it imperiled the
extonsion effort. Since, to him, the extension legislation was the most
55
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crucial part of the legislation, he proposed that the western
hemisphere restriction not be retained in the Act. Politically,
Marshall's perceptions were accurate because the congre3sional
leadership quickly agreed to the compromise. Later, in the House
debate, the absence of this amendment proved to be critical to the
bill's passage. 5 9
As Marshall continued to lobby individual legislators for the
bill, he started to guide the legislation through the most crucial part
of the legislative process: committee hearings. Overtime, in
congressional committee hearings, Marshall had become a master at
convincing legislators to support his requests. As Marshall later said
in explaining why he was so effective in ccngres3ional hearings, "In
the first place they were certain I had no ulterior motives. In the
next place they had begun to trust my judgment." 60 Others were
impressed by his "ability to convey, without referring to notes...a
coherent and unconfused sense of the overall situation, and by his
ability to recite exact figures.. .The General's delivery seemed
effortless, but it had precision..." 6 1 Others said that unlike his
predecessors, he "neither barks at congressmen as if they were
rookies...nor condescends to them too obviously." 62 If Marshall had a
place of battle, it was at the congressional hearing table; there his
ability to duel was unmatched.
On 17 July 1941, Marshall began testifying before the Senate
Military Affairs Committee. Marshall, when challenged about the
way selectees had been integrated into Regular Army units and
moved overseas, said, "Senator...I have been personally responsible
59
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Three Snapshots."

for the assignments to foreign service." 63 No buck-passing here,
Marshall made sure the senators knew who was in charge; then he
carefully gave the logic for his actions. In the midst of the
explanation, a senator interrupted him. Marshall, not wanting to
yield, firmly said, "May I finish this particular example of normal
routine business?" 64 The senator tamely waited. Later, the senator
attempting to trap Marshall on the question of breaking the "one
year contract" with the selectees by asking "You feel you have
complied with the law, as to the letter and spirit of 0e law?" To
which Marshall said, "Yes sir." The senator then started to spring the
trap and said, "Now, General, a while ago---" At which point General
Marshall interrupted and said, "Just one moment, please. I would
like to read from my own reply before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee last summer... "' He then proceeded to read from his
testimony. After which the senator said, "General, you beat me to
that." 65
When asked what the effects of releasing the selectees would
be, Marshall said, "...I think failure to authorize the extension of those
now in the service would be a fundamental and tragic error...would
defeat the effectiveness of a large portion of the vast amounts of
money that have been appropriated." 66 Maushall reminded the
senate committee that not only would it be bad for national security,
but it would also mean billions of dollars appropriated by congress
would have been for nothing.
Throughout his testimony, he stuck to his strategy to divert
attention from the President and convince congress that it was he, as
"Chief of Staff, who was asking for the legislation. In painting himself
63
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as the solicitor of the army's requirements, Marshall said "My
statement was for the pi ose, frankly, of discounting the idea that
the President has, for example, been trying to greatly augment our
military set up." A senator responded by saying, "That is a general
proposition. You came down to a specific point." At which Marshall
said, "May I continue because you have placed me in a delicate
position. The idea I mean to convey was that the President has been
very conservative. It has not been a case of my being overridden, it
has been more a case of my accepting that conservative attitude... All
I was trying io do was to counteract the feeling that some seem to
have, that there is a desire on his part to greatly enlarge, greatly
magnify the army. Quite the contrary, his attitude has been
conservative, decidedly conservative." 67
Regardless of the question or attack, Marshall. responded with
frankness, honesty, sincerity, and confidence. Congress was the
expert in legislative affairs, but Marshall was the expert in military
matters. As he told one senator, "...on questions of legislative
strategy I am a layman, a novice. On the urgency of the situation,
however, I do not regard myself as a layman nor as a novice, but
rather as a highly responsible military agent of the Government." 6 8
Those in the congress did not realize that over the past two years
Marshall had evolved from "layman" to an astute student and was
quickly becoming a master of their political trade. Five days later
while testifying to a much more hostile House Committee on Military
Affairs, he continued to exhibit the same polish and forensic form
which had convinced the Senate to support his recommendation to
extend the Burke-Wadsworth Act. 69 Newsweek said of his House
testimony, *Opposition to the service extension all but dissolved
67
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when Gen. George C. Marshall testified secretly to the House Military
70
Affairs Committee..."
On 16 July, shortly after he testified to the Senate and before
his testimony to the House Committee, Marshall convinced President
Roosevelt to send a message to congress recommending they adopt
his proposals. In a memorandum to the President, Marshall
explained that he and key House and Senate leaders were concerned
that the tide might be turning away from approving the extension of
the draft. As Marshall said, "The consensus of opinion appears to be
that a message from you as soon as possible would be highly
desirable; in fact, they believe this will be necessary to a favorable
consideration of the recommendations." 71 At this time Marshall
believed it was important for the President to support publicly
extending draftees and retaining guardsmen on active duty.
Marshall knew one of the House's main concerns was the up coming
off-year elections. As one newspaper put it, "Congressmen would
like to be reassured that any action by them to keep all men in the
72
army would not work to their disadvantage at the next election.
On 21 July 1941, Roosevelt sent his message to the congress in a
recorded nation wide radio broadcast.7 3 At the same time the
President was delivering his remarks, the Senate began debating the
extension resolution on the Senate floor.
70
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It was during the floor debates that tile power and influence of
Marshall's congressional committee testimony became apparent.
Senators and Representatives alike, whether for or against extension
legislation, referred to General Marshall's testimony at some time
during their exchanges on the floor. One senator said of Marshall's
testimony concerning the minimum period of enlistment, "Let me say
to you that I believe that is a rather refreshing and candid
admission, coming from the No. I soldier of the United States of
America." 74 A senator in rebuking a fellow legislator said, "If the
senator from Illinois thinks he has a better plan than General
Marshall, I regret to say that I would rather rely on General Marshall
than I would on the senator from Illinois." 75 Another congressman
said, "When I hear the utterances of those who, knowing nothing,
laymen like me, would substitute their opinion for the opinion of the
Chief of Staff, General Marshall... we cannot repudiate his
recommendations without fLU responsibility resting upon our
shoulders." 76 Even the legislation's distractors, when seeking support
to defeat the measure, referred to General Marshall's testimony. The
representative from Indiana said,
I have the highest regard for General Marshall. I think
he is one -f the ablest soldiers who has ever served as
"Chief of St.f..From General Marshall's view point, and

with this spc=i~al knowled~ge of events immediately ahead,
this position is sound. From o--; poim, of v'iew, which

must consider total national welfare, I cannot agee :hat
these s¢electees should be held in service. 77
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Others accused him of being too political. Responding to
General Marshall's response of why he agreed to a 12-month service

period, one senator said "Mr. President, that r"'minds me of some
distinguished politicians.. .This language did not greatly appeal to
me." 78 The majority, however, in congress agreed with Senator
Chandler when he said, "I sincerely believe that the safet, of my
country is endangered. I have reached that conclusion because
of...the statements before the Military Affairs Committee of General
Marshall."79 Marshall, however, felt somewhat differently when in
response to a congratulatory note from an old friend, who was
impressed by the Chief of Staff's testimony, said, "In contrast to your
message, I am being called--a Benedict Arnold, a skunk, Hitler
Marshall, a stooge, Traitor, etc, etc." 8 0
The press throughout the country had a different impression of
Marshall's testimony. They were linking their support for extension
to Marshall's attestations. The Washington Post said, "If General
Marshall says so, that carries the greatest possible weight."8 1 Walter
Lippmann, a leading columnist of the day said, "Once members of the
congress have studied General Marshall's testimony, there is little
"78
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doubt that they will not wish to repeat in this crisis the errors of
every other cengress in every other crisis in our history." 8 2
This favorable support by the press resulted in over 51 percent of
the public supporting Marshall's call for extension.8 3
Marshall's strategy was vindicated on 7 August when the
Senate voted 45 to 30 in favor of the resolution extending the draft.
Through his testimony before the Military Affairs Committee, he was
able to successfully shift the focus of the debate from the President
to the Chief of Staff's request for extension. As a New York Times
editorial put it, "On the testimony of !he Chief of Staff that the result
of failure to provide for a longer period of service would be "virtual
disbandment.. .of our trained enlisted strength... the Senate could

arrive at only one conclusion consistent with the needs of the
occasion."8 4 Manshall, having closely followed the House debate,
kn-.w the vote there would be much more perilous than the Senate's.
Just like a good field commander, Marshall decided to outflank
the opposition by overwhelming them with superior combat power:
in this case, Marshall himself was the weapon. Marshall asked an old
friend and the Burke-Wadsworth Act's original sponsored to invite
forty of his fellow House Republicans to an informal dinner, sponsor
by Marshall, at the Army and Navy Club. Marshall said of this
meeting, 'I talked to, I don't know how many Republican
congressmen. enough to fill the private dining room of the Army and
Navy club..A tzlked to them fro- -seven o'clock at night until two in
the morning, struggling with them."85 Marshall knew the

congresismen's coacerns were twofold.

Many of them disliked

Roosevelt. and all of them feared not being reelected.
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argument, but he said, "I'll be damned if I am going to go along with
Mr. Roosevelt." To which Marshall replied, "You're going to let plain
hatred of the personality dictate to you to do something you realize
is very harmful to the interests of the country." 8 6 Marshall told

those gathered that he realized that if they voted for the measure it
might result in their defeat. But, he promised each of them if they
voted in favor of extension, that he 'would personally do everything
that he could in their campaign to suppcrt them... "87 However, only a
few of those in attendance changed their vote when the House, on 12
August 1941, voted by the narrowest of margins, 203 to 202, in
favor of the bill.8 8 Marshall's flanking movement proved the
difference between victory and defeat. Marshall himself
characterized the event best when he said, "You could say the army

played politics, too, in this period.

That is a crude expression.

Actually, we have high regard for politics." 8 9

Marshall expressed it

Ibid.. p 276-277.
86
Ibid., p 277. Mar" all was so sincere in this pledge that as he said. "took
87
notes of that. (the names of those in attendaAce) so that I could go on the
platform and us- their nam-s and explain exactly what bad happened.V
However, as Marshal explained it. "The war came along and then there was no
ecjcsity for thaL. Also. 14e Parsh. Psevet and Mrhall. p 178-179; aId
Pogue. _eJl and Hnge p 152-1531
The vote may not have been ns close as most historians and biographers
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correctly when he said they (he) played politics. From now on, none
would prove more adept at it than he.
A few days after the House passed the extension bill by one
vote, a British radio commentator quoted a British man in the street
as saying,
The Americans are curious people. I can't make them
out. Orne day they're announcing they'll guarantee
freedom and fair play for everybody everywhere in the
world. The next day they're deciding by only one vote
that they'll go on having an Akrmy. 90
The attack on Pearl Harbor caused people to reflect on how
close the nation had come to destroying its Army by releasing the
majority of its soldiers and officers. As one author puL it,
But for a single vote the nation might have been left with
an Army in dissolution, only a few months before the
Pearl Harbor Attack... The shock to the Congress itself was
severe, while the impression made on the country was
91
profound and lasting.
As Sec:etary of War Stimson put it, George Marshall "took the main
burden of advocating and explaining the bill." 92
Marshall's efforts were not taken in reaction to events thrust
upon him as was the case with the original Burke-Wadsworth Act.
This time he knew what political steps needed to be taken to bring
about the extension which was critical to the army's very survival.
With this knowledge, he thoughtfully and carefully planned the
course of action needed to guarantee the Act's passage in both the
House and the Senate. He tried to persuade the President to
"recommend to the congress that they act on a measure to extend the

draftees and guardsmen.

Failing, Marshall then used the Chief of

90

Sherwood, B.g ygltand Hopkins, p 367.

91
92

Langer and Gleason, The Undeclared War. p 574.
Stimson and Bundy, On Service in Peace and •War p 377.
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Staffs annual report to the Secretary of War as the vehicle to bring
the issue to attention of the congress and the public.
Having successfully brought the matter to congress, lie then
carefully lobbied individual members of both chambers as well as

provided powerful committee testimony to convince lawmakers that
the nation's survival depended on passing the legislation. To do this,
he diverted attention away from the President and focused the
debate on the Chief of Staff's judgment that this course of action was
best for the nation. One cannot help but contrast this series of
political actions with those of a year earlier, when Marshall merely

reacted to political events that overtook him. Then he had been but
a reactionary in a performance produced and directed by others.
Now, twelve months later, Marshall was the sole political
choreographer of a masterful play which became critical to the
nation's survival. "HOUSE FOR...BY ONE VOTE" 93. Though today the

closeness of the final vote may be of some question, then, the banner
headline of the nation's leading newspaper left little question how

perilously close the army had come to being dismantled.

Many may

have contributed to the final victory, but none as significantly as
General Marshall. The event was a watersited in his public life. He
was now a political force with which the President. the Senate, and
the House had to contend. From then on, no one could or would

ignore General George C. Marshall the politician.
93

'Th
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1.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Early in 1942, General Marshall was having lunch at his Fort
Myer home with a prominent lawyer, James T. Williams, Jr., from
another part of the country. The lawyer seemed unnecessarily
nervous. Finally, after a noticeable period of embarrassing behavior
the lawyer said,
General you must excuse my awkwardness. I'm all too
well aware that I am lunching today with the man who
has more influence in the federal city than any man
except the President of the United States. That's why I'm
ill at ease...,
The gentleman than described how he reached such a conclusion. He
told General Marshall that at a recent dinner party, hosted by
Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn, the Speaker told him "...that of

all the men whoever testified before any committee on which he
served, there was no one who had the influence with the committees
of the House than General Marshall." Rayburn explained that General
Marshall's influence stemmed from his willingness to tell the "truth,
as he sees it, about the problems he is discussing." 2
By 1942 General Marshall was certainly not the political
unknown the President had appointed Army Chief of Staff two years
earlier. General Marshall had become a unique political power, in a
city full of powerful people, by combining a career fatefully guided
with a two-year on-the-job political apprenticeship. He came to
Washington in 1939 well aware of the city's political character. In
1921 as Aide-de-Camp to then Army Chief of Staff General Pershing,
I
Parrish. Rioesevelt and, Marshall. p 136-137. (Quoted from "Lunch at Fort
Myer': James T. Wilams. Jr. Reminiscences File, George C. Marshall Library.)
2
Ibid. Raybum went on to say "...when he takes the witness stind, we
forget whether we ate Republicans or Democrats. We just remember that we
ar ai the presence of a man who is telling the mlth."
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he had scrutinized the Chief of Staffs political role. He paid
particular attention to his working relationships with the President
and the congress. It was during this period that his awareness for
political factors blossomed by handling activities that served to
sharpen his political focus: preparing General Pershing to testify
before House and Senate Committees, drafting the Chief of Staffs
annual report to the Secretary of War, and representing General
Pershing, during his long summer absences from the Capital, at
Administration and Congressional conferences.
As Aide-de-Camp, Marshall learned the positive and negative
effect of relationships on the Chief of Staffs political influence.
General Pershing's tremendous popularity gave him opportunities to
forge relationships with powerful political forces that enabled him to
influence legislation beneficial to the Army. 3 However, Marshall also
witnessed the effect of antagonistic relationships. The rift between
General Pershing and General March, with political forces siding with
one or the other general, left many Army legislative needs
unanswered.
Marshall also experienced the fateful impact personal political
ambition had on the Chief of Staffs prestige and influence. General
Pershing's presidential aspirations forever jaded many lawmakers'
views of the World War I hero. They could no longer consider him
an independtmt, unbiased source of advice and counsel. With
political aspirations he became one of them, threating their political
well-being. Marshall never forgot the polarizing effect personal
political ambition had on the Army Chief of Staffs political power. 4
Further complimenting Marshall's tenure as Aide to the Army's Chief
of Staff was his extensive service with civilian-military organizations
such as the National Guard, Reserves, C.C.C., and community leaders
near the posts he commanded. Evolving from this close association
with civilians was a deep appreiation for the nation's unique
3
4

The Defense Act of 1920 is a classic exrample.
During his tenure as Chief of Staff. individuals and groups approachcd

Ocneral Marshall about rnuinig fR president.
suggestion.
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He flatly refused any such

civilian-military partnership. 5 Marshall always sought to use this
understanding to build and develop relationships which worked
towards the betterment of both the Army and the civilian-military
organization. Unfortunately, few others in the Army cared to do the
same.

6

In 1939, after an 18-year absence from Washington, General
Marshall became the Army Chief of Staff and brought to the office a

background ideally suited for working within Washington's civilian
political realm. However, he lacked practical political experience
which could only be acquired through daily political battles. During
those first two years as Chief of Staff, three pieces of legislation-the
Burke-Wadsworth Act, the Lend-Lease Act, and the Selective Service
Extension-provided Marshall the practical experience needed to
transform him from political unknown to significant political force.
5
Marshall's work with the Civilian Conservation Corps (C.C.C.) provides
an excellent example of his enthusiastic support for a civilian program, and

how that support, in the end, gained civilian patronage. In a 18 January 1939
letter to Senator Rufus C. Holman, Marshall said "When I went there,
(Vancouver Barracks) I found a garrison which had not had a new building
provided by the Government for thirty-three years, and before I left, we had
gotten an appropriation for sixteen non-commissioned officers' quarters and
about three hundred thousand dollars in WoP.A. money. With the latter fund I
reconditioned the post and got it in excellent shape, with many improvements
to boost morale." See Letter General Marshall to Senator Holman, 18 January
1939, Marshall Papers. Vol, I, p 685. Also, see Letter General Marshall to
General James K. Parsons, 23 June 1938, Marshall Papers. Vol. 1.
p 606. As he told General Grunert, his replacement at Vancouver Barracks, "I
found the CCC the most instructive service I have ever had, and the most
interesting. The results one could obtain were amazing and highly
satisfying...." See Letter General Marshall to General Grunert, 5 December 1938.
Marshall PRaer, Vol. 1 p 657.
6
As Deputy Chief of Staff, Marshall asked the General Staff for a study on
the money the Relief Program had contributed to the Army. The study showed
the Army receiving $250 million spent by the W.PA. and P.W.A. This su~a was
nearly equal to the annual War Department budget at the time. Seeing the
amount, "Marshall deplored the extent to which the War Department had failed
to take full advantage of these opportunities; but it seemed that some of the
aging generals had been too afraid of the congressional criticism they might
incur if they became involved in dealings with such a vulgar, and radical
fellow as Hopkins. Marshall himself never had any such qualms." See
Sherwood, Reo& velt andLHgUN8 p 76. As Dr. Pogue said, "Perhaps most
important, his duties with the Civilian Conservations Corps and the national
Guard gave him a knowledge of the future citizen-soldier that few other top
commanders would posses
See Pogue, Education of a General. p 348.
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Marshall's working political education started in 1940 with the
Burke-Wadsworth Act. Hesitation, pride, and lack of practical
experience affected Marshall's first unsuccessful foray into political
combat. Marshall opposed a draft in 1940 because he believed it
would disrupt his well-conceived plan for transforming the Army
into a combat-ready force. He maintained that the lack of public and
congressional support gave the legislation little chance of enactment.
Finally, he believed the Arm-' was incapable of training the large
number of draftees. On the other hand, Grenville Clark and the
Military Training Camp Association (MTCA) believed a draft
presented the Army the best and quickest method to prepare for
war. They also pursued a well organized, aggressive campaign to
force congress to enact draft legislation.
Marshall rejected the MTCA's overtures for support. He was
piqued by the idea a group outside the War Department believed
they had a better way to prepare the Army for war. Marshall
opposed the group's initiative until the President nominated a
member of the MTCA and strong draft proponent, Henry Stimson, to
be Secretary of War. This change in leadership, coupled with
growing public and congressional support for the draft, converted
Marshall. Marshall promptly became a leading proponent for the
draft and provided effective testimony to the House and Senate
Congressional Committees. The legislation successfully passed both
Houses of Congress.
Marshall learned a great deal from his failure to postpone draft
legislation. Never again would he stand idly by while others pressed
legislation affecting his goals for the Army.7 In the future he never
7
Twelve months later he boldly pressed the extension for the draft when
no one else was willing. Despite personal differences, in the future, hc
subjugated his ego for the sake of cooperation. On one occasion, he tactfully
handled a difference of opinion between himself and Judge Patterson, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of War. Judge Patterson had proposed, and Secretary
Stimson had signed, an order changing the basic organization of the Air Corps
without consulting Marshall. Marshall took umbrage with Patterson for
taking such action when it was outside his purview to do so. Marshall, rather
than confront Judge Patterson, simply took the document and placed it in his
desk drawer. Some six to twelve months later, when Marshall and Stimson
were having a disagreement over an issue, Stimsoa said to Marshall, 'I'd like
you to stop and think that we have gone along with you on everything you've
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allowed a bruised ego to affect his effectiveness in influencing
legislation and congressional action. Finally, he learned that public,
congressional, and Presidential opinion changed often during the
course of political debate. Burke-Wadsworth provided the Chief of
Staff his first brush with political fire; though slightly burrwd, he
gained significant insight in how best to influence Washington's
political mazL. for the Army's benefit and fend off initiatives which
"he believed could impede his efforts.
Armed with this sagacity, Marshall worked to minimize the
effect President Roosevelt's military aid program to the allies had on
the Army's rearming and training programs, and at the same time
continued to build his relationship with the President. The early
military-aid programs, and later Lend-Lease, enabled the President
to sell and later give essential war goods to the European allies.
Marshall's training and remodernization goals were affected by these
programs because goods sold or given to the allies generally came
from those used or ordered by the Army. Marshall realized public
disagreement with the President would be politically fatal; thus he
set upon a tactic of public support and private dissent. While
working with key administration officials such as Hopkins and
Morgenthau to slow the allocation of goods to the allies, he also
worked with them to identify legal ways for the President to
circumvent congressional restrictions. This support earned Marshall
the President's respect and admiration. Marshall's loyalty convinced
Hopkins and Morgenthau, among others, that he was someone who
could be trusted to support the President even though he privately
disagreed with the policy.
As the debate for allied aid firmed into the Lend-Lease
legislation, Marshall's most powerful political skill became crucial. 8
put up. I don't think you can find anything that you haven't had my cordial
support." Marshall didn't say anything, at which Stimson repeated the

statement. Then Marshall reached into his desk and pulled out the document
Patterson had prepared and Stimson had signed. After some discussion,
Stimson asked Marshall to give him the document so her could give it to Judge
Patterson to tear up. See Marshall Interviews- 22 January 1957, p 288-289.
8
When the question of Lend-Lease for the Russians came bckdre
Congress, General Marshall was once again asked to testify. Again he proved
crucial in having the Congress vote in favor of Soviet aid. One must keep in
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Throughout January and February 1941, he testified before the
House and Senate Committees debating Lend-Lease's merits. He
calmed legislators' fears concerning sharing scarce war goods with
the allies at the expense of the nation's own rearmament efforts. If
Marshall had not publicly supported and testified in favor of LendLease, its historic impact may well have been delayed for two years.
Lend-Lease taught Marshall the power of controlled dissent.
Though some on the Army's General Staff felt he had compromised
his position, Marshall reasoned he had to bend on lesser issues to
enhance his standing with the President on future issues of greater
importance. 9 He was correct. Though Lend-Lease caused the Army
to suffer in the short term, it significantly increased the Chief of
Staffs political influence, reaping substantial advantage in
subsequent political considerations.
By the summer of 1941, Marshall had adjusted his
modernization plans to meet the increasing number of draftees.
Federalizing the National Guard and changing the mix of Regular
Army units, eliminated General Marshall's earlier peacetime draft
concerns. Ironically, as the one-year training deadline stipulated in
the Burke-Wadsworth Act neared, Marshall found himself concerned
over the draft's demise. Realizing Clark and the MTCA had been
correct about the draft's positive impact on the Army's readiness, he
feared the the draft's abolishment and draftees' release would
destroy the Army.
Now completely confident with his political skills, he did not
wait for others to champion draft extension. Rather, Marshall
initiated a vigorous campaign to have congress extend the Selective
Service Act. Relying on his personal stature and influence, he used
the Chief of Staffs annual "state of the Army" report to call for
mind that many saw the Soviet-German conflict as two evils fighting each
other and were convinced that they should be allowed to destroy each other
without American help. See Mclimsey. Hamr
Hopkins. p 190-191; and
Memorandum CSA to the Sccretary of War. Subject: Ordnance and Air Corps
Mechanics for Russia. 14 October 1941. Marhall Pagers Vol. 2, p 645.
9
See Russell A. Gugeler, "George Marshall and Orlando Ward. 193- 1941,"
Pararnet,.
Journal of the US Anny War College (March 1983): 32.
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retaining all draftees and guardsmen.1 0 Although he failed to
coordinate the report's initial publication with the press and key
congressional leaders," Marshall's use of the report showed
resourcefulness similar to Clark's initiative a year earlier.
Having by passed traditional avenues to legislative
consideration, Marshall pressed the House and Senate to quickly
deliberate the extension issue. Once in the House and Senate
Committees, Marshall used his overwhelming persuasive powers to
overcome all opposition. Unlike a year earlier, he left nothinE to
chance. Having witnessed public and congressional fickleness during
Burke-Wadsworth, he vigorously campaigned individual House and
Senate members to ensure the bill's passage.' 2 In August 1941,
Since the report covered two years, it !as called the Biennial Report.
10
1I
Never again would Marrhall make another miscalculation with the
press.
Marshall's reputation and stature with the press grew throughout the
War. Frederick C. Painton, a war correspondent, recalled an example of
Painton
Marshall's prowess with the press during a briefing in Algiers.
recalled, "A door opened, a hush fell, General Marshall walked in. He looked
around the room, his eyes calm, his face "ompassive. 'to save tirr,,' he said, 'I'm
going to ask each of you what questions you have in mind.' His eyes turned to
A penetrating query was put;
'What's your question?'
the first correspondent.
General Marshall nodded and went on to the next man--and so around the
room, until 60 correspondents had asked challenging questions ranging from
major strategy to technical details of the war on a dozen fronts. General
Marshall looked off into space for perhaps 30 seconds. Then he began. For
nearly 40 minutes he spoke. His talk was smooth, connected, a brilliantly clear
And thiG narrative, smooth enough to be
narrative that encompassed the war.
a chapter in a book, included a complete answer to every question we had
asked. But what astounded us most was this: as he reached the point in his
narrative which dwelt upon a specific question, he looked directly at the man
who had asked the question! Afterward I heard many comments from the
correspondents. Some said they had just encountered the greatest military
mind in history...All agreed on one thing: ' That's the most brilliant interview I
ever attended in my life." See eader Dis.L January 1947, p 71.
Ironically, passing the draft extension did not assure the Army
12
continued growth. Two months after the vote in the House, Walter Lippmann,
a famous columnist, called for the President to decrease the size of the Army.
Lippmann believed that a larger Army increased the likelihood of conflict. By
this time, Russiant' success against the Germans coupled with Britain's
growing strength had convinced Lippmann ard others that America's best
hope to avoid war was to increase Lend-Lease to the Russians and British and
Marshall became so concerned about the move
build the nation's naval power.
to reduce the Army's size that ht met with the President on 22 September to
discus% the issue. Mai-shall was fully prepared to defend the Army against any
However, the President dismissed any discussion of the i-ksuc
such reduction.
and assured General Marshall that he had no intention of cutting the Army.
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Marshall's yeomen efforts enabled the extension bill to successfully
pass both Houses of Congress. Burke-Wadsworth, Lend-Lease, and
the Selective Service extension climaxed a two-year training period
in which Marshall's lifetime of experience and observation was
combined with practical lessons transforming the Chief of Staff from
political novice to master craftsman.
Ironically, Marshall was not present the day the House passed
the draft extension. He was at sea with President Roosevelt and
Prime Minister Churchill. 1 3 Marshall's demonstrated loyalty and
emerging political influence during his first two years as Chief of
Staff were to have ramifications throughout the course of the War as
he took an active role in forming National security policy. Indeed
Marshall's first two years as Chief of Staff were a watershed in his
public life. Throughout the war he grew closer to the President and
became one of his closet and most trusted advisors.
Perhaps no future event better illustrates Marshall's
importance to the President and his political significance in
Washington than Roosevelt's decision to have General Eisenhower
and not General Marshall command the allied invasion of Europe,
operation Overlord. Every major biographical work on Marshall
details the events and circumstances surrounding President
Roosevelt's decision. Clearly, Marshall was Roosevelt's, 14 and
See Bland, Marshall Papers Yol. 2. p 613-614; Watson, Ci
Pogue, Ordeal and Hope, p 76-78.

13

off.

p 362-366;

Pogue, referencing Hopkin's impression of Marshall's role during the

meeting in the Atlantic. says *he (Marshall) emerged as the dominating figure
at the meeting." Set Pogue, Ordeal and Io= p 145. Also. see McJimsey, Hlariry

H

14

p 177.

Roosevelt said he wanted Marshall to be the "Pershing of the Second

World War."

See Sherwood. Roosevelt and, Hopkins. p 760.

Roosevelt even told

Eisenhower during a visit to his headquarters in Cairo that he planned to name

Marshall the Supreme Commander for the invasion forces.

See Stephen E.

Ambrose, Eisenhower. Soldier. General of the Army. President-Elect--1890-1952
Y.LL(New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1983), p 269. Eisenhower writing to
Stimson said, "I have always agreed with you that Gene-il Marshall was the
logical choice to do the Overlord job, but as long as it L• bcen assigned to me

you need have no fear but that I will do my boa."

Acive SLricc p 443.
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See Stimson and Bundy. QOn

Churchill's

15

first choice.

Marshall had built the force, 16 selected the

commanders, and guided the strategy which had been so
successful.1 7 Both Roosevelt and Churchill believed that it was
Marshall's well-earned right to command the Army during its
greatest hour and have his rigatful place in history. However, the
very skills which enabled Marshall to accomplish so much proved his
undoing in being named commander of Overlord.
As news leaked to the press that General Marshall was to be
Overlord's commander, a ruckus over his perceived "demotion"' 8
Chief of Staff to field
Sfrom
commander resulted. This upheaval
caused Roosevelt to rethink his decision. Though still strongly
supported by the President and key advisors such as Stimson 19 and
Hopkins, many of Marshall's closest friends and colleagues pressed
the President not to remove r larshall from Washington. Fellow
members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, King and Arnold, vigorously
protested. 20 Even Marshall's mentor, General Pershing, petitioned the
President to keep .Marshall in Washington. 2 1
15
Churchill's support came not only from his recognition that Marshall
was a truly outstanding soldier, but as Robert Sherwood points out, "Marshall's
selection was important because of his enormous prestig, with the British
Cabinet and the British people, who might have had reservations about
Eisenhower or any less celebrated American general."
See Sherwood.

Roosevelt and Hopkins. p 758.
16
From I September 1939 to the end of the War in 1945 Marshall's Army
grew from 174.000 to 8&200=000 soldiers. Marshall "controlled a force.., deploycd
in nine theaters around the globe." See Stoler. Gcorgc C. Marshall, p 129;
Larrabee, commander in Chief ' p 115-116; and Pogue, Ordeal and Ioig,- p 1-4.
17
In April 1945 General Eisenhower wrote Marshall saying "1 think you
should make 3 visit here at the earliest possible morni,:
while we are still
conducting a general offensive. You would be proud of the Army you have
produced... you could see. in visible form, the fruits of much of your work ovcr
the past five years.
See Larrabee. ommaUder. .in ChicL p 116.
18
The Army and NMavy Journal said "powerful influences would like to
eliminate Marshall as Chief of Staff... this action would shock tho Army, the
Congress and the nation at large." See Sherwood. Rooevelt and, Hopkins p 760.
19
*Stimson did later say that Roosevelt's decision to replace Marshall with
Eisenhower was correct.* See Stimson and Bundy. OILActiye SoiM p 443.
29
See Sherwood. Roosevelt and Hopkins, p 760.. King said "We have the
winning combination here in Washington. Why break it up?"
21
Ibid., p 760. Pe.shing wrote stating his "deep conviction that he
suggested transfer of General Marshall would be a fundamental and very
grave error in our military policy."
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In the end, however, it was the President who made the
decision to recant his original choice and select General Eisenhower.
Roosevelt told Marshall "I feel I could not sleep at night with you out
of the country." 22 The decision was made. Following the general
counsel of those in the Capital and his own instinct, Roosevelt could
not "break up a winning team." Marshall was so much a part of the
political workings of Washington, that the President could not and
would not risk, at this junction, the military's political fate; nor his
own chance at a fourth term, to a political novice like Eisenhower. As
Time Magazine said in 1944, when it named Marshall its "Man of the
Year"! "The American people do not, as a general rule, like or trust
the military. But they like and trust George Marshall.... ,,23 Roosevelt
needed Marshall more for the political warfare of Washington than
the battlefields of Europe. 24
Marshall was to be honored many other times over the next
ten years for service in a wide range of public positions. He served
as Secretary of State, under President Truman for nearly two years.
While Secretary of State he became one of the chief architects of the
Truman Doctrine which directed American foreign policy for the next
two decades. Under his direction, the State Department proposed the
22

Ibid., p 803.

23
In January 1944. Time Magazine named Genera. Marshall its "Man of the
Year." In listing its reasoits for the selection i4 said. "'hc Man who more than
any other could be said to have armed the Republic was George Catlett
Marshall. Chief of Staff....The American people do not, as a general Rile. like or
trust the tuilitary. But they like and trust George Marshall .... The secret is that
American demnocracy is the stuff Mars"1al -.. made of.' Se LM Magazine.

3 January 1944.

24
For a complete review of the decision comceming command of Overlord,
,see Sherwood. Roosevelt and, Hopkias, p 758-771. 787-803; MMashall. Tagg~the
p 167-170; Larrabee. CoMwmander-lan Chief. p 146-152; Stimnwa a=d Biundy. Qn
AjuSw,
p 440-443; and Paiish. Ro;sevelt :nd Marthall,
p 414-417. This author believes that Roosevelt Lhough well intentioned, could
not have let Marshall go to Europe. If he had done so, the Presi4mnt would
have had to shoulder the substantial political respownibilities for military
affairs. Given his health, the active nti-FUR forces in th- capital. and his
desire for a fourth tem, the results wotild havc hben substantially less than
those Marshall achieved. Had he allowed Marshall to become the Overlord
comatander, in all likelihood, he would have recalled himi to Washington after
the invasion's succcss bad be=n asurcd. History has shown Roosevelt was
correct in his decision.
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plan to revitalize war-torn Europe, later called the "Marshall Plan",
and for which he later received the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1950 President Truman again called on this political giant to
serve in his administration, this time as Secretary of Defense. Once
again he played a pivotal role in the events which shaped the
American stage for years to come. He presided over America's
involvement in the Korean War. Once again he was called on to
an Army which had been hollowed out following World War
II. Finally, having participated in every major decision affecting the
during the most dramatic time in its history, in 1951 he
retired.
Truly George C. Marshall was a politician. He understood and
worked within the national political system to prepare an Army for
the greatest war in the world's history. Had he not been so gifted
and skilled in the politician's craft, the outcome of that war may have
been much different. What separated him from other politicians was
his complete disregard for personal gain or advancement. lie did
what he did because he believed it to be right. He did what he did
because he believed it was the best course of action for the Country.

If there is a lesson in this paper, it is that General Marshall showed
that politics is not pejorative. Rather politics is a means to
accomplish what is best for a free people when it is practiced without
personal motive and practiced for the overall good of the Nation and
its people.
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